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Political, legal experts want release of Justice 
Dept. memo supporting killing of Anwar ai
Awlaki 
By Peter Finn~ Published: October 7~ 2011 

A bipartisan chorus of political and legal voices is calling on the Obama administration to release a 
declassified version of the Justice Department memo that provided the legal analysis sanctioning the 
killing in Yemen last week of Anwar al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen. 

They said that the reasoning behind the extraordinary step of killing an American cannot be kept secret 
from scrutiny if the public is to continue to suppmt counterterrorism operations. Awlaki was killed in a 
CIA drone strike. 

"While U.S. counte1terrorism operations are, by necessity, classified, I do believe the administration 
should make public its legal analysis on its counterterrorism authorities, whether in the form of a legal 
opinion or a white paper," said Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), chairman of the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence. "For both transparency and to maintain public support of secret operations, it 
is important to explain the general framework for counterterrorism actions." 

Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.), chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, also said this week, "I 
would urge them to release the memo. I don't see any reason why they shouldn't." 
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The White House did not resp011d to a request for comtnent. A Justice Depa1ttrtent spokeswoman 
declined to comment 

Both Feinstein and Levin said they supported the lethal action . 

.f\ Wlaki was born in New· Mexico, and administration officials said he was the cruet of '{exterllal 
Qperations'' for al-.Qaeda; s affiliate in Yemen1 which has attempted a number ofterrorlst attacks on the 
United States. 

Several former George W .. Bush administration ()ft1cials also said that some version ofthe legal opinion, 
written.in2010 l?ytheJustice Department's Offic~ of Legal Couns~H after consultations ac;tos~the. · 
executive branch, should l>eteleased to make a public cas¢ thatthe,killingofAWlaki Was legal un(fer 
u.s. and international law. 

"IcJo thinldt woiilci b¢itilp91~nt fm;do?1estic audienc~salldlntet(tationaf a,udi¢nc~s for the 
aamiriistniiionto explain llow.the targeting arid k1111ng. ofafi American complies with applicable ... 
'¥()~Stit1Jtipnfll SJ~ndard$l~ ~a{d J qbn. B. Bellin~er Ill, form~r l~gl{l advi§~r to t11e ~tate D~par~t:rt~~Nn. tM 
:Biisfi ~W:ninj~tql.~i()n, 

~~l\ipr Q~I11~.~clri}irlistr~t~q~ offip~als .-· jncltt4i.n~ l<:>hll q;)3t~l1n~,, the. p"~$i~~ft~J:P,9lJ.P~¢~t~,rtil~~sl.!l 
.~dy~$ei;, aAd H&t"O'Jd 1<(?1\,,tft¢. $t~t¢ D¢p~tm¢pt l~gai ~tiv~s~fc ttave.&lve~~*P~¢~n&$ 'tfiat ~f~ei'¢P, ~· b.t9art 
hiH<>O:ale for u.s. ditori.e attacks on individuals .lri M~Qaeda and associated ·fotee:s; 

Tli~y arguepc.tht\:td~.ad!y fqrc:ei$l~gai\u~(le;ttn¢.2QQl c\tinglii$sfgnat,:~Jite9ii~~tidifqf'tl;l~#a~ 9(#Allfill'Y:' 
Io~ce arl(i thiitJhe trhited St~tes, actingJn sdf-.defe.i:rsei is not lltriited to ttaditlonatbattlefields iti putsu!t 
qf;terrorl~t~: :WllQ pre$ent ~n imminent' tfireat. · ·· 
,• - :'· .-- - ' .. '' . . . ·'' .. . --·~- ' 

BittJackGolclsmith1·a:Hili·\iatd law prot'essor who headed the office ofLega:l Gounselin the Bush 
'a'drtntlistratipl\, atgued ot1 the LaWfare blog that "th~r~ lias b®ri ptactioally.hbtlilng"s<!tid officiallY .• f 

~bquttlu~ ~X:¢¢utiye htant!h prqc¢ss.¢s that H~ b~ijin<;i a~yil{.~ ()11 a V•~~ C.iti~e.~. (?rAltoJ;tf W~h1t.. .. ' 
eqnstltuti<)nal rights-th~U.S, Citizep target possesses, ritaborit tlfe 1imitati6ns and cd!li:litions orl.ihe 
president's power to tar~et and kiHaU$;. citizen.'' 

B¢llinge'rsaid h~ pelieve:s that theleg;,tl analysis can be extractedfi·Om the op.intbh wltlioilt ievealb)g 
other classified fnformation. . . . 

Sollie advocates said the government's position of not acknowledging the CIA; s drone program beeau~e 
of its classified status has become· a sham because administration officials trufl1pet it in news leaks· a11d 
seek cr~dit for its success itl devastating al-Qaeda. · 

''I think thereis :growing unease across the political spectrum with the gov~rnment boastin~ to the media 
in leaks aboqt the drone program and then going into comt and saying, sorry, thafs classified/; said B~n 
Wizner; a lawyer with the American Civil Liberties Union. · · ·· 

Since last year, the ACI.(J has been seeking, under the Freedom of lnfotmationf\_qt1 reqords ftorn the 
Office of Legal Counsel "pertaining to the use of unmanned aerial vehicles bY the CIA and the armed 
forces for the purpose of killing targeted individuals," 

. . 

The government, in its July response, said the "OLC can neither confirm nor deny the existence of any 
responsive documents related to alleged CIA operations.'' 
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Scott Shane 
Tbe New York Times 
l627lStreet NW, Suite,70.0 
Washington. D.C. 20006 

Dear Mr. Shark~: 

.(J.S. Ut:!p~rtlll~n( of Ju~titc 

Office ofLegiH Counsel 

Washington, D:C. 10530 

October 21: • .20ll 

Th}~ r¢si?Qr~l:fto·}';oyt f'r~;~d9PJ ~flijf~ti;l;i~~~6n !\9t t,eqp~t q~1M. l~n~ ll, g91.0, in Whith 
y,ou §¢¢k ~'iiH Office ofLeg~l C9un,s~t9p113_i~p$ ~tmelt'iQrtW<W$wce:~Q01lP{lt ;iqd!e.ss th~ legal 
status· of targeted "killlngy.assass!nation, orldliil')gof'people;suspected of'HestoAt 'Qaedaorother 

:i~i~t~;~:u:;~:~~B~~:~:':t~f:u;~~!1t~r~~~~\~~l~~~~:~:=%f·J£R~~t~t~iti~~~~¢· 
ag¢ricies .. ~··· 

In$gf~tas~Yo.utteqtte~~-E¢i:fafti$. .~9 ~# :p~p,attm~11t9f~e,X~Il-$e,~ W&:h#v~ ~~arc.h~i:ltJ-le.'fi,t§s 
of the o:tnce of Legal C<iuhsel· and na~e cninpleteutne·prp6~ssih~,~fre~ords iespo~sive_to yout 
reql1~st W¢ ar~ whl)h()iding all ~4cht~tQrd!fp~s~an~ t9 FOIA E1(e_mptiop:Ofte; 5 l].S£; 
§ ~-?~(b)(-i), ~hich,ptot¢.¢#.~lt}$SiA~.cttrifa~Jlt~~~i~~~Pt\~.n ~wr¢~.1'i[.,;§;~?.~(·b1(3J,_~hlc~ 
prpt9cP>lnfQrmationsp.~¢ifi9aHy .¢x¢j.npt~d-from 4i~c1Q'stire hy $tattite} t\ha ,t;J(emf;itt()ll FiVe, it£, 
§ $52(b)(S), which protectsinforma~iontltatl~ P.rivite~~4· 

Jo~ofur as yxnJr r(~qu~st peftalijsto tiny otheratic:#cies. ofthe 1Jriif¢,d §fattis ,Qovemm¢nt, 
pursuant to· FOIA Ex:empdons One~.-Three 11nd Five~· 5 U$ . .CJ:. fSS2(b)( t'), (3) and (5); the Office 
otq~~~l Coun$eJ neither coufir,m$ n9f get1i~S. the. ~¥ist~~1~,e, qf'tli~4<>¢U,fl1¢1l.ll>. d¢scr{be~On YQ.:J.l' 
reqlle~t. ·we· pannotdQ_,5o bec~q&e.th¢ v¢ry fact9ftb;e.~l{'ist~nc.e :tifh()nexistence, of:sucfi 
.documents isitsel fclassified, protected ffom.disclosure·by statUte; and privileged. 

I an1 reqt1ired by statute arid regt.d~li(mtq ~rit9~ You th~t you h~ye dre right to file. an 
administrative appeaL. An}':·administrathie·appeal mustbereceiv¢d within 60 days of the date 
of this letter by the Office of lntbrmation Polley. United States Department of Justice, Flag 
Building, Suite 570, Washington, D,C. 2Q530~0QQ1 .. Bptb the lette.r and.tht! envelop~ should. be 
cleaily marked "Freedom of lnforn1ationAct Appeal." 

Paul P. Colborn 
Special Cou~sel 
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SconShane 
TbeNeW York Times 
16211StreetNW, Suitt? 10.0 
Washington. D.C. 20006 

Dcar Mr. Sharit~: 

v.S.])t:lp~rtlll~n( of Ju~titC 

Office 6fLegiH Counsel 

Washington. D:C. 10530 

October 27: • .2011 

ThJ~r¢si?Qr~l:ftQ·}';Qyt f'rt;~d9m ~nijf~ti;J;i~~~Qn!\9tt.eq}l~tq~1M, l~i1~ 11, g91.Q,ih Whit!i 
Y9u§¢¢k ~'iin Office ofLeg~le9Uh,S~t9Pitjt~p$~fmel1'iQrtW(W$Wce:~QOllP{tt;iqp!e.$s tll~ legal 
status· of targeted "killlngy.assasslnatioD, orldlii'i)8:of'peQpie:suspected Qr'tlestoAl ':Qaedaorother 

:i~i~t~y~:U!f~:~~B~~:~:':t~f:ij;~~11h~[~~~r\~~1~~~~:~:=%f'J{h~~t~t~jij~~~~¢· 
ag¢ricies.,~'·· 

In$()f~tas~yo,utieqtte~~,p¢i:tafti$. .~9 ~# :p~p,attm~ijt9f~e,X~1l,$e,~ W&:h#Y~~~arc.h~i;lgle."fi,f§s 
oflhe O:fficeofLegalC<iuhS-el'andna~e cQinpleieaUie'prCl6~ssih~,~tre~ords iespo~sive.to yout 
re'll1~sLW¢ ar~ w((l)hpidingall ~4Gh/t~CQtd;fp~s~at)~t9FOrA 'Ej(emptiojJ()fte;$ lJ.S£; 
§ ~'?~(b)(j), ~hich'pt0t¢,P#.~Jt,,§SiA~.cttrir0~Jlt~~~i~~~pt\~n ~Wr¢~.1'it.>;§;~?,~(,b)fH,,~hlc~ 
prpt9cpllnfQrmation$p,~¢:ifi9aHy,¢x¢i.nPf~(I,frA)m 4i~c1Q'sUre hy $tatute}t\hd ,E1cemptt()llFlVe, j(£. 
§ $S2(b)(S). which protectsinforma~iontltatl~ p.rivite~~4. 

Jo~ofur aSYQlJir(~qu~st peftalijslo tiriy 6thei' agc:#cies, of the Vriif¢,d §fattis,Q()vemni¢nt, 
pursuant to' FOIA Exemptions ()ne~,'Three l1ndFive~,5 U;S.'(J:.fSS2(b)( t'), (3) and (5); the Office 
0tq~~~l CQun$eJneither cOl1fir,m$ fl,9r getli~s. tM, ~;lst~~l~,e, qnli~4<>¢u'll1¢ll.ll).d¢scrihe~On YQlJ.r 
reqlle~t. 'We' pnnnotdQ.,5Q bec~Me,tlj¢v¢ryfa.Ct9ftb;e,~~jst~nc.e ;tiih(;nexIstence,bf:sucfi 
.documents isitsel fciassified, protected ffom.disclosure,by statUte; and privileged. 

I anl reqtlired by statute arid regl.d~liCmtq~rit9~ you th~t you h~"e the fight to file. an 
adIllfnisttativeappeaL. Any,administratlvecappeal mU$tbereceiv¢d within 60 days of the date 
of this letter by the Office of Information Polley. United States Department of Justice, Flag 
Building, Suite 570, Washington, D,C.2Q530~OPQJ .. Bptb the letter and,tht! envel()p~ should. be 
cJeaily marked "Freedom of lnfofnlationAct Appeal." 

Paul P. Colborn 
Special Cou~sel 
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9hari~~ s~vag¢. 
N.Y. Times 
i6271Stree;t, N:W; 
Wa~bi~gt,o;n;·p~¢. izQQ9~ 

U.~. Department of Justice 

Offlce of I;..¢ gal CotUJ.sel 

Washington, D.C. 20.530 

bciobcr27, 2011 

.. · ... ·.· ... Pursuant tO: f,.tllA E*~h'lptj()fi~iOi)~•:Ttn:e¢; ari4,Fiy~ ?. P,.$.(}.~ § $?~(q)(l)~(3) ~tid .(5), 
.the Qffi(;~·ofi.l:}gal Col.lnsel netther.confirms nor denies the: exi$tencc. ofthe clocvm(3nt~ <:{ese.ribt-:~f 
.iri Your r~qu~~t- 'i{¢ ~~nnqt ~9 sg 1.-fe,q~l.ls.e ih~v~ryi~et of' the ~xist~nce Qrnonexlstence of such 
documentS iS:iiselfcla$s'ifi~d, pt~~ctei:l fr9Tq. (ilsclp$\it¢ by stat\Jte, eynd pl'i\fileged, 

l am.• r¢quited. by ~tatqt~·titidt¢gl,t!.atioh 1<? inko~·m x~u tb~t you have .tlw r1ght to file an 
adroinistrathte appeaL. Any adriihiistr.atfve app~al· m;1.1st.b~ r~c~iv~d w~thit160 d£tys pfthe d~t¢ 
('}frhi~ lettet:py the of:tj~~ 'gflnform~tion Policy~ united States DepartmenfofJustide, Flag · .. ·· 
B\.Jilding,Suit:e57Q,. W1:1shi~gton, D-~~ 2P~?O;;QQPJ. BQtbthe hetter and the envelope should be 
clearly mal'ked 1'Freedomoflnformath:;n ,A¢(Appe!iL'; · · · · · 

. &n~iely, . 1 ./ // 

4.//~ 
Paul. P. Colborn 
Spechtl Couril)el 
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U.~. Depal"tmentof Justice 

Offlce of I;..¢gaJ CoUlJ.sel 
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('}frhi~ letter,py theOf:tj~~'9fInform~tion PoIiey~ United States DepartmentofJusti¢e, Flag '. ,.' 
BtJilding,$uit:e57Q,. Wl:1shi~gton. D.~~ 29~?O;;QQ9J. BQtJ1the hetterand the envelope should be 
clearly maI'kedl'FreedomoflnfQrmatJ<:in A¢(A;ppeliL'; . .' ' . 

. &n~relYi. , ./ // 

P/~ 
Paul. P. Colborn 
Spechtl Couriliel 
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November 4, 2011 

VIAFED·EX 

Director 
. Office of Information Policy 
United States Department of Justice 
Flag Building, Suite 570 
1425 New York Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

The New York Times 
Company 

David McCraw 
620 81

h Avenue 
New York, NY 10018 

tel 212·556·4031 
mccrad C nytimes.com 

Re: Freedom of Information Act C"FOIA") Appeal #FY10·64 

To the Director: 

I write on behalf of Scott Shane, a reporter with The New York Times. On June 11, 2010, 
Mr. Shane submitted the above-referenced request to your agency, pursuant to the Freedom 
of Information Act ("FOIA''), seeking "copies of all Office of Legal Counsel opinions or 
memoranda since 2001 that address the legal status of targeted killing, assassination, or 
killing of people suspected of ties to AI Qaeda or other terrorist groups by employees or 
contractors of the United States government." By a Jetter dated October 27, 2011, your 
agency denied the request, citing FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. A copy of this 
letter is attached, for your convenience. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(ii), I write to 
appeal that denial and ask that you review whether this document is properly withheld 
under these exemptions. 

Exemption One and Exemption Three 

It is our understanding that the requested memorandum consists largely of a legal 
interpretation of an executive order, a federal statute, the Fourth Amendment, the Fifth 
Amendment, and various strictures of international law. It is difficult to see how the 

. government's official interpretations, which must necessarily be based on the language of 
public orders, statutes, sections of the Constitution, international treaties, and judicial 
decisions, could be classified. 
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November 4,2011 

VIA FED-EX 

Director 
. Office of Information Policy 
United States Department of Justice 
Flag BuUding, Suite 570 
1425 New York Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

The New YorkTimes 
Company 

DavId McCraw 
620 81h Avenue 

New York, NY 10018 
tel 212·556·4031 

moorad C nytimes.com 

Re: Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") Appeal #FYlO·64 

To the Director: 

I write on behalf of Scott Shane, a reporter with The New York Times. On June 11,2010, 
Mr. Shane submitted the above-referenced request to your agency, pursuant to the Freedom 
of Information Act ("FOIA"), seeking "copies of all Office of Legal Counsel opinions or 
memoranda since 2001 that address the legal status of targeted killing, assassination, or 
killing of people suspected of ties to Al Qaeda or other terrorist groups by employees or 
contractors of the United States government." By a letter dated October 27, 2011, your 
agency denied the request, citing FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. A copy of this 
letter is attached, for your convenience. Pursuant to 5 U.s.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(ii), I write to 
appeal that denial and ask that you review whether this document is properly withheld 
under these exemptions. 

Exemption One and Exemption Three 

It is our understanding that the requested memorandum consists largely of a legal 
interpretation of an executive order, a federal statute, the Fourth Amendment, the Fifth 
Amendment, and various strictures of international law . It is difficult to see how the 

. government's official interpretations, which must necessarily be based on the language of 
public orders, statutes, sections of the Constitution, international treaties, and judicial 
decisions, could be classified. 
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Exemption Ftve 
As you k,nqw, the qe~}berative doc:ument carve-gut of Exemption Five extends only to those 
opinion~ that .~re both ~'j:n·~de¢isi(lnaP' and "d_eliberative." G1'tmd C¢nttal Partner.thl'P, Inc. 
v. Cuomo, 166 F.3d 473~A8l (2d Cir. 1999). While the privilege at· times may protect 
qertain"re~()mJnend~tiqns, dta.ft documents. proposals, ~uggestions, an:d other spbjepd:V¢ 
document~/' Grand Central, 166 F.3dat 482, it is not enough for an agency to show simply 
thf\t t~e doct,u11e11t at isf)ue contains opihionat~d 1natter. The Second Circuit in Grantl · 
Centralcai~efulty spelled out the fw;ther requirements that apply before the privilege is 
properly invoked. First, the document must "reflectthe personal opinions of the wdter 
rath~rtha,n.thepoJicy oftlj.e agency." Jd. (internal guot,ation-aJ14 cit.f\tion ornitteq). $¢~91)~, 
it is the burdeii of the a,ge,ncy (i}to .···pinpoint the specific agericy deqision to which.th·e 
(lqgpm~~t~<?t:r~lat~§: ; .. ~ •• ·~ an (I (ji) ''verify th.at t.h~ document prece~~s;~ J!l temporf11 
~¢quehc~, tb¢ '<Ieci,sidll'' t.o \Ynicb i.ttelat¢s!'J4, Ft.lithet~,iftlu:~ t~¢oml11'¢l1{i~ti(irt, qo_qtajn,¢({ 
in the d6cumeritis ultimately adopted, 1t H>ses its protection as a d~lfberative proce~s 
d9~.tlt:I1~I!t·~m.4¢.rFQJf\. _Afshar_y. [Jep~ .. oJS[qt¢,_10~ F.~d Jl~:~, 114~: ~· :~g (l?~C;.Gi~!. 
1983), H:er!ij the ·sijb$tance ofthe recoimnendati'o.n .appears to have be~m bblh altopt¢,ij and 
~pplied ~ ·~pd ~~-- $~~h; i4~ lC)g~l int~lpretl!,tions witl)iri the. r.~C()l1ll1lendatlo~ should be m~de 
ay(IJI~ple: tg th¢ J\:w~d~a~ pp~Hq~ . .. . . . . ·. . . . . . 

:Eurthermor~ any factual information ln the. memorandum must not be wi#ih~ld pursu.itti~ 'to. 

~~\nYU~~!: i~~ ~~;iji~~ri~a~fi~ti£~~il.1~n~rg·ca;eiff,~~~~PJ7~1rta1~i~·1fiai1~e: 
d,~l~g~plt!'V~ p~q~~~~ privji~g~· gpe~· not ~pply ~Q pwet y f~~ttt~ it1forn:r~Ho~)~ . TQ t.h~ ·~~tt;nt 
tll.at ~e. in¢mot,~ntl_qm:~9J!tains 9P~r~tio~al r~cts, tli~$~· may be re~a9t¢q, 1.1efot:~ t~l~~s~t-~f· ... 
the document ~~Je 5. tJ,s~c. § 552(b) (i'Anr reasonablysegregable porHon of a reo.ord shall: 
:~:~~~~~~,d}i~;Iny p~r~c;?t1 r~q11,e.~ti~g $nph r~g,qtci ~ft¢tJiel~tip~l of th~. portlgn~ ·':Yiji;¢11. ~~~--

C()tl~id~t~~g .the d.~finite $Ggp~ ·gf tJle r¢quest (!rid the in~pplic~bility qftile~~ p~e.ropt~OU$) 
w~,as}c._tha,~·)"QU. pr9mptly prodtt()e the reque.sted m.embra#d@, As.y()u kiJ.ow.; pij;r:§parit (o.•§ 
552(6)(!\)(ij) ail ap~eals must pedecided within twenty busines·s days• 

"fha)llt yoq fp.r Y()tir ¢'9hsiperation. If you havf! any questions~ pleas¢ 46 hot h¢sitat~ to 
contact me> · · · 

Sincerely, 

David McCraw 
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Exemption Flvit 

As you knqw, the qe~iberative dOc:llment carve-put of Exemptiqn Five extends only to those 
opinio.ri~ that .~re bothHpr~de¢isi(lnaP' and I'd,elioerative," Gl'tmd C¢nttal PaNner.rhtp, Inc. 
v.Cuomo, 166 F.3d 413~A81 (2dCir. 1999). While the privilege at· times may protect 
qertajn"re~()mJnend~tiQtlS, dta.ft documents. proposals, ~uggestions,an:d other spbjepdV¢ 
d6cument~/,Grafld Central, 166 F.3dat 482, it is not enough for an agency' to show simply 
thflt t~edOC1,1I11eIltat iSfiue contains opihionat~d tnatter. The Second Circuit in Grafl(l . 
Centr41cal~eful1y spelled out the fw;ther l'cquiremerttsthat apply before thepdvilege is 
properly invoked. First. the document must "reflectthe personal opinions of the wrlter 
rath~r tha,n. the polJcyoftlj.e agency." ld. (internalg uot,atiPIl,aI14 cit.1\tion 0Itiitleq). S¢~9J)~, 
it is the bUrdett of tliea,ge,ncy(t}to,"'pinpoiitt the specific agericy deqisiQn to which.th'e 
(lq9}lm~~t~<?1;r~lat~§:; "~ •• '~an(l(m"verifyth.att.h~ documentprece~~s;~J!ltemporfll 
~¢qtlehc~,tb¢'(leCi.sidll': t.o wnich i.ttelates!'lt/, Ft1tthel~,jnlle r~¢oml11'¢11{l~tiQJl, qO.Majn,¢tl 
in the d6cumerilis ultimateJyadopted, It !()seslts piotectionasad~lfberative pioce~s 
d2~,tlt:I1~I!t·~tU·4¢,rF9Jt\· .Afshar .v,I?ep~,. ojStqt¢ •. 1Q~ F .~d Jl~:~,114~:~. :~g (l?~C;.Qi~!. 
1S>83).H:er!ij the 'sijb$tanceofthe recoImnendafi'o.il,appears tohayebe~m bblh aliopt¢,a anCi 
~pplied~ ;~Jld ~~" $~~h; iij~ lC)g~1 int~l"pretlltions witbiri the.r.~c()1lll1lendaUo~shoulci bem~de 
ay(41~plei tgth¢J\:w~d~a~ pp~Hq~' '. , ." " , . '. ' 

:Eurt'hermor~anyfactuai informationln the. memorandum must not bewi#ih~ld pUrsu.iHi~'to. 

~~\nYlf~~!: i~~~~;iji~~tI~a~fi~(i£~~il.1~n~fg·ff.ieiff,~~~~fJ7~tr:01~i~'1fJall~e: 
d,~l~g~f:9t!'V~ F~q~~~~privg~g~'gpe~· npt~pply ~QPwelYf~~ttl~ it1forw~Ho~)~ .TQt.h~ '~~tf;nt 
tl1.4tJh;e. in¢ll)()t,~ntlqm:~9Jltairisqp~r~tjQ~al f~ctSj tli~$~'maybete~a9t¢q, 1.1efot:~ t~l~~s~(~f' " , 
the documenL ~lJe5. tJ,S~G. §552(b) (i'Anr reasonablysegregable por't1onofa reo.ordshall: 
:~:~~~~~~,d}1~;inY p~r~ql1r~qll,e,~ti~g $nphJ:~9,qtd ~ft¢t4el~tipn of th~,PQrtjgn~ ,\ypl;clt. ~~~" 

C()11~id~t~~g .the d,~finite $Ggp~ 'pi tJler¢quest (iIid the in~pp.lic~bi1ityqftl1e~~ p~e.roPt~on$) 
W~,aslc.. tha,~'Y'QU 'pr9mptly prQduqethe requested m.eliJoraTJda" As' YQukirow,jpl,l;r:$paritr.o,·§ 
552(6)(f\)(ij) ail ap~ealsmust pedecided within twentybusines's days. 

Thap\tyoqfpf yqlif¢'9hsiperalioll. If )Iou hay!! any qtiestiqns i pleas¢46 hot h¢sitat~ to 
contact me> . . . 

Sincerely, 

David McCraw 
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November 4, 2011 

VIA FED-EX 

Director 
Office of Information Policy 
United States Department of Justice 
Flag Building, Suite 570 
1425 New York Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

The New YorkTin1es 
Company 

David McCraw 
620 81~ Avenue 

New Y.ork, NY 10018 
tel 212·556·4031 

mccrad ® nytlmes.com 

Re: Freedom of Information Act (HFOIA") Agpeal #FY12-3 

To the Director: 

I write on behalf of Charlie Savage, a reporter with The New York Times. On October 7, 
2011, Mr. Savage submitted the above-referenced request to your agency, pursuant to the 
Freedom of Information Act ("FOlA"), seeking a "copy of all Office of Legal Counsel 
memorandums analyzing the circumstances under which it would be lawful for United 
States armed forces or intelligence community assets to target for killing a United States 
citizen who is deemed to be a terrorist." By a letter dated October 27,2011, your agency 
denied the request, citing FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. A copy of this letter is 
attached, for your convenience. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(ii), I write to appeal 
that denial and ask that you review whether this document is properly withheld under these 
exemptions. 

Exemption One and Exemption Three 

It is our understanding that the requested memorandum consists largely of a legal 
interpretation of an executive order, a federal statute, the Fourth Amendment, the Fifth 
Amendment, and various strictures of international law. It is difficult to see how the 
government's official interpretations, which must necessarily be based on the language of 
public orders, statutes, sections of the Constitution, international treaties, and judicial 
decisions, could be classified. 
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November 4,2011 

VIA FED-EX 

Director 
Office of Information Policy 
United States Department of Justice 
Flag Building, Suite 570 
1425 New York Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

The New YorkTinles 
Company 

David McCraw 
620 8'~ Avenue 

New Y.ork, NY 10018 
tel 212-556-4031 

moored@nytlmes.com 

Re: Freedom of Information Act (HFOIA") A11peal #FY12-3 

To the Director: 

I write on behalf of Charlie Savage, a reporter with The New York Times. On October 7, 
2011, Mr. Savage submitted the above-referenced request to your agency, pursuant to the 
Freedom of Information Act ("FOIAU

), seeking a "copy of all Office of Legal Counsel 
memorandums analyzing the circumstances under which it would be lawful for United 
States armed forces or intelligence community assets to target for killing a United States 
citizen who is deemed to be a terrorist." Bya letter dated October 27, 2011, your agency 
denied the request, citing FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. A copy of this letter is 
attached, for your convenience. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 5S2(a)(6)(A)(ii), I write to appeal 
that denial and ask that you review whether this document is properly withheld under these 
exemptions. 

Exemption One and Exemption Three 

It is our understanding that the requested memorandum consists largely of a legal 
interpretation of an executive order, a federal statute, the Fourth Amendment, the Fifth 
Amendment, and various strictures of international law . It is difficult to see how the 
government's official interpretations, which must necessarily be based on the language of 
public orders, statutes, sections of the Constitution, international treaties, and judicial 
decisions, could be classified. 
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Ei.'emp'tion Five 

~s you kn<Jw, the cl¢lih:erative dqcum~l1t ca.rve-oqt 9f ExempVotlFive extend$ oply to those 
o~inions thatare both ~~pr~dectsional'1 <lrtd"deli1Jeratiye." G:rancl Ce11trai Partn}~rsbip, Inc. 
v. Cuomo? 166 F.3d473, 481 {2d Cir. 1999). While the privilege at times may protect 
certain {'recommendations, draft docutli~nts, 1n·oposals, suggestion~, an4 other subj~ctive 
documents/' Grand Central; 166 F.3d at 482, it is not eriou_gll for an agency to show simply 
that the dqcument }It issue contains opinionated ma~ter~ Tne $econ4 Circqit in Grand 
Central carefully spe1led. out the further requirements that apply Q.efo.re the ptivllege is 
properly in,vokec:l. First, the document must ~:'reflect the personal <:>pinions of the wdtet 
qith¢r than the policy of the age11cy.~' 14. (i!ltetcl)'£il qp9,t~ti(jp ancl cita.tiO.Jl ()llii~t~ct)~ ~·ecgnd. 
it is the burden of the a~ency (i). to .. pinpoint the spedfic agency d6,ci~ion to whiCh the. 
dQct1Jl1JWt cQrr~late~ .. ! ~· arid (ii,) "y~#f'y tl)a.tthe d.9q.U)A'~l\( pre9e(te~, i11t<Unp?r~l 
sequince. th¢ 'cleci$ic>n' to whiCh it relate$.'' Id~ Futth~r~, if the:tec(}n:ul(¢i;ldatitm cpnNtiried 
hrthe ctopttment is ~lHillately adopted, it· loses· its protect.ion.as.a deliberativ~ process 
dd~\irn1~PJ\lt#J¢!" f:0JA~ Afs,h4t v~ D.ep't;. gf~fqt?...79~'f~~~ U2$,J U4311· ~.~. CP:C!~ Cir. 
l9&$:)r .. Here~ the substance of the . .recominertuad6ff app:ea~s.t6 J.tav~ o.e~n bot~ adqp~~cl and 
appli#4- ~nd a~ S.1Jc;~,t~e le:gal i:nte,tpr¢t~ti¢n§· wltliiit therecpm~enqation S.ho'!)ld.be made 
av~iiable to. the Ariiefican ~uhli¢'. ·· · · · · · · · · · · 

~t.trJb~t).UI)t¢,,. any f'a,ctu.~. infPJn).atiqp in tl)e illt}~ovandum mustnotc'be. ~i'tliheld pursua:*t,· to 

~~e:a~~~ri~~.&~~i~:idif:~1riepJtn~:~i~'ff:~~~trti§J~tr~:~fr~6f~i~1~tiri~~ 
4~tip¢r~~i\l~ .Pr()cess. privii.~~e 99~$ ll9t app}y:tg· RH:t¢lyJ~qt~gllnf~rm~~lori)~ To ~he extent 
th.attheime~mora'rid1l1rt contains '(>peratipilal fact'~; ib~s'~ iii~y· be' t¢.da¢t~;d 1ie~~re:J"~~¢}Jse qf 
~It~ ~9GlflJ.ie!?-t ~~'! 5 i1;$;n § S52(b) ('ft\ny rea~pn~bly. se~re~abl~ ·pol'tionof'a record shall 
h~ l?fbYJA~d tS) ;ioY,·p¢fS()tl.r¢qA(1~tJ.ng ~uch r¢:¢()J,:(J, aj'fer q¢1~tiQp)of,th~ pQr~iOtt'$ Wfl;iph. aFt 
exempt; :. ' /'}. . · · · · . · · · · ·. · . . 

Copsidetjpg th¢ definite ~~Qp~ ()f thereq~~St a11d t}l~ il1.~~pficapJJity Qf t~eSy exemptions~ 
we.ask ~hat youprc)hlpllyprodriceth¢ requested inel1lqt~nda. ~s ytSil Jdich.y, putsl.lailrto § 
55Z(6)(A)(ii) all appeals must Qe tfecided within twen.ty busi'.ness days~ 

Thank yol.1 foryout' cpnsidetation. If'you haye (lny qtiestioris. ple~se 4o nornesitate tq 
contact rne. 

Sincerely, 

David McCraw 
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Ei.'emp'tion Five 

~s YOU ku()w,the cl¢lih:erative dqcum~llt ca.rve-oqt 9f ExempVo11Five extend$oI)ly to those 
o~inions thatare both ~~pr~decisiqna1'1<l1id"deli1JeratiYe." Orand' Cel1fra' Partl1ershipJ Inc. 
v. Cuomo? 166 F.3d473,481{2dCir. 1999).WhiletheprivlIege at times may protect 
certain {'recommendatiol1s, draft dOCulli~nts. in'oposals, suggestion~, an4 other subj~ctive 
documents", Grand Central, 166 F.3dat 482, it is not eriou.gll forah agency to show simply 
that the dqcument }it issue contains opinionated ma~ter~ The$econq Circqit 1n Grand 
Central carefully spelled. out the further requirements 'that apply Q.efo.re thepl'ivllege is 
properly iu,voked.First, the document lllust ~:'reflect the personal 9pinions of thewdtel' 
qithprthan the policy oftheagellcy.~' 14. (iIltell),£ilqP9J~ti(jPilficlcjta.tiQ.Il ()l1ii~t~cl)~~·ecgnd. 
itis the burden of thea~ency(i).to"piripoint the spedficagen¢yde.ci~iQntO' whiCh the' 
dQctlJl1JWt cQrr~lale~ .. !~'arid (ii,) "Y~.tif'Y tQa.tthed.Q9,Um~1l( prege(te~, h~t<UnP?r~l 
sequince. th¢ 'cleci$icm' to whiCh it felate$." Id~Futth~r~;if the)'ec9n;u1i¢j;}da#tm cptiNtiried 
hlthedopl101ent is~lHlllatelyadopted, it, loses' itsprotect.ion.a~ta delibetativ~ process 
dO~\irnl~PJ'\1t#J¢I" F:0JA~Ats,h4t 1!~1),ep·t;.Qf~fqt?.,79~f~~~U2$'J U43 11· ~.~.CP:(J~ Cir. 
19&$:); '. Here~ the 'subsfance of the,l'ecominenuadotf app,:ea~s:tqItay~ o,e~n bQt~ aaqp~~cland 
appli#4 -~llda~s.JJs~,t~ele:gal i:Ilte,q;ret~ti<)M'Wltlijit therecQm~ef.14ati0ns.bo~ld,bemade 
a\l~iIable to the. Ariiefican~\lQli¢'. .... . '. .,'" 

~t.trJh~tml)r¢" .anyf'a,ctl1.~: lll,fQJn).atiqp in tl)e i11t}~ovandum mustnoFbe.~ltliheldpursua:*t" to 

~~e:fl~~~ri~~·&~~i~:idif:~1rikPJtn~;~i~:ff:~~~trtg~t;~:~ft~6f~i~1~tlf{~~ 
q~tip¢r~~i\I~ .prgcess, privit~~egp~$n9t appIY:t9' RH:t¢lYJ~qt~g11nf~rm~~lori)~T9~heextent 
th.attheime~mora'ridll1rt contains'qperatipilal fact'~;iJ;l~g'~ iii~y' be,t¢,da¢t~;d 1ie~~re:J"~~¢}Jseqf 
~h~~9Glfp.ie9-t;~~({ 5 U;$;n § S52(b) ('fA.nyrea~()n~1jly. se~re~abl~ 'pottionof;atecordsbaH 
h~ 1?f6yjA~dt9 ;iny,·p¢fs()nxeqAi1~ti.ng~uch f¢:cPt(J,aj'fer 4¢1~tiQP:of,th~ p.Qr~i()ll'$wlJ;iph.aFe exempt;:; ,/'}. .. . . ........ . . . 

Copsidetjpg th¢defil1ite~~QP~()f thereq~~stalld tll~ ill.~~plicapJJityQf t~esyeXemptions~ 
we,ask ~hat youprohlpllyprodriceth¢ requested inel1lQr~tlda. ~sytSllJdi(i\.y,pul'sl.laprtd§ 
55Z(6)(A)(ii) allappe.als must Qe tiecided within twenty buslnessdays~ 

Thankyol.l foryout'cpnsidetation. If'you haye(t0Y questions. ple~se (iOllOll1¢sitafe t9 
contact rue. 

Sincerely, 

David McCraw 
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T<!trrr.-s, CortdlliMs, Jr'd 
Restr ictlocos .a;1ply. 

Secret U.S. memo sanctioned killing of Aulaqi 
By Peter Finn, Published: September 30,2011 

The Justice Department wrote a secret memorandum authorizing the lethal targeting of Anwar al-Aulagi, 
the American-born radical cleric who was killed by a U.S. drone strike Friday, according to 
administration officials. 

The document was produced following a review of the legal issues raised by striking a U.S. citizen and 
involved senior lawyers from across the administration. There was no dissent about the legality of 
killing Aulaqi, the officials said. 

uwhat constitutes due process in this case is a due process in war," said one of the officials, who spoke 
on the condition of anonymity to discuss closely held deliberations within the administration. 

The administration has faced a legal challenge and public criticism for targeting Aulaqi, who was born 
in New Mexico, because of constitutional protections afforded U.S. citizens. The memorandum may 
represent an attempt to resolve; at least internally, a legal debate over whether a president can order the 
killing of U.S. citizens overseas as a counterterrorism measure. 

The operation to kill Aulaqi involved CIA and military assets under CIA control. A former senior 
intelligence official said that the CIA would not have killed an American without such a written opinion. 

A second American killed in Friday's attack was Samir Khan, a driving force behind Inspire, the 
English-language magazine produced by al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. An administration official 
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said the CIA did not know Khan was with Aula(Ji; but they also considered Khan a belligerent whose 
presence near the target would not have stopped the attack. 

The circumstances ofKhan's death were teminiscent of a 2002 U.S. drone strike in Yemen that targeted 
Abu Ali al-Harithi, a Yemeni ~1-Qae(laop~rative acc(lsed ofpianning the 2000attack on the USS Cole~ 
That stdkealsokHled a U.S. citjz~nwho the. CIA kneW was in Harithi's vehicle pt1t who was not~ target 
of the attack. 

The Obama administration has spoken in bt()~d terms ~b.putjts atJth()rity to use military and pararriilit~ry 
force against al..;Qaeda and associ~lted forces beyond "hot/' or traditional, battlefields such asJmq or 
Afghanistan~ Oft1cials said that certai.n belliger~nt$ aren't shielded because of their citizenship. 

''As a general matter •. it would be. entirely .lawful for the. United States to target high .. levelleaders of 
enen}yforces, ~gw-dless of their natio11ality, \VhO ate plotting to. kill Americans both under the ~uthorj~y 
provig~d by Copgress in it~ use ofmili~~ry f<')rc~'in.tli~ wmed9qnflictwitq al-Qaeda, the r,.a~ib,ap. mt<l .. 
assocTa'ted forces a$ well a~ eshi.blished intlir:nationat law that recognizes o11r right of self~detettse/' an 
administration offiCialsaid ina sta~ementFriday, 

Presid~nt Ob}npa and vari<ms~ad~lnlstrationorneials,xeferredto A.ulaqtpublielyfor the first time:Fri~ay 
as the ~·external qpera~1ons'~~hie.ffor 'll-(laeda in the ArablanPeninsult1,a lt;tbel~hat ro~y b~ intenged to 
ur1derscgre bis; ~t~~s ~s' ~tt{)p~ra,:ti¢>n.a.l1~~#er ~bq R9:$8.d.8.tl hnJJijrt~)lt thre~t. · · · · · · · 

A Justice bepw-tnwl1t $pqk,eswoumn <l~ltn~dto co1JW1~P.t• The fldlll.intstt'adon official~ refused !9 
dis~los~ tb~ ~)(~ct !~gal ~rt~y~i~ P$~(1 tq 9:iJ~bortz¢ rat:g~!i~g ?\J.ll~qi) or hpw th:ey.con~id¢iy:d ~ny:Fiftb, 
Amendment tight to au¢ process. 

~ob~rt Chesney~ a l~W profess.pta~ the UI}iv~fsit}t: e>f Tex~$ ·.atA.us,ti.ti w!lo sg~c~uljzes it1 !Ja~iQiful 
s~curiiytaw. saiti ·the go:V¢hunent likely !~viewed: A:utaqr:s constftittioiial rights,'bttt concluded.that li~ 
was ari.imminentthr.eatand was d~liber~teiy hiding in a place where neither the United States nor 
Yemen coul(l re4Hstic~J1y captQt~' h.i,tp, · · · · 

Last yearj the Obama ~dministration.invokedthe state ~e.crets privilege to argue successf!)lly tor th¢ 
dismissal of a law~uit bi·opghtiti u:s~ Pi~Y'iqt C9urt in.W: ~~l~}Iigtotl by ;\ulaql' s f!J.thet, Nasser, s~el9~g 
to block the targeting of his s.OJl. Judge John Bates fo\Ind tl:lat il1 Aulaqi;s case; t4rgeting was a .. politidtl 
question" to be decided by the executive branch, 

The decision to place Aulaqi on a capture or .kill list was ma..de irt early 2010, after intelligence Official& 
concluded that he played a direct role in the plot to blow up a Jet over Detroit and had become an 
operational figure witt!in al-Qae~Ia's afflliate in Yemen. 

"If you are a dual national high in the Japanese operational group responsible for Pearl Harbor, you're 
not exempt, and neither was'' Aulaqi, the administration official said~ 

The American Civil Libetties Union and the Center for Constitutional Rights argued on behalf of 
Aulaqi' s father last year that there is no "battlefield" in Yemen and that the administration should be 
forced to articulate publicly its legal stal1dards for killing any citizen outside the United States who is 
suspected of terrorism. 

Otherwise, the groups argued, such a killing would amount to an extrajudicial execution and would 
violate U.S. and international law. 
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".International human· rights law dictates that you can't uni1atetally target someone and kill someone 
without thatperson posing an imminent threat to security interests/' S<tid VinceWarren; exeqqtive 
direptor of the Cep.ter for Constitution~ Right~. "Th~ intbrmation that we have,. ftqm the g<)vetl1me!lt's 
own press releases, is that he is somehow loosely connected, but there is no specific evidence ofthings 
he actualized that would meet the legal threshold for making this killing justifiable as a matter ofhuman 
rights law. j, 

ACLU lawyer Ben Wizner saldthat Aulaqi hacl been targeted for nearly two years> and that the 
government Would appear tohav~ a v~~'Y ~lastic; qefininon of imn1inentthreat~ 

The former senior intell:fgeQ.ce offieialsaid the CIA did reviews every six months to ensure that tl:rose 
targeted for possible kii)if1g re;n1ai11ed ·thre~tsJts defit1ed by law and ptesidential ftndings. · · 
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Secret U.S. Memo Made Legal Case to Kill a Citizen 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 
Published: October 8, 2011 

WASHINGTON- The Obamaadministration's secret legal 
memorandum that opened the door to the killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, 
the American-born radical Muslim cleric hiding in Yemen, found that 
it would be lawful only if it were not feasible to take him alive, 
according to people who have read the document. 
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The secret document provided the justification for acting 
despite an executive order banning assassinations, a federal 
law against murder, protections in the Bill of Rights and 
various strictures of the international laws of war, 
according to people familiar with the analysis. The memo, 
however, was narrowly drawn to the specifics of Mr. 
Awlaki's case and did not establish a broad new legal 
doctrine to permit the targeted killing of any Americans 
believed to pose a terrorist threat. 
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The Obama administration has refused to acknowledge or 
discuss its role in the drone strike that killed Mr. Awlaki 
last month and that technically remains a covert operation. 
The government has also resisted growing w that it 
provide a detailed public explanation of why officials 
deemed it lawful to kill an American citizen, setting a 
precedent that scholars, rights activists and others say has 
raised concerns about the rule of law and civil liberties. 

But the document that laid out the administration's 
justification - a roughly so-page memorandum by the 
Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel, completed 
around June 2010 -was described on the condition of 
anonymity by people who have read it. 

The legal analysis, in essence, concluded that Mr. Awlaki 
could be legally killed, if it was not feasible to capture him, 
because intelligence agencies said he was taking part in the 
war between the United States and AI Qaeda and posed a 
significant threat to Americans, as well as because Yemeni 
authorities were unable or unwilling to stop him. 

The memorandum, which was written more than a year 
before Mr. Awlaki was killed, does not independently 
analyze the quality of the evidence against him. 

The administration did not respond to requests for 
comment on this article. 

The deliberations to craft the memo included meetings in 
the White House Situation Room involving top lawyers for 
the Pentagon, State Department, National Security Council 
and intelligence agencies. 

It was principally drafted by David Barron and Martin 
Lederman, who were both lawyers in the Office of Legal Counsel at the time, and was 
signed by Mr. Barron. The office may have given oral approval for an attack on Mr. Awlaki 
before completing its detailed memorandum. Several news te:PQtlS before June 2010 

quoted anonymous counterterrorism officials as saying that Mr. Awlaki had been placed on 
a kill-or-capture list around the time of the attempted bombing of a Detroit-bound airliner 
on Dec. 25, 2009. Mr. Awlaki was accys~ of helping to recruit the attacker for that 
operation. 
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a kill-or-capture list around the time of the attempted bombing of a Detroit-bound airliner 
on Dec. 25, 2009. Mr. Awlaki was acc!Js~ of helping to recruit the attacker for that 
operation. 
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1 Mr. Awlaki, who was born in New Mexico, was also accused of playing a role in a failed plot 
to bomb two cargo planes last year, part of a pattern of activities that counterterrorism 
officials have said showed that he had evolved from merely being a propagandist - in 
sermons justifying violence by Muslims against the United States- to playing an 
operational role in AI Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula's continuing efforts to carry out 
terrorist attacks. 

Other assertions about Mr. Awlaki included that he was a leader of the group, which had 
become a "cobelligerent" with AI Qaeda, and he was pushing it to focus on trying to attack 
the United States again. The lawyers were also told that capturing him alive among hostile 
armed allies might not be feasible if and when he were located. 

Based on those premises, the Justice Department concluded that Mr. Awlaki was covered 
by the authorization to use military force against AI Qaeda that Congress enacted shortly 
after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 -meaning that he was a lawful target in the 
armed conflict unless some other legal prohibition trumped that authority. 

It then considered possible obstacles and rejected each in turn. 

Among them was an executive order that bans assassinations. That order, the lawyers 
found, blocked unlawful killings of political leaders outside of war, but notthe killing of a 
lawful target in an armed conflict. 

A federal statute that prohibits Americans from murdering other Americans a: broad, the 
lawyers wrote, did not apply either, because it is not "murder" to kill a wartime enemy in 
compliance with the laws of war. 

But that raised another pressing question: would it comply with the laws· of war if the 
, drone operator who fired the missile was a Central IntelligM,Ce Agency official, who, unlike 

a soldier, wore no uniform? The memorandum concluded that §J.WU a QU~ would not be a 
war crime, although the operator might be in theoretical jeopardy of being prosecuted in a 
Yemeni comt for violating Yemen's domestic laws against murder, a highly unlikely 
possibility. 

Then there was the Bill of Rights: the Fourth Amendment's guarantee that a "person" 
cannot be seized by the government unreasonably, and the Fifth Amendment's guarantee 
that the government may not deprive a person of life '1without due process of law." 

The memo concluded that what was reasonable, and the process that was due, was 
different for Mr. Awlaki than for an ordinary criminal. It cited court cases allowing 
American citizens who had joined an enemy's forces to be detained or prosecuted in a 
militacy court just like noncitizen enemies. 
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It also cited several other Supreme Court prece:dents, like a 2007 case involVing a high
speed chase and a 1985 ca~e involving the shooting of a fleeing suspect, finding that it was 
constitutional for the police to take a~tlOilS that put a SUSpect in seriouS risk ofdeath in 
order to curtail an inin1inent risk to innocent p~ople. 

The document's authors argued that "immh1e1)t'' risks c()\lld include those by an eb~my 
le.ader who is in the business of attacking theUlljted State~ wl1eneyet pq$sjbl~, even if he is 
not in the midst of launching an attack at the precise m,gmenthe isloc~t¢d. 

There remained, however, the question of whether......, when the target is known to be a 
oitizen - it was permissible to kill him ifcapturfng him instead wel'e a feasible way of 
SJljJpressing 1:he thr.eat. 

I<Hte~ htthe strike along§i<ie Mr. Awlalti \\'a&'JitWtJ!¢t~~~ca11 ¢iti~¢1l'·~!ltl:lir l<h*P., Wltp 
}J,ad pmduced a magazil)e forAl Qae@ in the.Afabian ~insulA PJ!t?iJloti:ng terro1:is~ •. li~ 
was apparently not on the targeti~glist, making his death collateral <i~u~age. His ·f~unily .· 
has issued a stateihent cithlg the Fifth Artith1dtnenhind as.ldn~ Wliet1ier it Was nenessaJyfof 
the governrilel1t to have {'assassinated tWO: &fit$ citi~¢ns.."' 

''WM'tqis ~tYle ofexecution th~d:nly $.6ltiti()b:T!·~hel<liatJ. m:i)#l:Y'li$,lt~a!i;jri its stat¢:th~)lt. 
;~Wilycouldn:'t there pave }?e¢n~l~Pt\it~t~gttl~l?i,· .. . .. ·.·.... . . .. ... . . . ... ···. . 

Last month, President Obama;s top counterterrorism adviser; John o. Br~n~~:tli defive~ed 
a speech in which he strmigly derliedthe accusatioli tllat·theadmiiiistration had·som~times 
clioseHi fo kllhililftantswberi ¢Hpttifing thin1rwas :Pt1$~ibl~~ ~a:Wtig th.~1iolf~y;prerer¢ncefs· 
to interrogate them for intellige'nc~·. 

Th~ meniqrandumis said to deClare that hiJh~ ~fil~e of.~ :¢itiz~l1~ i~'i~ l~gc{Uy regtiire<,i to 
capturethe militant if feasible - raising a que,s~on: Wf\~ capttJ,rJng ¥r·. Awlatq in_~f~ct 
~~ .... ············· .... 

IUs possible that officials decided last motith ihat H:Was Il.otJeasible to l:tttempttd capture 
him because of factors like the risk it ¢ould pos~tq A;m~rican commandqS:and the 
diplomatic proble111s that could arise from puttit:ig gro1.1nd f<)rC!eS on Yeroeni soil. Still, the 
raid on Osama bin Laden's compound in PakiStan demonstrate::; that officials have deemed 
such operations feasible at times. 

Last year, Yemeni commandos surrounded a village irt which Mr~ Awlaki was believed to be 
hiding, but he managed to slip aWay. 

The administration had already expressed in public some of the arguments about issues of 
international law addressed by the memo, in a speech delivered in March 2010 byHarold 
Hongju Koh, the top State Department lawyer. 
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Secret U.S.~~Oj~~9eJ=e~3&-~ I§H&hi~~fl£1 ~YT~&<(571Ma;12 Page 6 of 7 Page 5 of6 

The memorandum examined whether it was relevant that Mr. Awlaki was in Yemen, far 

from Afghanistan. It concluded that Mr. Awlaki's geographical distance from the so-called 

hot battlefield did not preclude him from the armed conflict; given his presumed 

circumstances, the United States still had a right to use force to defend itself against him. 

As to whether it would violate Yemen's sovereignty to fire a missile at someone on Yemeni 
soil, Yemen's president secretly granted the United States that permission, as secret 
diplomatic cables obtained by WikiLeaks have revealed. · 

The memorandum did assert that other limitations on the use of force under the laws of 
war - like avoiding the use of disproportionate force that would increase the possibility of 

civilian deaths -would constrain any operation against Mr. Awlaki. 

That apparently constrained the attack when it finally came. Details about Mr. Awlaki's 
location surfaced about a month ago, American officials have said, but his hunters delayed 

the strike until he left a village and was on a road away from populated areas. 

A version of this article appeared In print on October 9, 2011, on page A 1 of the New York edition with the headline: Secret 
U.S. Memo Made Legal Case to Kill a Citizen. 
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jl)(J !he Dally 

Obama Team to Break Silence on ai-Awlaki 
Killing 

Inside the White House debate over how to talk about al 
Qaeda's Anwar al .. Awlaki. 

by Daniel Klaidman Uc2otributors/daniel-klaidman.htDlD I January 23, 2012 12:00 AM EST 

After months of internal debate, the Obama administration is planning to reveal publicly the legal 
reasoning behind its decision to kill the American-born leader of al Qaeda (/articles/2011108/28/al
rl!hman-s-death-is-s((rious-blow;.t.o~al-qaeda-"Qut-still-dan,gerQU~1html) in the Arabian Peninsula, Anwar al
A w laki (larticles/2011/09/30/al-awlaki+death-nothing-more-than-a-glancing~blow-al-gaeda-stronger-than
evere§t.btm!l • 

Awlaki, whom American officials had identified as the chief of external operations for the al Qaeda 
affiliate, was killed in a CIA Uarticles/2011111/10/former-cia-general-counsel-is-in-the-crosshairs-in-leal<
pmbe.html) drone strike last September in Northern Yemen. The targeted killing was one of the most 
controversial actions in Barack Obama's war on terror. Civil libertarians and human~rights activists 
have argued that it amounted to a summary execution on the basis of secret evidence and without due 
process. Defenders of the administration have maintained that the killing was a necessary and lawful 
act of war to prevent an imminent threat to the safety of the American people. 

But the Obama administration itself has said next to nothing about it. At a farewell ceremony for 
retiring Joint Chiefs chairman Mike Mullen just hours after the strike became public, Obama hailed 
"the death of Awlaki," calling it a "major blow'' in the fight against al Qaeda. But he made no 
mention of U.S. involvement in the operation. (The CIA's drone program is classified and therefore 
not publicly acknowledged by government officials.) 

Now the administration is poised to take its case directly to the American people. In the coming 
weeks, according to four participants in the debate, Attorney General Eric Holder Jr. is planning to 
make a major address on the administration's national-security record. Embedded in the speech will 
be a carefully worded but firm defense of its right to target U.S. citizens. Holder's remarks will draw 
heavily on a secret Justice Department legal opinion that provided the justification for the Awlaki 
killing. The legal memorandum, portions of which were described to The New York Times last 
October, asserted that it would be lawful to kill Awlaki as long as it was not feasible to capture him 
alive-and if it could be demonstrated that he represented a real threat to the American people. 
Furthert administration officials contendt Awlaki was covered under the congressional grant of 
authority to wage war against al Qaeda in the wake of 9111. 
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An eady draft of Holder's speech identified Awlaki by name, but in a concession to concerns from the 
intelligence community, all references to the al Qaeda leader were removed, As currently written, the 
speech makes no overt mention of the Awlaki operation, and reveals none of the intelligence the 
administration relied on in carrying out his killing. (White House spokesman Tommy Vietor declined 
to comment). 

Anwar al-Awlaki. (Site Intelligence Group--AFP-Newscom) 

That circumspect approach contrasts dramatically with the administration's posture in the aftermath of 
Osama bin Laden's death, when the president personally addressed the nation to announce the al 
Qaeda leader's demise, and key members of his team provided on-the-record accounts of the 
operation in almost novelistic detail. But the circumstances of that operation differ in crucial respects 
from the Awlaki strike. The latter involved the CIA's still secret drone program, and Awlaki was 
American-born, adding an additional level of sensitivity. 

In the aftermath of the Awlaki operation, civil libertarians and some prominent members of Congress 
called on the administration to make its legal analysis public. Some supporters of disclosure, 
including Sen. Dianne Feinstein of California, have made the case to Obama officials that speaking 
openly would be the best way to maintain public support for a program that they believe is necessary 
but remains controversial. 

For Obama the question pitted two core principles that he has, at times, struggled to balance: rolling 
back the Bush administration's penchant for secrecy in countetterrorism, and adequately protecting 
the intelligence community's most sensitive sources and methods. Obama had guided U.S. 
counterterrorism policy in a difficult political environment and has often disappointed his liberal base, 
which believes he has sided with the policies of his predecessor, George W. Bush, a surprising 
amount of the time. 

The calls for transparency in discussing the Awlaki strike were batted away at first. But behind the 
scenes, several prominent lawyers in the national-security bureaucracy began lobbying their 
colleagues and superiors for some degree of disclosure. Among them were Jeh C. Johnson, the 
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including Sen. Dianne Feinstein of California, have made the case to Obama officials that speaking 
openly would be the best way to maintain pubUc support for a program that they believe is necessary 
but remains controversial. 

For Obama the question pitted two core principles that he has, at times, struggled to balance: rolling 
back the Bush administration's penchant for secrecy in countelterrorism, and adequately protecting 
the intelligence community's most sensitive sources and methods. Obama had guided U.S. 
counterterrorism policy in a difficult political environment and has often disappointed his liberal base, 
which believes he has sided with the policies of his predecessor, George W. Bush, a surprising 
amount of the time. 

The calls for transparency in discussing the Awlaki strike were batted away at first. But behind the 
scenes, several prominent lawyers in the national-security bureaucracy began lobbying their 
colleagues and superiors for some degree of disclosure. Among them were Jeh C. Johnson, the 
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Defense Department general counsel, and Harold Hongju Koh, the State Department legal advise1\ 
The national-security "principals'' quickly divided into camps. T~e CIA ~nd other elementS, ()fthe 
intelligence community were opposed to an:y disclosures that ¢ould lift the veil of sectecy fron:i a 
covert program. Others, notably the Justice and State departments, argued that the killing of aft 
American ditizen without trial, whilejustified in rare cases, was so extraordinnry it demanded a higher 
level bf pttblic explanation. Among the. proposals discussed in the fall: relea~ing a "white l'::lPer'' · 
based on the Justice memo, publishing an op-ed aitide ih The New York Times under Holder;s 
byline, and making no public disclosures at alL 

Thei!)sue came to a head at a Situation Room meeting in November. At lower-level irit~ragertcy 
meetings~ Obama officials had already begun moving toward a cori1promise. David Pettaeus, the.new 
CIA director whose agency had been wary of too much disclosure, came out in support ofrevealfug 
the ]~gal reasoning b,~hind the Awlaki killing so long. as the case, w&s not explicitly discussed. · · · 
Petraeus, according t9 admi~istration officials, was backed up by James Clapper,. thedirectorof 
national intelligen<;e; {The CIA declined to comment) The State Depaxtment, meanwhile, continued 
to push for fullerdisc;losttre .. One:seniqr oban.nt official Who c()lltinu¢d to raise· questions abPllt tl\~ 
Wi~d.otn cif cpil)iug out J)Qblicly at~ll was. J~nyt NapollHu1o, th¢ H:on1eland Se8utity ~i,h~Ctot;. '$~¢, . 
argued that the calls for transparency. had quieted down; as one partiCipant characterized het view,. so 
wijy J)9~e the hornet's I"le;sJ? Anpt.her seniQr official express,ing c~uU,o.ri ~bout the pl~n was ta#1pm 
E,p¢ntirilet~ til.~ "Y:ll!t~ li<';l\.1$¢ c<;).unseL Sh¢ cautjozyed that tQ.f( · 9~§¢l()S1lte$ .coulq ')Ve.@.~en:t~e .• •. . . • •....... 
gbver~ment's stanceln pehdihg litigation. The New York. Time~ has flled.alawsuitagain~t the;Qbafua: 
@l:llinistration.uude,r the Fre~dotn,ofinfOJ:mat.ion Act seelcin~tJrenele~se ofthe Jmstiqe b~¥tmel)t 
l~gal ppinion in tM ~Wla):<1 case. (Tlj~ dep~tti~rtt b~ .<l¢clii,let1t<? prqvide ~be qQgq~ents re,qy~~t¢4~) 

~tiiapte dowu to \Vhat Denis McDono~¥h; the deputy n3:tiohal~s~curlty adviser, cheekily ¢aUe(l tbe 
'illt\lf MontyH Vei:sus the lffull Monty;'' after the Br~tish, movi(? E\hOut tt. U1t1l~ striptC?€\S~ act: Ip thtren~k 
tl~e principal~ $ett1e~ ~m th~ 11alf MoP% As the State p~partm,etlt'$ Koh coQt'in~t~d t() P.t!Sh fpftlj~ . · · · 
milx:in1p.ni ~ltJ.qU:nt of discldsuf.e,, M2Donoligh began referring to thatp.ositiori ai:-'d1eJullFIIi1~1&l' 

A numb~rofObama officials supported the move in pari because they cqnsidered it therigl1t poJip.y, 
hu.t 1il~qb.ecatl8eitrepre~ented an opporttlnityto sep~rate thems¢1V$S frOntthe Bu~fl admin~stratig~{ . 
·''Weneed tosbbwwe're different,? said one senior official, who declinedto.benairied. ''Ifyo\ll~t 
these thin~s festeri they become part of the narrative.'' 

Ipthe ~nd~there was a cppsensus tl1at the best vehicle wquld be a.n up~orn,ing speech qnnath:mal.o 
secudty policyth~t Holder wanted to give. The model was a Iow~l<:ey.addtess t~atthe state . · . 
Department's Koh gave in March 2010 on the legal theories underpinning the Obama administraii'on' s 
counterterrorism policies. Burled deep in the speech, Koh defended the legality of targetedkilli:tlg 
without explicitly confirming the CIA's secret drone program. The·address, delivered at a meeting of 
international lawyers, was widely praised for its f01thright, if narrowly drawn. approach to a 
controversial policy. 

A recommendation to go public on Awlaki was made by the national-security ''principals'' in 
November and received a provisional signoff from the White House last week. Tom Doni! on, the 
national~security adviser, then circulated a decision memorandum to be signed by key officials 
throughout the government. It included a five-page draft of Hol~r·s ptoposed remarks on the legal 
rationale for the Awlaki strike. 

No venue has been selected yet for the Holder speech. But as he prepares his address, the 
.administration is resuming its drone strikes on al Qaeda. Late last week, U.S. officials confirmed to 
Reuters that Aslam A wan, a senior operations chief for al Qaeda, was killed in an attack in North 
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Waziristan. The debate over the CIA's covert program will linger long after Holder has made his 
remarks. 
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AN ot-Quite Confirmation of a Memo 
Approving Killing 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

WASHINGTON - For months, the Obama administration has refused to confirm or deny 

the existence of a Justice Department memorandum that approved the targeted killing of a 

United States citizen, Anwar al .. Awlaki, who died in a dronestl'ike in Yemen last September. 

But in an exchange at a budget hearing on Thursday, SenatorPatrickJ. Leahy and Attorney 

General Eric H. Holder Jr. came close to implicitly conceding that there is indeed such a 

memo, which was written by the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel. 

Mr. Leahy, a Vermont Democrat who is chairman ofthe Senate Judiciary Committee, 

brought up a conversation he said he and Mr. Holder had earlier this week about a speech on 

"drones and targeting of U.S. citizens" that the attorney general delivered on Monday. 

"I still want to see the Office of Legal Counsel memorandum and I would urge you to keep 

working on that," Mr. Leahy said to Mr. Holder. "I realize that's a matter of some debate 

within the administration but ... " 

The senator then paused, smiled and laughed. Mr. Holder responded by nodding and said, 

chuckling, ''That would be true.'' 

The New York Times published an account of the Office of Legal Counsel memorandum in 

October, citing people who had read it, and filed a Freedom of Information Act request 

seeking access to it. But the Justice Department rejected that request, refusing to confirm or 

deny whether the document existed. The newspaper has since filed a lawsuit seeldng to make 

it public, and the department has maintained that position in the litigation. 

Mr. Holder's affirmation of Mr. Leahy's remarks was ambiguous and fell short of explicit 

acknowledgment that there is a memo about the targeting of citizens whose proposed release 

led to internal administration debate. Tracy Schmaler, a Justice Department spokeswoman, 

said the exchange did not amount to an inadvertent confirmation that there is any such 

document. 
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''We do not confirm or deny that such a mem()randUJ11 exists," she saJd. 

Mr. Holder's speech sketched the outlines ottht:t admhiistration's th~ory fot· why it i1;:lawful 
under cert(lin cit't~utnstances for the executive b1·anchto kill citizens who are deemed to be 
terrorists, but contained no explicit legal citations~ 

As first reported in January by Newsweek, national security offiCials were split about how to 
respond to bipartisan calls to disclose the memo. They eventually agreed that Mr. Holder 
wou}d,. deliver a more limited account of fb.elr lega..lreaso11iug in a speech instead. 

The speech, however, was gelayed_{o1· m()nth~. Its tielivery has revived calls from some 
la:mnakets ancl. comttl.~t1tators to !Jjsclos.e t}J.~ ac1Jla1 <.it:lctl,metlt~ a;lt}lpugh others - notably 
Senator Dianne Feitl~tein, the C~l~fol'tl~a r>,¢mocra,t Who lead§ the Senate~s- ir:ttellig¢hce 
ov¢tsight efforts __,·portrayed tli.~tu$eWes t:ts satisfiet"L. 

:Although AmeHcat1 atone ~trikes in ¥eitre1111ave heeii Wiile1y reported" theobama 
administratioheonsiders them ''cove1tt'-so,dffic1als rna)" nofd1scu8s.them. Thatawkward 
situation may be:rel~tecl to the ream& of gQver:nme~tdocuw~llts:tqade public py Wikiteaks 
thathav~ n9t b~~n t~ch~ieaUy declassifie(l, $9·tlle''gQv~·nrnent.tr~ats th~m as.(ftheywere: 
$tlllseep~t~ .·.· · .. ··. .. . ~, . ·" . .. .... · .. ·. .. ~.· .. ··· ···. . .. ·.. ... ·.··. ·. 

Speclf~p~ly" qiplpmatic q~fbl~s Pl1Pli$}j~in 2.A1Q 4is~J0§~4 ~s~ct¢t d¢a) tll)det W:h.ic}t t,h~ 
r:ameliig()'verrinient had granted petlilissi(J~ff'Qr th~ l!IJ1iten StaJ~sto ~out stril(es aim.e4 
at tefl'orists¥ buttheYemertfgover.tli11ent WollldJi~ that it;; not Ant€ldeans,Jiiid carried out 
thtfbombings. 

At a hearing in November? Mr. Leahy pressed Mr. Holder to show the Judiciary Committee 
the memq.·Mr, Hol4er's replythen hadbeellc nry,chworec::ttJtious, say:i11ghe i

1can;notaddress 
whether or not there is an opinfon 9I1 tl:).is area~ '1 
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Nc>w, Mr. Attorney General, the department, )'our department administers many crucial grant programs that help 
victims and law enforcement inchiding ones that I've been very heavily involv~d with, Violence Against Womcn 
Act programs and; you know, Senator Crapo and I have a reauthorization bili on the -- the cops grants, the 
(inaudible) partnership pi·ogram. · -

The Government Ac¢ounting Office has said that thlire ~~ (inaudible) .lind duplications and inefficiencies iri soln~ of 
the grant programs. 

Will your department workto make sure there are- c_ ifthere are any duplications that they be removed and that we·_,. 
we gO forward? Because these are good programs but there's only so much money to go around. 

HOLDER: 

No, I mean, thatls e~actly the prOblem that wehave;W:t hav,e to ri'Hl.kc sure that as the limited amo_unts of tn~·mey to 
go ar(lundartd we nave to .. make s.ure tha.Hher~ls rtQt duplication. 

Managers frqm QJP, frgm cops to qfn¢e of Violei1e~ Ag»i~Ts~ Warne~ regttlarly m¢t to coordil}ate their.~: their 
pr<)gtams".tl~~i_r aritiViti¢~· And fth(f).~:~iJ~t· ?n~'tWng th~typii shguld ~- peopl~ $lwulp not assume i.S. that l?~.c~use y9o 
·-~ee·· tlie word Yi(ltinlln' n nun\IXer pf dil~g$ t~h.~ \vid.o in Jhe:depatim,e{nn)iat nece~sat;ily mei\fis that the: nwn~YI$ 
®In•g ~.: Js gei~g -- tht\t~v~·r~ dupli¢at~tl e((p~sth~~e: · ··· · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · 

They h:ave \i~ry dis~Jnc.t resp9n~fbHiti\~~. ij_ijt W~ ar¢W6fkihg tl) rnak;~ stirC. that the -- tlt.c m~n¢y that we haV~ l$ bflirig 
used li) :ao¢ff:i¢iet~t ahd appt(}pril\te \y~y •. 
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So much so that I walked down thl;l street in pen.ver; Coloraqo{a year or so ago; a police officer came up and asked 
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budget tpbuY,Jfi~ buile@pof vesJs, whicAr.e<iliire ~?Oo. ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · 

Can you check to make sure these. ·--, these fLmds are ae,obligated or are. -~ are .o bJi gated as q ukkly as possible? 

HOLDER: 

Yeah.lmean tb the ~xtent thatfunds were tldtpra:wri down, we are takil.lg steps to allow jurisdictiotts tQ use those-
that unused funding and have the time period with which they could draw down extended so that we call get rhese 
bulletproof vests out to these oft'l-cim>. 

LEAHY; 

And I would reiterate what I. ha:d told you when we chatted ea:rlier this week when J was in Vermont about your -a 

your speech earlier this \Vcek regarding drones rind targeting of U.S. citizens. 

I still want to sec the (Jffice of Legal Counsel memorandum. And 1 would urge you to keep working on that. I 
realize-- I realize if's a matter of some debate within the administration but... 
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HOLDER: 

Thaf wotild .be true. 

LEAHY: 

Please keep my staff and m¢ update~ 011 the prt)gr~ss ()f the review of the NYPD surveillance. of Musliinf\meJ.icails. 

HOLDER: 

We ~viJI. 

And lastly; I wrote to you a.•1~ the secret$ry of homeJ.anp sec.urity, J?ne{ Napoli rant), to ~ncourag~ y(jti ~g· 1\6!4 
m~rriage~based .1JiiQ1igrntion pedtiQJ}S f~t S8.1ll<l"Se~ spouses in ab~yancc ~nd why the administraJtO~'S der;tsi())l n6. 
Iongerdepen<,i~> 1 ~~~ Cqnstitutipn n()w '"~ ~~e; l)efeiui~ A~~inst Marriage Act, part of it may be gr~t\ted i~4ttJI;Ioal 
cases; 

~ h~pe Y.p~ :-~ift r~~qn~~~~fih~ ~~mtni~.tfati~n's pb~mqn, )V¢~~rJ~ a casel'v~ ~vritt~Q .t<i· .y9tiabotit, Ifi1t•i~¢.s:Ji:6r~#t 
(pti). \w.~ (i~~Mi9I~!l Wli.l1 )Yet6 matf:i~d hfYeripqiit wn..o (ln~\!dil:ileJ nlitnb.~r fJf state$)'vhe1'¢ ~iirJ~,#~x :zy.or!ii:ig¢,~ ~t~ 
reg~!~ 

s'ut then.they mn up·:a-ga'inst the.immlgr.adon problem so please review that. . -.•\ ·.,:, 

Those wcrccxccilcnt P. oi~ts. SenatorLeahy. Thank you .very much, . . 

Scnator·Lautel1berg? 

LAU1'ENBEIW: 

Thanks very much, Madarne Chairn~ai1. 

Welcome, Gencrai,Auqrncy Gcricral Holder. The job docsn'tsccm to be getting easier and f'm not blaming yo~1.l'm 
justsympfHhizing and ... 

HOLDER: 

Good observation. 
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Thank you, Mr. Sensenbrenncr. 

The gentleman from New York, Mt. Nadler, is recognized. 

NADLER: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Attorney General, we have made several requests to you to allow us to review the Office of 
Legal Counsel memo that reportedly provides the legal justification for the lethal targeting of 
U.S. citizens who are terror suspects. The department has sought to (inaudible) cases seeking 
judicial review of lethal targeting by arguing, among other things, that the uppropriate check on 
executive branch conduct here is the Congress and that information is being shared with 
Congress to make that check a meaningtlll one. 

Yet we have yet to get any response to our eequests. Will you emmnit to providing that memo to 
us and to providing a bdeflng? 

HOLDER: 

Well, we certainly want to provide information to the extent that we can with regard to the 
ptocess that we use in selecting targets. I gave a speech at Northwestern University. Mr. Brennan 
gave a speech here. I believe ... 

NADLER: 

Ex(: use me. Will you commit to providing a copy of the brict1ng -- a copy of the -- of the legal 
memo from OLC? 

HOLDER: 

We will certainly look at that request and try to determine whether ... 

NADLER: 

And a briefing to the members of this committee? 

HOLDER: 

And we'll certainly consider the possibility of a briefing. 

NADLER: 

The possibility? You won't commit to giving a briefing to this committee? 

HOLDER: 
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1 think that we are probably going to be in a position to provide a briefing, but I would like to 
hea1· f)·om the hlVolved people in the intelligence community, as well as people at OLC, about 
how we might structure such ... 

NADLER: 

And you'll you get back to us on that within, let's say, a month? 

HOLDER: 

We can do that. 

NADLER: 

Thank you. 

When running for president and talking about medical marijuana being legally used around the 
country in certain jurisdictions, President Obama said the following, quote, "I'm not going to be 
using Justice Department resources to try to circumvent state laws on this issue;'' close quote. 

Apparently, the department has not followed the president's admonitjon. Since 2009 DOJ has 
conducted around 200 raids on medical marijuana dispensaries and growers and brought more 
than 60 indictments. It's my understanding that the department has a more aggressive record on 
prosecuting these cases in this administration than under the previous administration. 

The president clearly did not want to prioritize prosecutions involving medical marijuana, and 
while I understand selling and possessing marijuana remains against federal law, the citizens of 
17 states and the District of Columbia believe its medical use should be legal. 

Given these facts, why has DOJ focused so extensively on investigating and punishing those who 
legally grow and sell marijuana legally under local law, contrary to apparently what the -
contmry to the apparent intent of what the president said on the subject? 

HOLDER: 

This is inconsistent with these little things called the facts. The Justice Department indicated in a 
memo that went out by the deputy -- then deputy attorney general that we were not going to use 
the limited resources that we have to go after people who are acting in conformity with state law> 
people who had serious illnesses, people who were acting> as I said, consistent with state law. 

But one has to deal with the reality that there are cettain people who took adva11tage of these 
state laws and a different policy that this admin.istration announced than the previous 
administration had, and have come up with ways in which they are taking advantage of these 
state laws and going beyond that which the states have authorized. 

Those arc the only cases that. .. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

Civil Action No. 12 CIV 0794-CM 
American Civil Liberties Union and the American 
Civil Liberties Union Foundation, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

U.S. Department of Justice, including its component 
the Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Department of 
Defense, including its component U.S. Special 
Operations Command, and Central Intelligence 
Agency, 
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DECLARATION OF COLIN WICKER 

I, Colin Wicker, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows: 

1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Dorsey & Whitney LLP, co-counsel for 

Plaintiffs American Civil Liberties Union and the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation. 

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Nathan 

Freed Wessler of the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation to the Office of Information 

Policy, U.S. Department of Justice and others, dated October 19, 2011. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a letter from counsel for 

Defendants to the Honorable Colleen McMahon dated April 9, 2012. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter from counsel for 

Defendants to the Honorable Colleen McMahon dated April23, 2012. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a transcript of 

Director's Remarks at the Pacific Council on International Policy (May 18, 2009), as retrieved 
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from the CIA website on March 27, 2012, https://www.cia.gov/news-information/speeches

testimony/directors-remarks-at-pacific-council.html. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a transcript of Obama 

on "Tonight Show" with Jay Lena: Full Video and Transcript, Oct. 25, 2011, as retrieved from 

The Washington Post website on July 16, 2012, 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/44/post/obama-on-tonight-show-with-jay-leno-full-video

and-transcript/2011110/26/giQAHXJjiM_blog.html. The transcript contains a transcription error. 

The transcript indicates that President Obama said, "it was important that working with the 

enemies, we were able to remove him from the field." However, President Obama actually said, 

"working with the Yemenis, we were able to remove him from the field." The video is available 

at http://www .nbc. com/the-tonight-show /video/president -obama-part2-1 02511 I 13 71660. 

7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy ofLuis Ramirez, Panetta 

Praises Libya Campaign, Thanks Troops, Voice of America, October 6, 2011, as retrieved from 

the Voice of America website on July 16, 2012, http://www.voanews.com/content/panetta

praises-libya-campaign-thanks-troops-1313 70363/146328.html. 

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Remarks of CIA 

General Counsel Stephen W Preston at Harvard Law School on April 10, 2012, as retrieved 

from the CIA website on July 16, 2012, https://www.cia.gov/news-information/speeches

testimony /20 12-speeches-testimony I cia-general-counsel-harvard.htm 1. 

9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy ofthe text of US.: Defense 

Secretary Refers to CIA Drone Use, L.A. Times, October 7, 2011, as retrieved from the L.A. 

Times website on July 16,2012, http://latimesblogs.Iatimes.com/world_now/2011110/us

pakistan-yemen-cia-drones.html. Due to technical issues with printing the article from the L.A. 

Times website, the text of the article was copied into a separate document and printed. 
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(E.D. Mich. Feb. 10, 2012). 
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Leon Panetta (CBS Jan. 29, 2012), as retrieved from the CBS News website on July 18, 2012, 

http:/ /www.cbsnews.com/830 1-18560 _162-57 448437 /the-defense-secretary-leon

panetta/?tag=contentMain;contentBody. As can be seen from the exhibit, the CBS News website 

refers to a "Web Extra" presentation of The Killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, an online-only video 

segment of the interview containing discussion of the government's targeted killing of Anwar al

Awlaki, which is not otherwise reflected in the transcript. The Web Extra video presentation is 
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10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Government's 

Sentencing Memorandum in United States v. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, No.2: 10-cr-20005 

(E.D. Mich. Feb. 10,2012). 

11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of Peter Finn & Joby 

Warrick, CIA Director Says Secret Attacks in Pakistan Have Hobbled al-Qaeda, Wash. Post, 

Mar. 18, 2010, as retrieved from The Washington Post website on July 16, 2012, 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/20 1 01031171 AR201 0031702558.html?hpid=topnews. 

12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Siobhan Gorman & 

Jonathan Weisman, Drone Kills Suspect in CIA Suicide Bombing, Wall. St. 1., Mar. 18,2010, as 

retrieved from The Wall Street Journal website on July 16,2012, 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1 000 1424052748704059004575128123449551524.html. 

13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of a transcript of Jake 

Tapper Interviews CIA Director Leon Panetta, ABC News, June 27,2010, as retrieved from 

ABC News website on July 16,2012, http://abcnews.go.com/ThisWeekiweek-transcript

panetta/story?id= 11 025299&page= 1. 

14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of a transcript of the 

network broadcast portion of a 60 Minutes interview with Leon Panetta, The Defense Secretary: 

Leon Panetta (CBS Jan. 29, 2012), as retrieved from the CBS News website on July 18,2012, 

http://www.cbsnews.com/830 1-18560_162-57448437 Ithe-defense-secretary-Ieon

panetta/?tag=contentMain;contentBody. As can be seen from the exhibit, the CBS News website 

refers to a "Web Extra" presentation of The Killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, an online-only video 

segment of the interview containing discussion of the government's targeted killing of Anwar al

Awlaki, which is not otherwise reflected in the transcript. The Web Extra video presentation is 
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available at http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7396830n. It is this Web Extra video 

which is quoted in the accompanying memorandum of law. 

15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of Lisa Daniel, Panetta: 

Awlaki Airstrike Shows US.-Yemeni Cooperation, American Forces Press Service, Sept. 30, 

2011, as retrieved from the U.S. Department of Defense website on July 16, 2012, 

http:/ /www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=65 512. 

16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of Charlie Savage, A Not-

Quite Confirmation of a Memo Approving Killing, N.Y. Times, March 8, 2012, as retrieved from 

the New York Times website on July 16,2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/09/us/a-not

quite-confirmation-of-a-memo-approving-killing.html. 

17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of Mark Landler, Civilian 

Deaths Due to Drones Are Not Many, Obama Says, N.Y. Times, Jan. 30,2012, as retrieved from 

the N.Y. Times website on July 16, 2012, 

http://www .nytimes.com/20 12/0 1/31/world/middleeast/ civilian -deaths-due-to-drones-are-few

obama-says.html. 

18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of Daniel 

Klaidman, Kill or Capture (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1st ed. 20 12). 

19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of Senate Appropriations 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and Science, and Related Agencies Holds Hearing on the 

Proposed Fiscal2013 Appropriations for the Justice Department (March 8, 2012), as retrieved 

from the Congressional Quarterly website on July 13, 2012, 

http://www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-4042882?print=true. 

20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of Senate Select 

Intelligence Committee Holds Hearing on Worldwide Threats (January 31, 20 12), as retrieved 
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the N.Y. Times website on July 16,2012, 

http://www.nytimes.coml20 12/0 1/31/world/middleeastl civi lian -deaths-due-to-drones-are-few

obama-says.html. 

18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of Daniel 

K1aidman, Kill or Capture (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1 st ed. 2012). 

19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of Senate Appropriations 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and Science, and Related Agencies Holds Hearing on the 

Proposed Fiscal 2013 Appropriations/or the Justice Department (March 8, 2012), as retrieved 

from the Congressional Quarterly website on July 13,2012, 

http://www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-4042882?print=true. 

20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of Senate Select 
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from the Defense Intelligence Agency website on July 17, 2012, http://www.dia.mil/public

affairs/testimonies/20 12-0 1-31.html. 

21. Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of House Judiciary 

Committee Holds Hearing on Oversight of the Justice Department (June 7, 2012), as retrieved 

from the Congressional Quarterly website on July 13, 2012, 

http:/ /www.cq.com/doc/congressionaltranscripts-41 0 1328?print=true. 

22. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of Keith Johnson, US. 

Seeks Cleric Backing Jihad, Wall St. J., Mar. 26, 2010, as retrieved from the Wall Street Journal 

website on July 17, 2012, 

http://online.wsj .com/article/SB 100014240527487040941 04575144122756537604.html. 

23. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of Remarks by Secretary 

Panetta and Canadian Minister MacKay, September 30, 2011, as retrieved from the U.S. 

Department of Defense website on July 17, 2012, 

http://www.defense.gov/Transcripts/Transcript.aspx?TranscriptiD=4890. 

24. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of a transcript of a speech 

by Harold Hongju Koh, The Obama Administration and International Law, March 25, 2010, as 

retrieved from the U.S. Department of State website on July 17, 2012, 

http:/ /www.state.gov/s/l/releases/remarks/139119.htm. 

25. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of a letter from counsel 

for Defendants to the Honorable Colleen McMahon dated May 18,2012. 

26. A video recording of the Google+ interview with President Obama described in 

the ACLU's brief, President Obama Hangs Out With America, can be found on the official 

White House website at: http://www .whitehouse.gov /blog/20 12/0 1/3 0/president-obama-hangs

out-america. The statements cited in the accompanying memorandum begin at minute 26:30. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on the 18th day of July 2012 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

-6-

Is/ Colin Wicker 
COLIN WICKER 

JA517 
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foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on the 18th day of July 2012 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

-6-

/s/ Colin Wicker 
COLIN WICKER 
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NATIONAL SECURITY 
PROJECT 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 
NATIONAL OFFICE 
125 BROAD STREET, 18TH FL. 
NEW YORK, NY 10004·.2400 
T/212.549.25DO 
WWW.ACLU.ORG 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
SUSAN N. HERMAN 
PRESIDENT 

ANTHONY D. ROMERO 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

-:::::;-. * 

ACLU 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 

October 19,2011 

Information Officer 
Office of Freedom of Information and Security Review 
Directorate for Executive Services and Communications 
FOIA/Privacy Branch 
1155 Defense Pentagon, Room 2C757 
Washington, D.C. 20301-1155 

HQUSSOCOM 
ATTN: SOCS-SJS-1/FOIA Requester Service Center 
7701 Tampa Point Blvd 
MacDill AFB, FL 33621-53_23 

FOIAIP A Mail Referral Unit 
Department of Justice 
Room 115 
LOC Building 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001 
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Chief of Staff 
Office of Information Policy 
Department of Justice 
Suite 11050 
1425 New York Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001. 

Elizabeth Farris, Supervisory Paralegal 
Office of Legal Counsel 
Department of Justice 
Room 5515, 950.PennsylvaniaAve., NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

Tracy Sclunaler 
Director, Office of Public Affairs 
Department of Justice 
9SO Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 

Information and Privacy Coordinator 
FOIA Office 
GateS 
1000 Colonial Farm Road 
McLean, VA 22101 

Re: REQUEST UNDER FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT/ 
Expedited Processing Requested 

To Whom it May Concern: 

This letter constitutes a request·("Request") pursuant to the Freedom 
oflnformation Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. § 552 et seq., the Department of 
Defense implementing regulations, 32 C.F.R. § 286.1 et seq., the 
Department of Justice implementing regulations, 28 C.F .R. § 16.1 et seq., 
the Central Iritelligence Agency implementing regulations, 32 C.F.R. 
§ 1900.01 et seq., the President's Memorandum ofJanuary 21, 2009, 74 
Fed. Reg. 4683 (Jan. 26, 2009) and the Attorney General's MemorandUm of 
March 19,2009,74 Fed. Reg. 49,892 (Sept. 29, 2009). The Request is 
submitted by the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation and the 
American Civil Liberties Union (collectively, the "ACLU").1 

This Request seeks records pertaining to the legal authority and 
factual basis for the targeted killing of Anwar al-Awlaki2 ("al-Awlaki") and 
two other U.S. citizens by the United States Government. According to 
news reports, al-Awlaki, a United States citizen, was killed in Yemen on or 

. around September 30, 2011, by a missile or missiles ftred from one. or more 
unmanned aerial vehicles (U A V s )--commonly referred to as "drones"_:_ 
operated by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and/or Joint Special 
Operations Command (JSOC). See, e.g., Mark Mazzetti, Eric Schmitt, & 
Robert F. Worth, C.lA. Strike Kills U.S.-Born Militant in a Car in Yemen, 
N.Y. Times, Oct. 1, 2011, at Al, available at http://nyti.ms/rsjp7J; Greg 
Miller, Strike on Aulaqi Demonstrates Collaboration between CIA and 
Military, Wash. Post, Sept. 30,2011, http://wapo.st/nUOiaO. S~ir Khan 

1 The American Civil Liberties Union is anon-profit, 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(4) membership 
organization that educ11tes the public about the civil liberties implications of pending and 
proposed state and federal legislation, provides analysis of pending and proposed 
legislation, directly lobbies legislators, and mobilizes its members to lobby their legislators. 
The American Civil Liberties Union Foundation is a separate 26 U.S.C. § 50i(c)(3) 

· organization that provides legal representation free of charge to individuals and 
organizations in civil rights and civil liberties cases, and educates the public about the civil 
liberties implications of pending and proposed state and federal legislation, provides 
analyses of pending and proposed legislation, directly lobbies l<::gislators, and mobilizes its 
members to lobby their legislators. 

2 Al-Awlaki's name is sometimes spelled "al-Aulaqi." Tills Request seeks records referring 
to al-Awlaki using any spelling or transliteration of his name. 

2 
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2 Al-Awlaki's name is sometimes spelled "al-Aulaqi." TIlls Request seeks records referring 
to al-Awlald using any spelling or transliteration of his name. 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES· 
UNION FOUNDATION 

· ("Khan;'), also a U.S. citizen, was killed in the same attack. See Tim Mak, 
U.S. Calls Kin of American Al Qaeda, Politico, Oct. 12, 2011, 
http://politi.co/pqONke; Robbie Brown.& IGm Severson, Drone Victim Went 
From American Middle Class to Waging a Media War for Al Qaeda, N.Y. 
Times, Oct. 1, 2011, at A8, available at http://nyti.ms/pHZSGH. Press 
reports indicate that on or around October 14, 2011, a third U.S. citizen, 
Abdulrahman al-AwlakV was killed in a drone strike in southern Yemen.· 
Abdulrahman al-Awlaki, the son of Anwar al-Awlaki, was 16 years old at 
the time of his death. See Peter Finn & Greg Miller, Anwar al-Awlaki 's 
Family Speaks Out Against His Son's Death inAirstrike, Wash. Post, Oct. 
17, 2011, http://wapo.st/n9NuHP; Laura Kasinoff, Fatal Strikes Hit Yemen 

. as Violence Escalates, N.Y. Times, Oct. 16, 2011, at Al2, available at 
http:/ /nyti.ms/pScBwi. 

We seek infolmation about the legal basis in domestic, foreign, and 
international law for authorizing the targeted killing of al-Awlaki. 
Specifically, we request any memoranda produced by the Department of 
Justice Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) analyzing the legal basis for killing 
al-Awlaki and authorizing the use oflethal force against him. We request 
information regarding the rules and standards used to determine when, 
where, and under what circumstances al-Awlili could be killed, as well as 
what measures were required to avoid civilian casualties. We also request 
infonnation about whether Samir Khan was specifically targeted for killing 
and what the legal basis was for killing him. 

Beginning immediately after al-Awlaki was killed, the media began 
reporting the existence of a legal memorandum drafted bithe OLC that 
provided legal justification for killing al-Awlaki (hereinafter "OLC memo"). 
The memorandum was reportedly completed around June 2010 and signed 
by David Barron. See Charlie Savage, Secret U.S. Memo Made Legal Case 
to Kill a Citizen, N.Y. Times, Oct. 9, 2011, atAl, available at 
http://nyti.ms/pScBwi; Peter Finn, Secret U.S. Memo Sanctioned Killing of 
Aulaqi, Wash. Post, Sept. 30, 2011, http://wapo.st/nK.jZkJ. According to the 
New York Times, the OLC memo "concluded that Mr. Awlaki could be 
legally killed, if it was not feasible to capture him, because intelligence 
agencies said he was taking part in the war between the United States and Al 
Qaeda and posed a significant threat to Americ!IDS, as well as because 
Yemeni authorities were unable or unwilling to stop him." Savage, supra. 
We seek release of this memorandum, as well as any other memoranda 
describing the legal basis for killing al-Awlaki or any other U.S. citizen. 

3 Abdulrahman ai~Awlaki's first name is sometimes spelled "Abdelrahman" or "Abdul
Rahman" and his family name is sometimes spelled "al-Aulaqi." This Request seeks 
records referring to Abdulrahman ai-Awlaki using any spelling or transliteration of his 
name. 
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Since al-Awlaki was killed, there have been numerous calls for the 
release of the OLC memo and any other documents explaining the 
government's asserted legal basis for killing al-Awlaki. See, e.g., Arthur S. 
Brisbane, The Secrets of Government Killing, N.Y. Times, Oct. 9, 2011, 
http://nyti.ms/naggsE; Editorial, Administration Should Do More to Defend 
the Awlaki Strike, Wash. Post, Oct. 7, 2011, http://wapo.st/plSEho; Peter 
Finn, Political, Legal Experts Want Release of Justice Dept. Memo 
Supporting Killing of Anw(,lr al-Awlaki, Wash. Post, Oct. 7, 2011, 
http://wapo.st/n613vK ("A bipartisan chorus of political and legal voices is 
calling on the Obama administration to release a declassified version of the 
Justice Department memo that provided the legal analysis sanctioning the 
killing in Yemen last week of Anwar al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen."); Benjamin 
Wittes, More on Releasing the Legal Rationale for the Al-Aulaqi Strike, 

· Lawfare (Oct. 4, 2011, 3:07PM), http://bit.ly/r42x0f; Jack Goldsmith, 
Release the al-Aulaqi OLC Opinion, or Its Reasoning, Lawfare (Oct 3, 
2011, 7:45AM), http://bit.ly/mRUMgO; Editorial; Obama 's nlegal 
Assassinatio.n?, Wash. Times, Oct. 3, 2011, http://bit.ly/q8y3a4 ("The 
Justice Department reportedly wrote an advisory memo on the legality of 
targeting an American citizen with lethal force absent a trial or other due 
process,.but the administration has kept the memo classified. Keeping the 
legal rationale secret amplifies the voices that ;:rrgue that Mr. Obama 
assassinated an American citizen."); Editorial, Anwar Awlaki: Targeted for 
Death, L.A. Times, Oct. 2, 2011, http://1at.ms/ohOGOw. The public has a 
vital interest in knowing the legal basis on which U.S. citizens may be 
designated for extrajudicial killing and then targeted with legal force. 

Reports indicate that the OLC memo "does not independently 
analyze the quality of the evidence against [al-Awlaki]." Savage, supra. 
We therefore also seek information about the factual basis for authorizing 
the killing of al-Awlaki. Such information includes the basis for asserting 
that al-Awlaki was operationally involved in al Qaeda planning, and that he 
posed an imminent threat of harm to the United States, United States 
citizens, or others. We also seek information about the legal and factual 
bases for targeting Khan and Abdulrabman al-Awlaki. 

· Press reports have revealed that Executive Branch officials engage in 
a process of assessing the factual basis for determining whether an 
individual, including U.S. citizens, should be targeted for killing. See Mark 
Hosenball, Secret Panel Can Put Americans on "Kill List", Reuters, Oct. 5, 
2011, http://reut.rs/odCH8s; James Kitfield, Wanted: Dead, Nat'l J., Jan. 8, 
2010, http://bit.ly/qZOQ4q ("Hidden behind walls of top-secret 
classification, senior U.S. government officials meet iri what is essentially a 
star chamber to decide which enemies of the state to target for 
assassination."). However, the government has not revealed the factual 
basis for targeting al-Awlaki for killing, and press reports suggest that the 
evidence against him is subject to significant dispute. See Hosen~all, supra 
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("[O]fficials acknowledged that some of the intelligence purporting to show 
Awlaki's hands-on role in plotting attacks was patchy."). The public also 
lacks information about the killings of Khan and Abdulrahman al-Awlaki, 
including whether they were intentionally targeted. 

Without information about the legal and factual basis for the targeted 
killing of al-Awlaki and others, the public is unable to make an informed 
judgment about the policy of authorizing targeted killings of United States 
citizens. We make the following requests for information in hopes of filling 
that void. · 

I. Requested Records 

1 . All records created after September 11 , 2001, pertaining to the legal 
basis in domestic. foreign. and international law upon which U.S. citizens 
can be subjected to targeted killings, whether using unmanned aerial 
vehicles ("UAVs" or "drones") or by other means. 

2. All records created after September 11, 7001 , pertaining to the nrocess 
by which U.S. citizens can be designated for targeted killing, including 
who is authorized to make such determinations and what evidence is 
needed to support them. 

3. All memoranda, opinions, drafts, correspondence, and other records 
produced by the OLC after September 11,2001, pertaining to the legal 
basis in domestic. foreign and international law upon which the targeted 
killing of Anwar al-Awlaki was authorized and upon which he was 
killed, including discussions of: 

A. The reasons why domestic-law prohibitions on murder, 
assassination, and excessive use of force did not preclude the 
targeted killing of al-Awlaki; 

B. The protections and requirements imposed by the Fifth 
Amendment Due Process Clause; 

C. The reasons why international-law prohibitions on extrajudicial 
killing did not preclude the targeted killing of al-Awlaki; 

D. The applicability (or non-applicability) of the Treason Clause to 
the decision whether to target al-Awlaki; 

E. The legal basis authorizing the CIA, JSOC, or other U.S. 
Government entities to carry out the targeted killing of al
Awlaki; 
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F. Any requirement for proving that al-Awlaki posed an imminent 
risk of harm to others, including an explanation of how to define 
inuninence in this context; and 

G. Any requirement that the U.S. government first attempt to 
capture al-Awlaki before killing him. 

4. All documents and records pertaining to the factual basis for the targeted 
killing of al-A wlaki, including: 

A. Facts supporting a belief that al-Awlaki posed an imminent threat 
to the United States or United States interests; 

B. Facts supporting a belief that al-Awlaki could not be captured or 
brought to justice using nonlethal means; 

·C. Facts indicating that there was a legal justification for killing 
. persons other than al-Awlaki, including other U.S. citizens, while 

attempting to kill al-Awlaki himself; 

D. Facts supporting the assertion that al-Awlaki was operationally 
involved in ai Qaeda; rather than being involved.merely in 
propaganda activities; and 

E. Any other facts relevant to the decision to authorize and execute 
the targeted killing of al-Awlaki. 

5. All documents and records pertaining to the factual basis for the killing 
of Samir Khan, including whether he was intentionally targeted, whether 
U.S. Government personnel were aware of his proximity to al-Awlaki at 
the time the missiles were launched at al-Awlaki's vehicle, whether the 
United States took measures to avoid Khan's death, and any other facts 
relevant to the decision to kill Khan or the failure to avoid causing his 
death. 

6. All documents and records pertaining to the factual basis for the killing 
of Abdulrahman al-Awlaki, including whether he was intentionally 
targeted, whether U.S. Government personnel were aware of his 
presence when they launched a missile or missiles at his location, 
whether he was targeted on the basis of his ldnship with Anwar al
Awlaki, whether the United States took measures to avoid his death, and 
any other factors relevant to the decision to kill him or the failure to 
avoid causing his death. 
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II. Application for Expedited Processing 

We request expedited processing pursuant to S U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(6)(E); 28 C.P.R. § 16.5(d); 32 C.P.R. § 286.4(d)(3); and 32 C.F.R. 
§ 1900.34(c). There is a "compelling need" for these records because the 
information requested is urgentiy needed by an organization primarily 
engaged in disseminating information in order to inform the public about 
actual or alleged Federal Government activity. S U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v); 
see also 28 C.F.R. § 16.5(d)(l)(ii); 32 C.F.R. § 286.4(d)(3)(ii); 32 C.P.R. 
§ 1900.34(c)(2). In addition, the records sought relate to a "breaking news 
story of general public interest." 32 C.P.R. § 286.4(d)(3)(ii)(A); see also 28 
C.P.R. § 16.S(d)(l)(iv) (providing for expedited processing in relation to a 
"matter of widespread and exceptional media interest in which there exist 
possible questions about the government's integrity which affect public 
confidence"). · 

The ACLU is "primarily engaged in disseminating information" 
within the meaning of the statute and regulations. 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II); 28 C.P.R. § 16.S(d)(l)(ii); 32 C.P.R. § 286.4(d)(3)(ii); 
32 C.P.R.§ 1900.34(c)(2). Dissemination of information to the public is a 
critical and substantial component of the ACLU's mission and work. See 
ACLUv. Dep't of Justice, 321 F. Supp. 2d 24,30 n.5 (D.D.C. 2004) (finding 
that a non-profit public interest group that "gathers information of potential 
interest to a segment of the public, uses its editorial skills to turn.the raw 
material into a distinct work, and distributes that work to an audience" to be 
"primarily engaged in disseminating information" (internal citation 
omitted)). Specifically, the ACLU publishes newsletters, news briefings, 
right-to-know documents, and other educational and informational materials 
that are broadly circulated to the public. Such material is widely available 
to everyone, including individuals, tax-exempt organizations, not-for-profit 
groups, law students and faculty, for no cost or for a nominal fee. The 
ACLU also disseminates information through its heavily visited website, 
www.aclu.org. The website addresses civil rights and civil liberties issues 
in depth, provides features on civil rights and civil liberties issues in the 
news,· and contains many thousands of documents relating to the issues on 
which the ACLU is focused. 

The ACLU website specifically includes features on information 
obtained through the FOIA. See, e.g., www.aclu.org/torturefoia; 
http:/ /www.aclu.org/olcmemos/; http:/ /www.aclu.org/national
security/predator.:.drone-foia; 
http://www .aclu.org/safefree/torture/csrtfoia.html; 
http://www.aclu.org/natsec/foialsearch.html; 
http:/ /www.aclu.org/safefree/nsaspying/3 0022res20060207 .html; 
wviw.aclu.org/patriotfoia; www .aclu.org/spyfiles; 
http:/ /www.aclu.org/safefree/nationalsecurityletters/3 2140res20071 0 ll.html 
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; www.aclu.org/exclusion. For example, the ACLU's "Torture FOIA" 
webpage, www.aclu.org/torturefoia, contains commentary about the 
ACLU's FOIArequest, press releases, analysis of the FOIA documents, and 
an advanced search engine pennitting webpage visitors to search the 
documents obtained through the FOIA. The webpage also advises that the 
ACLU in collaboration with Columbia University Press has published a 
book about the documents obtained through the FOIA. See Jameel Jaffer & 
Amrit Singh, Administration ofTorture: A Documentary Record from 
Washington to Abu Ghraib and Beyond (Columbia Univ. Press 2007). The 
ACLU also publishes an electronic newsletter, which is distributed to 
subscribers by e-mail. Finally, the ACLU has produced an in-depth 
television series on civillibenies, which has included analysis and 
explanation of ~ormation the ACLU has obtained through the FOIA. The 
ACLU plans to analyze and disseminate to the public the information 
gathered through this Request. The records requested are not sought for 
commercial use and the Requesters plan to disseminate the information 
disclosed as a result of this Request to the public at no cost.4 

. Furthermore, the records sought directly relate to a breaking news 
story of general public interest that concerns actual or alleged Federal 
Government activity; specifically, the records so1;1ght relate the U.S. 
Government's targeted killing of Anwar al-Awlald, allegedly collateral 
killing ofSamir Khan, and potential killing of other U.S. citizens in Yemen 
and elsewhere using tmmaniied aerial vehicles or other means. 'fl1e records 
sought will help determine what the government's asserted legal basis for 
the targeted killing of al-Awlald and others is, whether it complies with 
domestic and international law, whether the government seeks to avoid 
collateral killing of U.S. citizens not specifically targeted, arid other matters 

· that are essential in order for the public to make an informed judgment about 
the advisability of this tactic and the lawfulness of the government's · 
conduct. For these reasons, the records sought relate to a "matter of 
widespread and exceptional media interest in which there exist possible 
questions about the government's integrity which affect public confidence." 
28 C.F.R. § 16.5(d)(l)(iv). 

There have been numerous news reports about targeted killings using 
drones in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen and elsewhere. More particularly, 
there has been extensive media coverage of the. killing of al~Awlald and 
Khan. See, e.g., Tim Mak, U.S. Calls Kin of AmericanA! Qaeda, Politico, 
Oct. 12,2011, http://politi.co/pqONke; Scott Shane & Thorn Shanker, Yemen 

4 In addition to the national ACLU offices, there anl 53 ACLU affiliate and national chapter 
offices located throughout the United States and Puerto Rico. These offices further 
disseminate ACLU material to local residents, schools, and organizations through a variety 
of means, including their own websites, publications, and newsletters. Further, the ACLU 
makes archived material available at the American Civil Liberties Union Archives at 
Princeton University Library. 
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Strike Reflects U.S. Shift To Drones as Cheaper War Tool, N.Y. Times, Oct. 
2, 2011, at AI, available at http://nyti.ms/ogznLt; Mark Mazzetti, Eric 
Schmitt, & Robert F. Worth, C. LA. Strike Kills U.S.-Born Militant In A Car 
In Yemen, N.Y. Times, Oct. 1, 2011, at Al, available at 
http://nyti.ms/rsjp7J; Robbie Brown & Kim Severson, Drone Victim Went 
From American Middle Class to Waging a Media War for AI Qaeda, N.Y. 
Times, Oct. 1, 2011, at AS, available at http://nyti.ms/pHZSGH; Greg 
Miller, Strike onAulaqi Demonstrates Collaboration Between CIA and 
Military, Wash. Post, Sept. 30, 2011, http://wapo.st/nUOiaO. There has also 
been widespread reporting of the killing of Abdulrahman al-Awlaki. See, 

. e.g., Peter Finn & Greg Miller, Anwar al-Awlaki 's Family Speaks out 
Against His Son's Death in Air strike, Wash. Post, Oct. 17, 2011, 
http://wapo.st/n9NuHP; Laura Kasinoff, Fatal Strikes Hit Yemen as 
Violence Escalates, N.Y. Times, Oct. 16,2011, at A12, available at 
http://nyti.ms/pScBwi; Brian Bennett, U.S. Drone Strikes Kill Al Qaeda 
Operative in Yemen~ L.A. Times, Oct. 16,2011, http://lat.ms/mWffAn; 
Hamza Hendawi, Yemen: U.S. Strike Kills 9 al-Qaeda Militants, Associated 
Press, Oct. 15, 2011, http://abcn.ws/p3HqbA. 

The Obama Administration's refusal to release the OLC memo or 
other documents describing the legal basis for killing al-Awlaki has also 
been the subject of intense media coverage. See, e.g., Charlie Savage, 
Secret U.S. Memo Made Legal Case to Kill a Citizen, N.Y. Times, Oct. 9, 
2011, at A1, available at http://nyti.ms/pScBwi; ArthurS. Brisbane, The 
Secrets of Government Killing, N.Y. Times, Oct. 9, 2011, 
http://nyti.ms/naggsE; Editorial, Administration Should Do More to Defend 
the Awlaki Strike, Wash. Post, Oct. 7, 2011, http://wapo.st/p1SEho; Peter 
Finn, Political, Legal Experts Want Release of Justice Dept. Memo 
Supporting Killing of Anwar al-Awlaki, Wash. Post, bet. 7, 2007, 
http://wapo.st/n613vK; Editorial, Obama's fllegal Assassination?, Wash. 
Times, Oct. 3, 2011, http://bit.ly/q8y3a4; Editorial, Anwar Awlaki: Targeted 
for Death, L.A. Times, Oct. 2, 2011, http://lat.ms/ohOGOw; Peter FinD., 
Secret U.S. Memo Sanctioned Killing of Aulaqi, Wash. Post, Sept. 30, 2011, 
http://wapo.st/nK.jZkJ. There is also significant interest in the details of the 
process by which the government authorized the killing of al-Awlaki. See, 
e.g., Bruce Ackerman, Obama's Deaih Panel, Foreign Policy, Oct. 7, 2011, 
http://bit.ly/qZOQ4q; Mark Hosenball, Secret Panel Can Put Americans on 
"Kill List", Reuters, Oct. 5, 2011, http://reut.rs/odCH8s. 

Significant and pressing questions about the basis for the targeted 
killing of al-Awlaki and other U.S. citizens remain unanswered. Therefore, 
the subject of this Request will remain a matter of widespread and 
exceptional media interest. The public has an urgent need for information 
about the subject of this Request. 
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Significant and pressing questions about the basis for the targeted 
killing of al-Awlaki and other U.S. citizens remain unanswered. Therefore, 
the subject of this Request will remain a matter of widespread and 
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about the subject of this Request. 
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III. Application for Waiver or Limitation of Fees 

·We request a waiver of search, review, and duplication fees on the 
grounds that disclosure of the requested records is in the public interest · 
because it "is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the 
operations or activities of the government and is not primarily in the 
commercial interest oftherequester." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii); see also 
28 C.F.R. § 16.ll(k)(I); 32 C.F.R. § 286.28(d); 32 C.F.R. § 1900.13(b)(2). 

As discussed above, numerous news accoUn.ts reflect the 
considerable public interest in the records we seek. Given the ongoing and 
widespread media attention to this issue, the records sought hi the instant 
Request will contribute significantly to public understanding of the 
operations and activities of the Departments ofDefense, Justice, and the 
Central Intelligence Agency with regard to the targeted killirigs of Anwar al
Awlaki and other U.S. citizens. See 28 C.F.R. § 16.11(k)(l)(i); 32 C.F.R. 
§ 286.28(d)(i); 32 C.F.R. § 1900.13(b)(2). Moreover, disclosure is notin 
the ACLU's commercial interest. Any information disclosed by the ACLU 
as a result of this Request will be available to the public at no cost. Thus, a 
fee waiver would fulfill Congress's legislative intent in amending FOIA. 
See Judicial Watch inc. v. Rossotti, 326 F.3d 1309, 1312 (D.C. Cir~ 2003) 
("Congress amended FOIA to ensure that it be 'liberally construed in favor 
of waivers for noncommercial requesters."' (citation omitted)); OPEN · · 
Government Act of2007, Pub. L. No. 110-175, 121 Stat. 2524, § 2 (Dec. 31, 
2007) (finding that "disclosure, not secrecy, is the domiriant objective of the 
Act," but that "in practice, the Freedom of Information Act has not always 
lived up 'to the ideals of that Act"). 

We also request awaiver of search and review fees on the grounds 
that the ACLU qualifies as a "representative of the news media" and the 

. records are not sought for commercial use. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II). 
Accordingly, fees associated with the processing of the Request should be 
"limited to reasonable standard charges for document duplication." 5 
U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II); see·also 32 C.F.R. § 286.28(e)(7); 32 C.F.R. § 
1900.13(i)(2); 28 C.F.R. § 16.11(d) (search and review fees shall not be 
charged to "representatives of the news media"). 

The ACLU meets the statutory and regulatory definitions of a 
"representative of the news media" because it is an "entity that gathers 
information of potential interest to a segment of the public, uses its editorial 
skills to tum the raw materials into a distinct work, and distributes that work 
to an audience.'' 5 U.S. C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii); see also Nat'! Sec. Archive v. 
Dep't ofDef., 880 F.2d 1381, 1387 (D.C. Cir. 1989); cf. ACLUv. Dep't of 
Justice, 321 F. Supp. 2d 24, 30 n.S (D.D.C. 2004) (finding non-profit public 
interest group to be "primarily engaged in disseminating information"). The 
ACLU is a "representative of the news media" for the same reasons it is 
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"primarily engaged in the dissemination of information." See Elec. Privacy 
Info. Ctr. v. Dep 't ofDef., 241 F. Supp. 2d 5, 10wl5 (D.D.C. 2003) (finding 
non-profit public interest group that disseminated an electronic newsletter 
and published books was a "representative of the news media" for purposes 
ofFOIA); see supra, section II. 5 · 

* * * 
Pursuant to applicable statute and regulations, we expect a 

determination regarding expedited processing within 10 calendar days. See 
5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(ii)(l); 28 C.P.R.§ 16.5(d)(4); 32 C.P.R. 
§ 286.4(d)(3); 32 C.P.R. § 1900.21(d) .. 

Please be advised that because we are requesting expedited 
processing under the Department of Justice implementing regulations 
section 16.5(d)(l)(ii) and section 16.5(d)(l)(iv), we are sending a copy of 
this letter to DOJ's Office of Public Affairs. Notwithstanding Ms. 
Schmaler's determination, we look forward to your reply within 20 business 
days, as the statute requires under section 552(a)(6)(A)(I). 

If the Request is denied in whole or in part, we ask that you justify 
all deletions by reference to ~pe"cific exemptions to FOIA. We expect the 
release of all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. We reserve 
the right to appeal a decision to withhold any information or to deny a 
waiver offees. 

5 On account of these factors, fees associated with responding to FOIA requests are 
regularly waived for the ACLU. For example, in August 2011 the Department of Justice 
granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with respect to a request for information related to the 
proxy detention of detainees ofU.S. naval vessels. In June 2011, the National Security 
Division of the Department of Justice granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with respect to a 
request for docwnents relating to the interpretation and implementation of a section of the 
PATRIOT Act. In October. 2010, the Deparbnent of the Navy granted a fee waiver to the 
ACLU with respect to a request for documents regarding the deaths of detainees in U.S. 
custody. In January 2009, the CIA granted a fee waiver with respect to the saine request. 
In January 2010, the State Department, Department of Defense, and Department of Justice 
all granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with regard to a FOIA request submitted in April 
2009 for information relating to the Bagram Theater Interrunent Facility in Afghanistan. In 
March 2009, the State Department granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with regard to a FOIA 
request submitted in December 2008. The Department of Justice granted a fee waiver to 
the ACLU with regard to the same FOIA request. In November 2006, the Department of 
Health and Human Services granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with regard to a FOIA 
request submitted in November of 2006. In addition, the Department of Defense did not 
charge the ACLU fees associated with FOIA requests submitted by the ACLU in April 
2007, June 2006, February 2006, and October. 2003. The Department of Justice did not 
charge the ACLU fees associated with FOIA requests submitted by the ACLU in November 
2007, December 2005, and December 2004. Tirree separate agencies-the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the Office oflntelligence Policy and Review, and the Office of 
Information and Privacy in the Department of Justice-did not charge the ACLU fees 
associated with a FOIA request submitted by the ACLU in August 2002. 
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We also request that you provide an estimated date on which you 
will complete processing of this request. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(7)(B). 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Please furnish 
all applicable records to: · 

Nathan Freed Wessler 
National Security Project 
American Civil Liberties Union 
125 Broad Street, 18th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

I affirm that the information provided supporting the request for 
expedited processing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(vi). 

Sincerely, 

1~/hl;fL 
Nathan Freed Wessler 
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation 
125 Broad Street, 18th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 
Tel: (212) 519-7847 
Fax: (212) 549-2654 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Southern Disrrict of New York 

U Chgmbers Street 
N•w York New York /0007 

We write respectfully on behalf of defendants the Department of Justice and its 
component, the Office of Legal Counsel; the Department of Defense and its component. 
United States Special Operations Command; and the Cent,ral Intelligence Agency (co,Uet~t1"\lreJ.J~ .. ~ 
the "Government") in the above~narned related cases brought pursuant to the Freedom of . 
Information Act (''FOIA") to request a ten~day extension of the Government's deadline to fil~.a·, · 
motion for summary judgment in these cases, and to seek leave to ftle a consolidated brief or'.,_.p; . .. . 
to forty pages in both cases jn support of the Government's motion for summary judgment. 

Pursuant to the schedule ordered by the Court at the conference in this matter on J.'pJow;,.,.rv.:~_;: 
24, 2012, the Government's motion is presently due on April 13, 2012. The agencies have .been , 
working diligently to meet this deadline and have made significant progress. Nevertheless, in~\;·~:~· 
unique circumstances presented by these cases, we are constrained to ask the Court for' an ):;· 
additional ten days in which to complete processing of the POlA requests and prepare and ·:·~: 
finalize the Government's motion papers. 

As the Court is aware, these case involve POIA requests for legal analysis and other·· , ··l ':: • 

records pertaining to the alleged use of targeted lethal force against U.S, citizens associated w_ifh :·.·~L · 
al Qa.eda and other tenorlst groups. The agencies and their relevant components arc reviewing ·. ':;~;: 
and processing documents responsive to the requests for legal analysis, and in some cases are · . : · ··. . 
conducting additional searches. Many of the responsive documents are highly classified, and · : .~ · ' 
access to them is restricted to a relatively small number of personnel who possess the necessari· · · ,!:2, · . 
clearances, who may review the documents only in appropriate secure facilities. Further, bocaus6 :· · ._: 
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Hon. Colleen McMahon 
United States District Judge 
United States Courthouse 

New York, New York 10007 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Southern Disrrict o/New York 

U Chgmbers Street 
N.w York New York 10007 

April 9, 2012 t vi '. ,: 
~~\'1. ~ if ~~ (~(; " 

J.rN' ~ / ~~?;' 

P.02/04 
. I' . 

olC~t ~,. Yb ~ rJJ~" 1 \, 500 Pearl Street, Room 1350 '~ 

Re; New York TiIpes v. Department of Justice ¥. ~'> , 
11 Civ,9336(CM) 4:fv ~>':A 
~;~.v7Jle(~ento{J .. ticc lY ~ ~ U}, .{ ~ 

Dear Judge MoMahon: ~ c./' \ ~ rv~ , 
We write respectfully on behalf of defendants the Department of Justice and its 

component, the Office of Legal Counsel; the Department of Defense and its component. 
United States Special Operations Command; and the Cent,ral Intelligence Agency (co.UeC;it1vl~~..;t,.\~-;:,~)i!', 
the "Government") in the above~narned related cases brought pursuant to the Freedom of , 
Information Act ("FOlA") to request a ten~day extension of the Government's deadline to fil~. a' <' , ' ',.,~",":. '.01.,',""" 
m.otion fot summary judgment in these cases, and to seek leave to ftle a consolidated brief or'",p;' . 
to forty pages in both cases in support of the Government's motion for summary judgment. 

Pursuant to the schedule ordered by the Court at the conference in this matter on F.ebrriIa:W!:;; 
24,2012, the Government's motion is presently due on April 13,2012. The agencies have .been : 
working diligently to meet this deadline and have made significant progress. Nevertheless, in 
unique circumstances presented by these cases, we are constrained to ask the Court for' an 
additional ten days in which to complete processing of the POIA requests and prepare and 
finalize the Government's motion papers. 

As the Court is aware. these case involve POlA requests for legal analysis and other, . .. 
records pertaining to the alleged use of targeted lethal force against U.S, citizens associated with : .. '~.'~ ,' ... ; '1 .. '1':>"':':i"I.~. 
al Qa.eda and other terrorist groups. The agencies and their relevant components arc reviewin'g ",\:. . 
and processing documents responsive to the requests for legal analysis, and in some cases are ' , :. " , ',"'.;,-'.1.,':"·,,,,.· 

conducting additional searches. Many of the responsive documents are highly classified, and' ;.~ " 
access to them is restricted to a relatively small number of personnel who possess the necessarY' , . ,!:2, " .""i.\~';"""".,":;" 
clearances, who may review the documents only in appropriate secUre facilities. Further~ bocau¢.":·: 
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of the nature of the documents at issue, many ofwhich involve inte,;~agency deliberations, ·ilie ·~ i"' ' . · 
processing of documents and p,;eparation of declarations to support the agencies' witbholdings ':. ·.: 
require substantial coordination between and among the relevant agencies and components~ · W.e ~:.~.::;-: 
anticipate that the Government's motion will be supported by multiple agency declarations, ' 
including ex parte classified declarations to the extent the Government's justifications aJe 
themselves classified. However, although the·agencies are preparing these declarations, fl,.ey 
cannot be finalized and approved (and the Government's brief in turn finalized and reviewed) 
until the processing of documents has been completed. The Government's efforts to meet the , 
April 13 deadline have also been hampered by the fact that many agency persormel either have .' .' .. :r : 

. been or will be out of the office in connection with the Easter and Passover holidays, : · · 

We recognize and appreciate the Court's desire to resolve this case expeditiously, and 
have been working closely with the agencies to meet the schedule set by the Court. Howeve~, 
light of the additional complications and difficulties presented by the documents in this case, .. ·, ... ..-.......... ,.", 
the important national security interests at stake, we respectfully request an additional ten days.to'. '.{ :, 
complete the work that needs to be done to fully and appropriately present the Oovemment~s · : >· :..""""""· ... ~·~· 
position to the Couit. Counsel for plaintiffs in both cases do not consent to a ten day extenSion, · ... · , 
but take no position on a seven day extension. While we appreciate counsel's neutrality With. ...! .. ' ' 

l'espect to a shorter amount of time, we ask the Court's indulgence for a full ten days in order to · ::·:: · 
accommodate the very difficult logistical issues inherent in a highly classified and complex ' 
filing. 

The Government also requests leave to submit a consolidated brief of up to forty, p,ge~ 
support of its motion for summary judgment in both cases. A consolidated brief would awoi4, ·; ·.::~ 
duplication, as the Court requested at the initial conference in this matter, and allow the · .. ~~~.~:: 
Go'Vernment to efficiently address issues that overlap between the cases, The Court recently ·, . :: \:. 
granted the ACLU leave to submit a forty~page brief in opposition to the Government's motion \')· 
and in support of its cross~motion. We anticipate that the Government's consolidated opening '· , · , 
brief sim11arly can be limited to forty pages. :i,: 

I 

We thank the Court for its consideration of this request. 

STIJART DELERY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

ELIZABETH l SHAPIRO 
AMYPOWELL. 
Trial Attorneys 
Telephone; (202) 514-5302 
Elizabeth.Shapiro@usdoj .g~ 

By: 

2 

Respectfully, 

PREET BHA.RARA 
United States Attorney . 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Telephone: 212.637.2709 
Fax: 212.637.2702 
Email: sarah.normapd@ysdoj .gov 
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Acting Assistant Attorney General 
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AMY POWELL , 
Trial Attorneys 
Telephone; (202) 514-5302 
EJizabeth.Shapiro@usdoj .g~ 
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Respectfully, 

PREET BHA.RARA 
United States Attorney. 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Telephone: 212.637.2709 
Fax: 212.637.2702 
Email: sarah.nQrmand@ysdoj.gov 
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cc: Eric A.O. Ruzicka, Esq. 
Dorsey & Whitney LLP 
Suite 1500 
50 South Sixth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55402-1498 
Counsel for ACLU Plaintiffs 
By Email 

David McCraw, Esq. 
The New York Times Company 
620 Eighth Ave, 
New York, NY 10018 
Counsel for New York Times Plaintiffs 
ByEma.il 
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BY FACSIMlLE 

Hon. Colleen McMahon 
United States District Judge 
United Stat~ Cowtbou~ 
500 Pearl Stxut, Room 13.50 
New York, New York 1 0007 

----, 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United Stmes Artomcy 
Soutllem District of New York 

We write respectfully on bel1alt' of the Dcpanment of Justice, the Depa11n1ent of Defense 
and lhe Central Intelligence Agency (collectively, the .. Government") to se~ a· further extension, 
unril May 21, 2012, of the Government's deadlille ro file iTS consolidated mo~ion for S\ll'nmary 
judgment in these related Freedom oflnformo.tion Act case~ ~cekins recprds pertaining to 
alleged targeted lethal operations directed 11t U.S. citi;zens and others affiliated wirh al Qaeda or 
other terrorist groups. Attorney General Eric H. Holder. Jr. has pel'sonally directed us to seek 
tlus additional time to allow the Government lo fi11alize its position with regard to the sensitive 
narional security matters presented in this case. 

We are mind lUI of the Court's admonition in ils April9, 2012, order that the Government 
not seek any furlhcr extensions of its briefing deadline, and we do nor mHke this request lightly. 
Given the significance of the maners presented in this case, the Government's position is being 
deliberated at the highest level of the Executive Branch. It has become clear that fun her 
con.<iuhation and discussion 01t rhat level ofthe Executive Br.mch is necess:ny before the 
Goveroment can make itS submission to lhc Comt. 

We understand froro the Court's April 9 order lhat, at this stage of the proceedings, the 
Court has expressed doubt about the relative complexity associated with me Government's 
position. lt is not possible to fully infonn rhe Coun of that complexity on rhc public record. 
Accordingly, in order tharthc Coun be f1JIIy infonned as to the basis for the Government's 
requesl, we respectfully seck leave 10 submit for the Coun's e.\' parte and ;II camera review a 
cl;c;sificd declaration by !he Director of National Intelligence. James R. Clapper, Jr. A 
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Classified Information Security Officer will contact chambers shortly to make arrangements to 
make the classified declaration available. 

Plaintiffs previously had objected to an extension of more rhan one week of the 
·Government's initial briefing deadline. 

We thank me Court for its consideration ofthis submission. 

Respectfully, 

STUART DELERY r 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Division, U.S. Dcpanmenl of Justice 

cc: .Eric A.O. Ruzicka, Esq. 
Dorsey & Whitney LLP 
Suite 1500 
SO South Sixth Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55402~1498 
Cormselfor ACLU Plaintiffs 
By Email 

David McCraw, Esq. 
The New York Times Company 
620 Eighth Ave. 
New York. NY 10018 
Counsel/or New York Times Plaintiffs 
By Email 

2 

P.REET BHARARA 
United Stares Attorney for the 
Southern District ofNew York 
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DR. JERROLD GREEN, PRESIDENT OF THE PACIFIC COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL POLICY: Our speaker's 
going to be introduced by Congresswoman Jane Harman, a very, very good friend of the Pacific Council. We're lucky to have a 
congressman - person - in our district who knows more about international affairs than almost anybody in the room, and 
intelligence issues, and others. She's a good friend, and we're always happy to have her. 

So I'm going to give the microphone to Congresswoman Harman. She will introduce Leon Panetta. 

We're going to run on a machine here because I promised the CIA we will get the director out in a timely way. So I am nothing if 
not efficient, particularly for them. So- (applause). 

REPRESENTATIVE JANE HARMAN (D-CA): Good afternoon, everyone. I'm back. You will remember that just a few 
months ago Amy Zegart- sitting over there- and I did a little riff on homeland security and intelligence issues. We were the 
warm-up act for Leon Panetta, but who knew then? 

Six weeks ago Leon and I spoke about his coming out to the best congressional district on earth. That's a little west of here. 
Thank you, all. (Applause.) And he is here because this morning we did a tour of some of the amazing technology that is 
produced in Southern California. For anyone who's missed it, it is best in class worldwide, and it has a huge role in keeping us 
safe. And so we were at several places this morning and we're going to several more this afternoon before heading back to 
Washington. 

It is wonderful that Leon would take the time to come down here. But it does give me an opportunity not just to show off but 
also to show off about him. Let me make just a few points. 

In the world, as we know- and I said this a few months ago - there are peopl~ who work for our Intelligence Community 
whose identities are not known, who right at this moment it's probably dark in the places I'm thinking of, are doing things that 
are incredibly personally dangerous. They're doing those things so that we can learn about the plans and intentions of some who 
might try to harm us. And if anyone thinks this is a safe world, think again. It is not a safe world. 

And I think no one has missed the lead story in the New York Times this morning about Pakistan adding to its nuclear arsenal. I 
think probably as bad a nightmare as what could happen with Iran might be a worse nightmare right now is what could happen 
in Pakistan if that state should fail. And I know that the Obama administration, most of us on the Hill, and surely our 
intelligence agencies are doing everything they can to make certain that Pakistan gets the right kinds of suppmt in the nuclear 
arsenal, and those who would in other ways sell nuclear materials are kept from doing any of that. A bomb in the hands of the 
bad guys is a story we never want to read about. 

So my thanks and my prayers go out to our Intelligence Community folks who are in harm's way now. And that is always on my 
mind. 

Also on my mind is the kind ofleadership we have in our Intelligence Community. Amy and I talked about that briefly a couple 
of months ago. It really matters who's in charge. And it really matters to me, and I hope to all of you, that Leon Panetta is now in 
charge of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Six months ago or so Sidney and I were in Monterey- beautiful Monterey, California- the other half, the less appealing half of 
the state, Leon. But we were at the Panetta Institute. It's a magnificent philanthropy that Leon and Sylvia have created. And I 
was there with Governor Schwarzenegger and several others receiving the annual bipartisan award. I really appreciated getting 
that. 
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So I'm going to give the microphone to Congresswoman Harman. She will introduce Leon Panetta. 

We're going to run on a machine here because I promised the CIA we will get the director out in a timely way. So I am nothing if 
not efficient, particularly for them. So - (applause). 

REPRESENTATIVE JANE HARMAN (D-CA): Good afternoon, everyone. I'm back. You will remember that just a few 
months ago Amy Zegart - sitting over there - and I did a little riff on homeland security and intelligence issues. We were the 
warm-up act for Leon Panetta, but who knew then? 

Six weeks ago Leon and I spoke about his coming out to the best congressional district on earth. That's a little west of here. 
Thank you, all. (Applause.) And he is here because this morning we did a tour of some of the amazing technology that is 
produced in Southern California. For anyone who's missed it, it is best in class worldwide, and it has a huge role in keeping us 
safe. And so we were at several places this morning and we're going to several more this afternoon before heading back to 
Washington. 

It is wonderful that Leon would take the time to come down here. But it does give me an opportunity not just to show off but 
also to show off about him. Let me make just a few points. 

In the world, as we know - and I said this a few months ago - there are peopl~ who work for our Intelligence Community 
whose identities are not known, who right at this moment it's probably dark in the places I'm thinking of, are doing things that 
are incredibly personally dangerous. They're doing those things so that we can learn about the plans and intentions of some who 
might try to harm us. And if anyone thinks this is a safe world, think again. It is not a safe world. 

And I think no one has missed the lead story in the New York Times this morning about Pakistan adding to its nuclear arsenal. I 
think probably as bad a nightmare as what could happen with Iran might be a worse nightmare right now is what could happen 
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arsenal, and those who would in other ways sell nuclear materials are kept from doing any of that. A bomb in the hands of the 
bad guys is a story we never want to read about. 

So my thanks and my prayers go out to our Intelligence Community folks who are in harm's way now. And that is always on my 
mind. 

Also on my mind is the kind ofleadership we have in our Intelligence Community. Amy and I talked about that briefly a couple 
of months ago. It really matters who's in charge. And it really matters to me, and I hope to all of you, that Leon Panetta is now in 
charge of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Six months ago or so Sidney and I were in Monterey - beautiful Monterey, California - the other half, the less appealing half of 
the state, Leon. But we were at the Panetta Institute. It's a magnificent philanthropy that Leon and Sylvia have created. And I 
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And Leon and I were chatting about the Obama administration to-be. I think he didn't know at that point that the CIA was in 
his future. No, I'm sure he didn't know at that point; he's shaking his head. But six months later he's in the thick of it, and he's 
doing several things that I really commend. 

One of them is he's providing a strong hand to support the people who work there and a vision of the values of the Agency and 
the values of the United States, which I think we would all share. That's number one. 

Number two, very personal to me, he understands the importance of the separation of powers. And he is bringing respect to the 
relationship that the executive branch has with the Congress. In Leon's tenure - over eight terms in Congress, ending when he 
chaired the Budget Committee - he got it that Congress is an independent branch of government, performs valuable oversight, 
and needs to do that role if we are to make certain that our policies and practices follow the laws of the United States. And Leon 
got that then and gets it now, and I applaud some of the tough decisions that he's making. 

For anyone who doesn't know California, Leon; you need to know that he started his career with Tom Kuchel - maybe some of 
you did- as a Republican. He then eventually saw the light and came on over, served in Congress for the eight terms that I 
mentioned, was OMB director, Chief of Staff to President Clinton, and in the recentyears has been living in paradise and 
promoting bipartisanship. He is the 19th director of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

And I forgot one thing that he did before he assumed this role. That is, he co-chaired a commission formed by Governor 
Schwarzenegger to advise California on the round ofBRAC closures- the Base Realignment and- Base Realignment and
Closure Commission. I didn't want to mention that word because I wouldn't accept it. The largest issue in California- the 
largest potential closure was the Los Angeles Air Force Base, which Mel Levine will remember; he first told me about it. He said, 
Jane, it doesn't look like an Air Force base. · 

But it is in El Segundo, California, in the heart of my Congressional district, and it is the home of the Space and Missile System 
Center ,which does procurement for missiles and satellites for our defense agencies. It is an economic engine for Southern 
California and had it realigned to Colorado or some other place, we would have lost a huge - the huge and impressive synergy 
between our aerospace base and this Air Force base that doesn't look like a base. 

Leon was instrumental in figuring out how to fight to keep it here. Governor Schwarzenegger was enormously helpful, as was 
Congressman Jerry Lewis. But by a thread we persuaded then Defense Secretary Rumsfeld to keep it off the base closure list. 
And the result is what Leon saw this morning and what many of you know to be: true California excellence. 

So in that spirit let me introduce to many good friends true California excellence, the 19th CIA director, Leon Panetta. 

(Applause.) 

CIA DIRECTOR LEON E. P ANETIA: Thank you very much, Jane. And ladies and gentlemen, thank you for the opportunity 
to be able to be here with the Pacific Council. 

I really appreciate this opportunity. I've had the opportunity to be here before, and I appreciate Jane urging that I do this again. 
And thank both Jerry Green and Warren Christopher for their leadership and their willingness to have me. 

I want to pay particular tribute to Jerry Green and the leadership that he's provided here for the Pacific Council. I think it's been 
outstanding. This has really been a center for discussion and for understanding of the tough foreign policy issues that face the 
country and that face all of us. 

And Warren Christopher, of course, has exercised tremendous leadership in dealing with the issues in foreign policy. I had the 
honor of working with Chris when he was Secretary of State and I was Chief of Staff and there really -when you think about the 
dedication to public service that's involved in the jobs in Washington, Warren Christopher is the quintessential example of 
public service for the sake of public service. He didn't bring any other agenda to the job he was in. His sole agenda was to serve 
the interests of this country; and I pay tribute to you, Chris, for that service. 

And Jane, the leadership that she's provided on homeland security, on intelligence issues, she's been an outstanding member of 
the Congress. And I enjoyed having her lead me around these various facilities that we saw. She did that before when I was head 
of the BRAC commission. She was a lot more uptight doing it at that time because she wasn't sure what was going to happen. 
None of us were. · 

I went through a BRAC closure. As many of you know, I represented F01t Ord. Monterey, California and Fort Ord installation 
was one of the largest closures that took place. It's nothing pleasant to have to go through. And so I had the opportunity, having 
gone through it, to try to exercise hopefully some leadership in the effort to try to maintain those military facilities that are 
important not only to California but more importantly to the country. And that's certainly true in this area. 

The stuff I saw at Northrop Grumman, SpaceX, what I'm going to see at Boeing, this is really on the cutting edge of the future 
and the cutting edge of our ability to protect this nation. But more importantly, it introduces the kind of technological know
how that is going to be so important to our ability to continue to lead in the 21st century. So I'm really, really honored to do that. 

I'm in California. I guess most importantly, thank you for getting back- me back- to my state. This is - it's a great state. As 
you know, I was born and raised in Monterey, son of immigrants from Italy. My dad was the 13th in his family and had a 
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And Leon and I were chatting about the Obama administration to-be. I think he didn't know at that point that the CIA was in 
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number of brothers who came here. Actually, I think one brother settled in Sheridan, Wyoming; another one settled here in 
California. 

When my father came with my mother, supposed to visit your older brother first, and he did. And so they went to Sheridan, 
Wyoming to visit with his older brother. They spent one winter in Sheridan, Wyoming, and my mother suggested that it was 
time to visit the other brother in California, which I'm glad they did and finally wound up in Monterey. And that's where I was 
rn~~ . . . . 

They had a restaurant in downtown Monterey during the war years and I - my earliest recollections were washing 'glasses in the 
back of that restaurant. They believed that child labor was a requirement in my family. 

And they settled in Carmel Valley, which is where we live now with - our home is there. And had the honor of representing that 
area in the Congress. That's where we built our Institute for Public Policy. 

And I have- I love this state. Worked with California Forward. The speaker here has now taken my job in helping to lead that 
effort and, man, do you have a hell of a lot of work to do here in California to try to get this state back on the right track. 

·And now I serve as Director of the CIA. It is one of the great challenges that I've faced throughout my career and it's- I've been 
in a lot of challenges, going back to being Director of the Office for Civil Rights during the days when we were pushing to 
desegregate the Southern school system. And then obviously as a member of Congress and as director of OMB, the challenge of 
facing at that time what kind of meager 2, 300 billion dollar deficit. We were able to deal with it and balance the budget. 

Anyone remember balancing the federal budget? It was one of the great accomplishments, I thought, during that time, and I 
thought it would be something that would be with us into the future. That, unfortunately, did not happen. But it was a great 
challenge going through it. With the help of President Clinton and others in the Congress we were able to achieve that. 

And then, obviously, as Chief of Staff to the president. 

This job in particular represents some huge challenges, and it's really important to listen in this job. This is- generally 
throughout your political career you do a lot of talking. But in this job you've got to listen to a lot of people in order to really 
understand what's going on. 

There's a great story I often tell of the Nobel Prize winner who was going throughout the state of Californi11 giving exactly the 
same lecture on this very intricate area of physics. And same lecture. Chauffeur just kind of was driving him around, finally 
leaned back when they were heading towards the San Joaquin Valley and said, "You know, professor, I've heard that same 
lecture so many times, I actually think I could give it by memory myself." 

So the professor said, ?Why don't we do that? Why don't you put on my suit, I'll put on your chauffeur's uniform and you give 
the lecture?" So they did. 

Chauffeur got up before a standing room audience, gave the lecture word for word, and got a standing ovation at the end of the 
lecture. And the professor dressed as the chauffeur sat in the audience and couldn't believe what had happened. 

Then somebody raised their hand and said, "Professor, that was an outstanding lecture in a very intricate area. But i have some 
questions." And so he went into a three-paragraph question with some mathematical formulas and equations and finally said, 
"Now, what do you think about that?" 

There was a long pause. The chauffeur dressed as a professor looked at him and said, "You know, that's the stupidest question 
I've ever heard. And just to show yotihow stupid it is, I'm going to have my chauffeur answer it out in the audience." 

(Laughter.) 

I'm finding that there a hell of a lot of chauffeurs- (laughter) -in the job that I'm in that you have to listen to and that you 
have to pay attention to. And there are chauffeurs in this audience who deal with a lot of the issues that I'm involved with. And 
we have to listen to all of that because there are a series of challenges that we confront. 

The Central Intelligence Agency and the Pacific Council in many ways share a common goal. Both aim to better the 
understanding of the world that we live in and to try to help policymakers make the very difficult decisions that have to be made 
with that understanding; and in particular, the decisions that have to be made if we're going to protect our national security and 
if we're going to achieve those vital foreign policy goals that will protect our future. 

I'm going to take a few minutes to discuss several of our most pressing foreign intelligence areas and priorities. And then 
obviously I'm happy to have a discussion with all of you about these and other issues. 

As you know, my Agency's mission is as wide as the world. I just returned from visiting several of our stations abroad. Went to 
the war zone, started with India, then went to Afghanistan, and then Pakistan. Just came back from a trip to Iraq and also had 
the chance to visit in Israel and Jordan, as well as other areas. 

When you visit stations abroad and see the role that is played by the people that are out there, you understand that the CIA in 
many ways is on the front line of the defense of this country. We are literally the point of the spear because the reality is that we 
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with that understanding; and in particular, the decisions that have to be made if we're going to protect our national security and 
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could not accomplish much militai:ily- or for that matter from a foreign policy point of view- without having good 
intelligence, without knowing and understanding what's out there and what's involved. So intelligence is crucial to our ability to 
understand those issues. And the people that work for the CIA are vety much on that front line and are really dedicating 
themselves to the effort to develop the kind of information that is crucial to policymakers in this country. 

I realize that there are many that focus on the past. And I understand the reasons for that. And I don't deny Congress - as a 
creature of the Congress, I don't deny them the opportunity to learn the lessons from that period. I think it's important to learn 
those lessons so that we can move into the future. But in doing that we have to be vety careful that we don't forget our 
responsibility to the present and to the future. We are a nation at war. We have to confront that reality every day. And while it's 
important to learn the lessons of the past, we must not do it in a way that sacrifices our capability to stay focused on the present, 
stay focused on the future, and stay focused on those who would threaten the United States of America. 

Let me talk about some of the issues that we are working on. Fighting terrorism is obviously at the top of our agenda. 
Counterterrorism is CIA's primary mission. Al"Qaeda remains the most serious security threat that we face, most serious 
security threat to America and to U.S. interests and our allies overseas. Its leaders in Pakistan continue to plot against us. Its 
affiliates and followers in Iraq, North and East Mrica, the Arabian Peninsula, and other countries continue to work to develop 
plans that threaten this country and that threaten the potential for our ability to survive. The main threats we .face from al
Qaeda are to our homeland and the threats we face to the troops that are in the war zones throughout the world. 

The President has basically said very clearly what our mission is, and he repeated it when he announced the Mghanistan
Pakistan policy. He said that our nation's primaty objective is that we have to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al-Qaeda and its 
extremist allies. That is the mission -the fundamental mission -that the CIA has. 

Serious pressures have been brought to bear on al-Qaeda's leadership in Pakistan, particularly Pakistan's tribal areas- where 
they're located- in Waziristan and in the FAT A. There is ample evidence that the strategy set by the President and his national 
security team is in fact working, and we do not expect to'let up on that strategy. 

I'm convinced that our efforts in that part of the world are seriously disrupting every operation that al-Qaeda's trying to conduct 
and is interfering with their ability to establish plans to come at this country. And we will continue that effort. 

Al-Qaeda is known for seeking shelter; however, elsewhere. And so one of the dangers we confront is the fact that as we disrupt 
their operations in Pakistan and in the FATA, that they will ultimately seek other safe havens. Today Somalia and Yemen 
represent that potential as potential safe havens for al-Qaeda in the future. They also present a very high risk for terrorist 
attacks in that part of the world. 

The continuing plotting by al-Qaeda, these individuals who are working continue to develop an agile and a persistent kind of 
effort to threaten this country. Disrupting the senior leadership in Pakistan is crucial, but it alone will not eliminate the danger. 
The goal must be to pursue al-Qaeda to every hiding place, to continue to disrupt their operations, and continue ultimately to 
work towards their destruction so that they do not represent a threat to this country or to our troops in the future. That's why 
CIA continues to work with partners across the world in intelligence, in law enforcement, and in military to understand and 
counter the constantly evolving threat, both tactically and strategically. 

The war zones. We are involved obviously in the war zone areas directly. The thousands of U.S. servicemen and women 
engaging the enemy in Iraq and Mghanistan. Intelligence support to the military remains a top priority for the CIA. 

I recently visited both countries, as I mentioned, and got a first-hand look at the situation on the ground. In Iraq, as security 
improves and as the military draws down, there remains a continuing focus for intelligence, the kind of intelligence that will 
focus on what al-Qaeda is doing, that will focus on other efforts to disrupt that country. So as the U.S. draws down on its 
military side, you can expect that we will continue to maintain a robust intelligence presence in Iraq in order to provide the kind 
of intelligence that will be necessary for Iraq to establish stability. 

The threat of sectarianism remains very real as well, as does the potential for further al-Qaeda attacks. Al-Qaeda has moved 
principally to the area of Mosul. We've been able to go after them in most other areas, but they have a presence in Mosul. We are 
continuing to focus on that. The government is still trying to figure out how to govern and how to secure Iraq on its own. 

Helping policymakers and military commanders manage these continuing challenges requires the be$t possible intelligence. In 
Mghanistan, the Taliban insurgency is spreading in a country with weak political institutions and a failing economy. Stabilizing 
the situation there requires not only a military surge, it will require from the United States a strong intelligence surge as well to 
be able to protect our coalition forces and to build the kind of durable peace that will be needed for the future. 

The President is taking a comprehensive approach here. CIA will inform that approach at all levels of influence. Hard and soft 
power are being applied in Afghanistan, and it needs to be if we are to have a chance at being able to establish stability there. 

On the larger global mission, even as CIA leads the fight against al-Qaeda and directs tremendous resources to the war zones, 
our attention has to be focused on other priorities as well. We cannot and we will not diminish that effort. 

The threat posed by Iran has our full attention. This country is a destabilizing force in the Middle East, a region that needs just 
the opposite. As you know, the administration is moving towards a diplomatic eff01t, diplomatic engagement with Iran. But no 
bne is naive about the challenges that we confront. Tehran aspires to be the pre-eminent power in the area. Its nuclear program, 
meddling in Iraq, ties to Syria, support for Hamas and Hezbollah, all are connected to that aspiration. And it is no coincidence 
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that as Iran works to expand its influence, it also seeks to limit the influence of the United States and our allies, particularly in 
that part of the world. 

On the nuclear front, the judgment of the Intelligence Community js that Iran at a minimum is keeping open the option to 
develop deliverable nuclear weapons. Iran halted weaponization in 2003, but it continues to develop uranium enrichment 
technology and nuclear-capable ballistic missiles. And that represents a danger for the future. 

Assessing Iran's intentions is a top priority. This is not an easy target in terms of being able to gather intelligence. It's a tough 
target. But just as impo1tant, we have to focus in order to develop an accurate picture of what's going on. What are its 
capabilities? And we are focused on that threat. 

And while the Iranian nuclear program in and of itself is cause for significant concern, there also is a very real risk that other 
countries in the region will be tempted to follow suit. The last thing we need in the Middle East is a nuclear arms race. 

Of course, no discussion of the dangers of nuclear proliferation is complete without mention of North Korea. Our intelligence 
agencies are all working together to try to assess that country's nuclear weapons program and its long-range missile capabilities. 
The country's interest in selling technology and expertise to anyone willing to pay the price is a very serious concern. Like Iran, 
North Korea is a tough target to penetrate for i1,1telligence purposes, but we're making good progress. The fact is, we had good 
notice about the fact that they were going to deploy the Taepodong missile and knew pretty well within an hour when that was 
going to happen. 

There also are legitimate questions being raised about the internal stability of North Korea, given Kim Jong-Il's health 
problems, uncertainty about succession, the weak economy, and the persistent food shortages. The result is that North Korea 
remains one of the most difficult and unpredictable threats that we face in that part of the world. 

Finally, let me talk a little bit about CIA's role in national security. Paying attention to the security risks posed by these 
challenges -and of course many, many others -is the fundamental mission of the CIA. I've only scratched the surface today in 
the threats I've discussed. There are enduring threats that we also face, such as China and Russia, and priorities tied to current 
conditions, the potential impact of the drug war in Mexico, the swine flu, the global economic crisis, new openings with Cuba, 
global warming; all of these are areas that represent important inte11igence gathering material that we have to h;J.Ve and present 
to opinion makers and policymakers. 

In addition to shedding light on the recent and most pressing problems that we face, we know and understand the strategic 
landscape across the globe. We've got to understand the additional threats, whether they come from Latin America, from Africa, 
or from the Far East. 

The key, it seems to me as Director of the CIA, is the responsibility we have to make sure that we are never surprised. That really 
is our fundamental responsibility to this country and to the world. To accomplish this very broad mission, CIA officers are on 
the front lines, as I said, in the war zones and beyond. They are identifying and confronting the full range of threats and 
oppo.rtunities facing our nation. 

CIA's duty is not only to provide intelligence but to minimize the risk, as I said, for surprise. That means we must anticipate 
issues in areas ofthe world that represent potential threats. We have to be ahead ofthem and stay ahead. 

After only a short time on this job, I can tell you that we have some of the finest, most skilled and professional and dedicated 
men and women that are serving this country. My job is to ensure that they have the resources and the authorities to accomplish 
that mission and.they do it in full accord with the nation's laws and our values. I'm personally committed to that, as is everyone 
d~ . 

I've also indicated that in the training process there are a couple areas that I hope to stress. One is to increase the diversity of 
the people that are part of the CIA. We have got to reflect the face of the world at the CIA. And while there's been some progress 
in diversity, not enough has taken place. If we're going to deploy, if we're going to have people abroad, they have to have the 
same face and have the same understanding of the areas that they are seeking intelligence on. · 

In addition, they have to have better language trai11ing. I'm a believer that, frankly, without language training it's very difficult 
to get the kind of intelligence that you need. You have to understand people. You have to understand their culture. And the key 
to doing that is lailguage training. I hope we can reach a point, frankly, where every officer in the CIA is required to undergo 
language training of some kind. It is an essential key to being able to do their job. 

I've had a good deal of exposure to the Agency's work in previous jobs, but not until I became Director did I finally appreciate 
the extent and the significance of what CIA does for our country. It is the most professional, as I said, the most effective 
organization that I've ever run - and I've had the honor of representing a lot of organizations throughout my career in 
government. It is full of people who are very silent in their work; they're called silent warriors. And they make real sacrifices for 
the country. There's a wall in the lobby of the Central Intelligence Agency in which there are stars representing those who have 
given their life for this country as members of the CIA. And many of their names are not known because they remain 
undercover. Now, that's the kind of sacrifice that's been involved. I'm honored to lead them and represent their work to the 
President, the Congress, and to groups like yours. 

Let me make clear that although we are an intelligence agency, and although we have the obligation, obviously, to protect the 
nation through covert actions and covert operations, we are also an agency of the United States of America. And as such, we 
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that as Iran works to expand its influence, it also seeks to limit the influence of the United States and our allies, particularly in 
that part of the world. 

On the nuclear front, the judgment of the Intelligence Community is that Iran at a minimum is keeping open the option to 
develop deliverable nuclear weapons. Iran halted weaponization in 2003, but it continues to develop uranium enrichment 
technology and nUclear-capable ballistic missiles. And that represents a danger for the future. 

Assessing Iran's intentions is a top priority. This is not an easy target in terms of being able to gather intelligence. It's a tough 
target. But just as impoltant, we have to focus in order to develop an accurate picture of what's going on. What are its 
capabilities? And we are focused on that threat. 

And while the Iranian nuclear program in and of itself is cause for significant concern, there also is a very real risk that other 
countries in the region will be tempted to follow suit. The last thing we need in the Middle East is a nuclear arms race. 

Of course, no discussion of the dangers of nuclear proliferation is complete without mention of North Korea. Our intelligence 
agencies are all working together to try to assess that country's nuclear weapons program and its long-range missile capabilities. 
The country's interest in selling technology and expertise to anyone willing to pay the price is a very serious concern. Like Iran, 
North Korea is a tough target to penetrate for il,1telligence purposes, but we're making good progress. The fact is, we had good 
notice about the fact that they were going to deploy the Taepodong missile and knew pretty well within an hour when that was 
going to happen. 

There also are legitimate questions being raised about the internal stability of North Korea, given Kim Jong-Il's health 
problems, uncertainty about succession, the weak economy, and the persistent food shortages. The result is that North Korea 
remains one of the most difficult and unpredictable threats that we face in that part of the world. 

Finally, let me talk a little bit about CIA's role in national security. Paying attention to the security risks posed by these 
challenges - and of course many, many others - is the fundamental mission of the CIA. I've only scratched the surface today in 
the threats I've discussed. There are enduring threats that we also face, such as China and Russia, and priorities tied to current 
conditions, the potential impact of the drug war in Mexico, the swine flu, the global economic crisis, new openings with Cuba, 
global warming; all of these are areas that represent important inte1ligence gathering material that we have to hll.Ve and present 
to opinion makers and policymakers. 

In addition to shedding light on the recent and most pressing problems that we face, we know and understand the strategic 
landscape across the globe. We've got to understand the additional threats, whether they come from Latin America, from Africa, 
or from the Far East. 

The key, it seems to me as Director of the CIA, is the responsibility we have to make sure that we are never surprised. That really 
is our fundamental responsibility to this country and to the world. To accomplish this very broad mission, CIA officers are on 
the front lines, as I said, in the war zones and beyond. They are identifying and confronting the full range of threats and 
oppo.rtunities facing our nation. 

CIA's duty is not only to provide intelligence but to minimize the risk, as I said, for surprise. That means we must anticipate 
issues in areas ofthe world that represent potential threats. We have to be ahead ofthem and stay ahead. 

After only a short time on this job, I can tell you that we have some of the finest, most skilled and professional and dedicated 
men and women that are serving this country. My job is to ensure that they have the resources and the authorities to accomplish 
that mission andthey do it in full accord with the nation's laws and our values. I'm personally committed to that, as is everyone 
d~ . 

I've also indicated that in the training process there are a couple areas that I hope to stress. One is to increase the diversity of 
the people that are part of the CIA. We have got to reflect the face of the world at the CIA. And while there's been some progress 
in diversity, not enough has taken place. If we're going to deploy, ifwe're going to have people abroad, they have to have the 
same face and have the same understanding of the areas that they are seeking intelligence on. . 

In additIon, they have to have better language trailling. I'm a believer that, frankly, without language training it's very difficult 
to get the kind of intelligence that you need. You have to understand people. You have to understand their culture. And the key 
to doing that is lailguage training. I hope we can reach a point, frankly, where every officer in the CIA is required to undergo 
language training of some kind. It is an essential key to being able to do their job. 

I've had a good deal of exposure to the Agency's work in previous jobs, hut not until I became Director did I finally appreciate 
the extent and the significance of what CIA does for our country. It is the most professional, as I said, the most effective 
organization that I've ever run - and I've had the honor of representing a lot of organizations throughout my career in 
government. It is full of people who are very silent in their work; they're called silent warriors. And they make real sacrifices for 
the country. There's a wall in the lobby of the Central Intelligence Agency in which there are stars representing those who have 
given their life for this country as members of the CIA. And many of their names are not known because they remain 
undercover. Now, that's the kind of sacrifice that's been involved. I'm honored to lead them and represent their work to the 
President, the Congress, and to groups like yours. 

Let me make clear that although we are an intelligence agency, and although we have the obligation, obviously, to protect the 
nation through covert actions and covert operations, we are also an agency of the United States of America. And as such, we 
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have to make clear that we will always uphold the Constitution and the values that are part of the United States of America. As 
the President-has said- and I deeply believe -we do not have to make a choice between our values and our safety. 

As I mentioned, I am the son of immigrants. And I used to ask my father, why would you travel thousands of miles to a strange 
country, no money, no skills, not knowing really what they were getting into? And my father said, the reason we did it is because 
my mother and I believed we could give our children a better life. And I think that's the American dream. That's what all of us 
want for our children and for their children is to ensure that they have a better life. 

And I think the fundamental responsibility of the CIA- and for that matter, all of us- is to ensure that we do give our children 
that better life, that we protect the security of all Americans, and most importantly that we always protect a government of, by, 
and for all people . 

. Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GREEN: (Off mike)- has agreed to answer some questions. I promised he will be out of here at five minutes to 2:00, so I 
will be merciless in just cutting this off at the end. 

First question, please, sir? 

Q: (Off mike.) You mentioned -I don't think it's on. You mentioned- (inaudible, laughter.) My precious time is disappearing. 

You mentioned that you believe the strategy in Pakistan is working- the President's strategy in Pakistan in the tribal regions, 
which is the drone - the remote drone strikes. You've seen the figures recently from David Kilcullen and others that the strikes 
have killed 14 midlevel operatives and 700 civilians in collateral damage. And his assessment as a counterinsurgency expert is 
it's creating more anti-Americanism than it is disrupting al-Qaeda networks. 

And then secondly, President Musharraftold me when he was in office that the Pakistan nukes are safer than those in the 
former Soviet Union. Do you agree with that? Safely guarded - more safely guarded? 

MR. P ANETIA: On the - are you hearing me okay? On the first issue, obviously because these are covert and secret 
operations I can't go into particulars. I think it does suffice to say that these operations have been very effective because they 
have been very precise in terms of the targeting and it involved a minimum of collateral damage. I know that some of the -
sometimes the criticisms kind of sweep into other areas from either plane attacks or attacks from F-16s and others that go into 
these areas, which do involve a tremendous amount of collateral damage. And sometimes I've found in discussing this that all of 
this is kind of mixed together. But I can assure you that in terms of that particular area, it is very precise and it is very limited in 
terms of collateral damage and, very frankly, it's the only game in town in terms of confronting and trying to disrupt the al
Qaeda leadership. 

Secondly, with regards to Pakistan nuclear capability, obviously we do try to understand where all of these are located. We don't 
have, frankly, the intelligence to know where they all are located, but we do track t~e Pakistanis. And I think the President 
indicated this yesterday in an interview, that right now we are confident that the Pakistanis have a pretty secure approach to 
trying to protect these weapons. But it is something that we continue to watch because obviously the last thing we want is to 
have the Taliban have access to the nuclear weapons in Pakistan. We're fighting, obviously, that potential in Iran. We're fighting 
it elsewhere. The last thing we would want is to give al-Qaeda that potential. So we continue to watch that very closely. 

DR. GREEN: Next question? Kimberly? 

Q: Mr. Director, my name is Kimberly Marteau Emerson, and I am vice-chair of Human Rights Watch executive committee 
here in Southern California. I want to commend you on the closing of secret prisons and the change in interrogation rules on 
torture by the CIA. I think you're doing great work there, and I loved what you just said at the end about upholding American 
values and the Constitution. 

I know you also said earlier that some people want to look back and not look forward. And I agree. We are in the middle of many 
crises, and it is really important to look forward and be present. However, if we don't draw a line in the sand now on past 
actions, what happens when the next CIA Director and President get in who actually carry the same policies and same ideals as 
the last eight years? We have not set any kind of precedent or laid down any kind- other than by example and by our current 
rules, to basically look at this issue and realiy have an open inquiry on it. And I'm not talking about accountability or 
prosecution; I'm talking about actually looking at whether it works or not so that we have a public accounting of that. What do 
you think? 

MR. PANETIA: You know, I'm- as I said, I'm a creature of the Congress, and my view is that if Congress makes that decision 
to move forward on that kind of study then, as Director of the CIA, I'll do everything possible to cooperate with that effort. As 
you may know, the Intelligence Committee on the Senate side, under the chairmanship of Dianne Feinstein, is now conducting 
that kind of review. And they are going back over that material, and we have provided access to that material. We are working 
with their staff and working with her and her co-chair to make sure that whatever questions they have, whatever information 
they would like to have, we will provide it to them, and obviously then they'll draw their own conclusions. 
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have to make clear that we will always uphold the Constitution and the values that are part of the United States of America. As 
the President·has said - and I deeply believe - we do not have to make a choice between our values and our safety. 

As I mentioned, I am the son of immigrants. And I used to ask my father, why would you travel thousands of miles to a strange 
country, no money, no skills, not knowing really what they were getting into? And my father said, the reason we did it is because 
my mother and I believed we could give our children a better life. And I think that's the American dream. That's what all of us 
want for our children and for their children is to ensure that they have a better life. 

And I think the fundamental responsibility of the CIA - and for that matter, all of us - is to ensure that we do give our children 
that better life, that we protect the security of all Americans, and most importantly that we always protect a government of, by, 
and for all people . 

. Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GREEN: (Off mike) - has agreed to answer some questions. I promised he will be out of here at five minutes to 2:00, so I 
will be merciless in just cutting this off at the end. 

First question, please, sir? 

Q: (Off mike.) You mentioned - I don't think it's on. You mentioned - (inaudible, laughter.) My precious time is disappearing. 

You mentioned that you believe the strategy in Pakistan is working - the President's strategy in Pakistan in the tribal regions, 
which is the drone - the remote drone strikes. You've seen the figures recently from David Kilcullen and others that the strikes 
have killed 14 midlevel operatives and 700 civilians in collateral damage. And his assessment as a counterinsurgency expert is 
it's creating more anti-Americanism than it is disrupting al-Qaeda networks. 

And then secondly, President Musharraftold me when he was in office that the Pakistan nukes are safer than those in the 
former Soviet Union. Do you agree with that? Safely guarded - more safely guarded? 

MR. P ANETfA: On the - are you hearing me okay? On the first issue, obviously because these are covert and secret 
operations I can't go into particulars. I think it does suffice to say that these operations have been very effective because they 
have been very precise in terms of the targeting and it involved a minimum of collateral damage. I know that some of the -
sometimes the criticisms kind of sweep into other areas from either plane attacks or attacks from F-16s and others that go into 
these areas, which do involve a tremendous amount of collateral damage. And sometimes I've found in discussing this that all of 
this is kind of mixed together. But I can assure you that in terms of that particular area, it is very precise and it is very limited in 
terms of collateral damage and, very frankly, it's the only game in town in terms of confronting and trying to disrupt the al
Qaeda leadership. 

Secondly, with regards to Pakistan nuclear capability, obviously we do try to understand where all of these are located. We don't 
have, frankly, the intelligence to know where they all are located, but we do track t~e Pakistanis. And I think the President 
indicated this yesterday in an interview, that right now we are confident that the Pakistanis have a pretty secure approach to 
trying to protect these weapons. But it is something that we continue to watch because obviously the last thing we want is to 
have the Taliban have access to the nuclear weapons in Pakistan. We're fighting, obviously, that potential in Iran. We're fighting 
it elsewhere. The last thing we would want is to give al-Qaeda that potential. So we continue to watch that very closely. 

DR. GREEN: Next question? Kimberly? 

Q: Mr. Director, my name is Kimberly Marteau Emerson, and I am vice-chair of Human Rights Watch executive committee 
here in Southern California. I want to commend you on the closing of secret prisons and the change in interrogation rules on 
torture by the CIA. I think you're doing great work there, and I loved what you just said at the end about upholding American 
values and the Constitution. 

I know you also said earlier that some people want to look back and not look forward. And I agree. We are in the middle of many 
crises, and it is really important to look forward and be present. However, if we don't draw a line in the sand now on past 
actions, what happens when the next CIA Director and President get in who actually carry the same policies and same ideals as 
the last eight years? We have not set any kind of precedent or laid down any kind - other than by example and by our current 
rules, to basically look at this issue and realiy have an open inquiry on it. And I'm not talking about accountability or 
prosecution; I'm talking about actually looking at whether it works or not so that we have a public accounting of that. What do 
you think? 

MR. PANETIA: You know, I'm -as I said, I'm a creature of the Congress, and my view is that if Congress makes that decision 
to JIiove forward on that kind of study then, as Director of the CIA, I'll do everything possible to cooperate with that effort. As 
you may know, the Intelligence Committee on the Senate side, under the chairmanship of Dianne Feinstein, is now conducting 
that kind of review. And they are going back over that material, and we have provided access to that material. We are working 
with their staff and working with her and her co-chair to make sure that whatever questions they have, whatever information 
they would like to have, we will provide it to them, and obviously then they'll draw their own conclusions. 
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But my view is I'm not going to tell the Congress or anybody else what they phould or shouldn't do with regards to this issue. I 
do believe it's important to learn the lessons from that period. I think that the study by the Intelligence Committee in the Senate 
will give us that opportunity. But I guess what I'm most concerned about is that this stuff doesn't become the kind of political 
issue that everything else becomes in Washington, D.C., where it becomes so divisive that it begins to interfere with the ability 
of these intelligence agencies to do our primary job, which is to focus on the threats that face us today and tomorrow. 

DR. GREEN: Next question. Sir, if you could identify yourself, please. 

Q: My name is Arash Faran, and my question has to do with your comment about dismantling and defeating al-Qaeda around 
the world. And if you look at the example of Israel, you may argue Israel is engaged in some of the same tactics and some of the 
same battles as the United States. And one of the things you often see is as they take out terrorists and other people who are 
plotting against the country, often times there's a deep bench behind them. And year after year you often have leaders who rise 
out of nowhere who take their place. 

As we engage and spend a lot of time and resources to fight that same battle, how can we -what more can we do so as that 
bench disappears, as we take out high-level operatives, there is no one sfanding behind them? 

MR. PANETIA: Well, obviously that's- that has to be a concern. As we go after them, as we try to disrupt and dismantle their 
operations, we have to be concerned about how do we block them froni moving to other areas, to finding new safe havens. And 
that's why I mentioned both Somalia and Yemen, because what happens is that in these countries that are- in terms of 
governing are not doing a very good job, that's probably the kindest I could say about it- the reality is that those become 
grounds for al-Qaeda to develop future efforts. 

And I think what we have to do is we have always got to be one step ahead of them, which means we've got to backstop them. If 
they're going to go to Somalia, if they're going to go to Yemen, if they're going to go to other countries in the Middle East, we've 
got to be there and be ready to confront them there as well. We can't let them escape. We can't let them find hiding places. 

And I do have to tell you that Israel is - you know, we have a close working relationship with Israel and working with them has 
been very helpful in terms of being able to identify these threats. 

DR. GREEN: Mark Nathanson. 

Q: Thank you. Leon, I wanted to ask you, now that you're the head of the CIA. There've been problems in the past with the CIA 
working with local law enforcement, such as in Southern California. For example, after 9/11, they wanted local law enforcement 
to investigate strident visas that were over here, and there was over 5,000. And when local law enforcement asked the 
government for a priority as to them, they said, we can't give it toyou because you aren't cleared. 

So the question I have is how are you going to improve relations with local law enforcement? And also, how can the local 
business community help the CIA? 

MR. P ANETIA: Well, you know, I -let me first of all say from my own background, both as a member of Congress and then 
serving in a number of capacities, I think it is very important to develop a partnership here. We can't do this alone. The CIA 
can't do this alone. We have to work with the FBI. We have to work with the Homeland Security operation. We have to work 
with state government. We have to work with local government to develop the kind of partnership we need in order to meet 
these threats. You can't just do this at one level. 

And so I'm a believer that, frankly, we need to sit down and work with local government and not just simply task them to do 
things that they can't deliver on, but work with them to try to make sure that we can achieve these goals working together. 

I've mentioned this to the Director of National Intelligence as a priority. I think we have to share more of the intelligence we 
gather both with state and local governments so that they're aware of the threats that we're confronting. I think we have to 
develop the kind of communication that allows us to not only share information but to work together to confront these threats. 
It doesn't work- I'm just- I'm not a big believer ofthe federal government kind of walking in and telling people what to do 
and then getting the hell out of town. I don't think that works. 

Q: Good afternoon. My name is Salam Al-Marayati. I'm with the Muslim Public Affairs Council. 

The President said in a major speech in Istanbul that we- the United States- are not at war with Islam and that we must 
engage the Muslim world beyond counterterrorism. However, based on your speech and based on a number of activities, it still 
remains that the relationship is very tense, confrontational- at least, defined by confrontation -and there's really not much 
that is said in terms of other areas such as nonmilitary means to fight terrorism. 

So could you expand on that and how engaging the Muslim world beyond this issue of terrorism could serve our national 
interests? 

MR. P ANETIA: I appreciate that question. Obviously our focus is on going after those who obviously are planning and 
involved with threats not only to our homeland but obviously are developing - those forces that are actually going in and 
confronting our military, particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq. And so that does remain a focus. 
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But my view is I'm not going to tell the Congress or anybody else what they phould or shouldn't do with regards to this issue. I 
do believe it's important to learn the lessons from that period. I think that the study by the Intelligence Committee in the Senate 
will give us that opportunity. But I guess what I'm most concerned about is that this stuff doesn't become the kind of political 
issue that everything else becomes in Washington, D.C., where it becomes so divisive that it begins to interfere with the ability 
of these intelligence agencies to do our primary job, which is to focus on the threats that face us today and tomorrow. 

DR. GREEN: Next question. Sir, if you could identify yourself, please. 

Q: My name is Arash Faran, and my question has to do with your comment about dismantling and defeating al-Qaeda around 
the world. And if you look at the example of Israel, you may argue Israel is engaged in some of the same tactics and some of the 
same battles as the United States. And one of the things you often see is as they take out terrorists and other people who are 
plotting against the country, often times there's a deep bench behind them. And year after year you often have leaders who rise 
out of nowhere who take their place. 

As we engage and spend a lot of time and resources to fight that same battle, how can we - what more can we do so as that 
bench disappears, as we take out high-level operatives, there is no one sfanding behind them? 

MR. PANETIA: Well, obviously that's - that has to be a concern. As we go after them, as we try to disrupt and dismantle their 
operations, we have to be concerned about how do we block them from moving to other areas, to finding new safe havens. And 
that's why I mentioned both Somalia and Yemen, because what happens is that in these countries that are - in terms of 
governing are not doing a very good job, that's probably the kindest I could say about it - the reality is that those become 
grounds for al-Qaeda to develop future efforts. 

And I think what we have to do is we have always got to be one step ahead of them, which means we've got to backstop them. If 
they're going to go to Somalia, if they're going to go to Yemen, if they're going to go to other countries in the Middle East, we've 
got to be there and be ready to confront them there as well. We can't let them escape. We can't let them find hiding places. 

And I do have to tell you that Israel is - you know, we have a close working relationship with Israel and working with them has 
been very helpful in terms of being able to identify these threats. 

DR. GREEN: Mark Nathanson. 

Q: Thank you. Leon, I wanted to ask you, now that you're the head of the CIA. There've been problems in the past with the CIA 
working with local law enforcement, such as in Southern California. For example, after 9/11, they wanted local law enforcement 
to investigate stUdent visas that were over here, and there was over 5,000. And when local law enforcement asked the 
government for a priority as to them, they said, we can't give it toyou because you aren't cleared. 

So the question I have is how are you going to improve relations with local law enforcement? And also, how can the local 
business community help the CIA? 

MR. P ANETIA: Well, you know, I - let me first of all say from my own background, both as a member of Congress and then 
serving in a number of capacities, I think it is very important to develop a partnership here. We can't do this alone. The CIA 
can't do this alone. We have to work with the FBI. We have to work with the Homeland Security operation. We have to work 
with state government. We have to work with local government to develop the kind of partnership we need in order to meet 
these threats. You can't just do this at one level. 

And so I'm a believer that, frankly, we need to sit down and work with local government and not just simply task them to do 
things that they can't deliver on, but work with them to try to make sure that we can achieve these goals working together. 

I've mentioned this to the Director of National Intelligence as a priority. I think we have to share more ofthe intelligence we 
gather both with state and local governments so that they're aware of the threats that we're confronting. I think we have to 
develop the kind of communication that allows us to not only share information but to work together to confront these threats. 
It doesn't work - I'm just - I'm not a big believer ofthe federal government kind of walking in and telling people what to do 
and then getting the hell out of town. I don't think that works. 

Q: Good afternoon. My name is Salam Al-Marayati. I'm with the Muslim Public Affairs Council. 

The President said in a major speech in Istanbul that we - the United States - are not at war with Islam and that we must 
engage the Muslim world beyond counterterrorism. However, based on your speech and based on a number of activities, it still 
remains that the relationship is very tense, confrontational- at least, defined by confrontation - and there's really not much 
that is said in terms of other areas such as nonmilitary means to fight terrorism. 

So could you expand on that and how engaging the Muslim world beyond this issue of terrorism could serve our national 
interests? 

MR. P ANETIA: I appreciate that question. Obviously our focus is on going after those who obviously are planning and 
involved with threats not only to our homeland but obviously are developing - those forces that are actually going in and 
confronting our military, particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq. And so that does remain a focus. 
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But clearly we can't - we cannot re-establish a relationship with the Muslim world on the basis of these kinds of operations 
alone. We have to look at a broader strategy of building that relationship. I mean, the place I see it most directly is obviously in 
these war areas, where in -whether it's Pakistan or whether it's Mghanistan, clearly we're going to confront the threats that are 
on the ground. Clearly we're going to obviously fight back when we're attacked and that needs to be done. 

But if we're going to develop long-term stability, whether it's Pakistan or Mghanistan, we have got to be able to engage the tribal 
areas. We've got to work with them. It is about education. It is about food. It is about security. It is about trying to develop a 
relationship that gives them more responsibility to be able to care for them own and to be able to work to ensure that kind of 
stability. 

On the broader picture, clearly what happens is people in al-Qaeda or other terrorist groups feed on the frustration of people 
who feel they have no opportunity to be able to succeed. And so we have got to build a broader message with the United States 
of America, a broader message that reaches out to them and says we understand those problems. And we've got to show that 
we're willing to work to deal with those kinds of problems. 

I think the President, by virtue of not only what he said in Turkey but what he's going to say in Egypt, is trying to build that 
relationship with the Muslim world. We cannot just win this militarily. We can only win it when we ultimately capture their 
hearts and minds as well. · 

Q: My name's Asef Mahmoud. I have like two questions. One is that intelligence supposed to be working with time ahead. And 
we have seen in this Pakistan/ Afghanistan thing that we react only when things are already happening, just like the recent event 
in Swat. For last one year, Taliban, al-Qaeda has been moving to Swat. Everybody knew that people had been actually reporting 
this thing. And a few months ago the Sufi Muhammad- basically main person behind this- was in Pakistan in custody. Why 
could not remove at that time when the problem was not that bad and stop it there? 

And second part is, is there a role of CIA to work not only to topple government or prevent national security but to change the 
view of the people? We are killing thousand or 2,000 but we are making millions of people our enemies. Right now the 
sympathy for Pakistan - for the Pakistanis for America is actually I think historically low, although America is trying to be a 
friend of Pakistan. · · · 

Thank you. 

MR. P ANETIA: Thank you very much. Let me deal with the second question first because in many ways it takes us back to the 
other problem. One of the challenges we face is that in confronting al-Qaeda and the Taliban and other terrorist groups that are 
within these tribal areas in Pakistan, that one ofthe things we have struggled to do is to make Pakistan recognize that they 
represent a threat to their stability. 

Pakistan, as you know, their primary focus has always been on India and the threat from India, and that to a large extent these 
areas have been ignored. I mean, I remember talking to a - one of our people in Pakistan, and I said, can you give some sense 
of the history here and why that is? And he said whether it was the British Empire or whether it was the Pakistanis, that in many 
ways they treated these tribal areas like Indian reservations, that if- they kind ofleft them alone. If they raised hell, you send 
the cavalry in to basically deal with the problems. And then you go out and not pay much attention to them. 

And so a consequence was that in many ways while we continue to say, look, there's a real threat here that we're confronting, 
that you have to view this as a common threat. It's not just the United States. It's not just Afghanistan. It's Pakistan. You know, 
when they blow up things in your streets, when they're- you know, when the Marriott is blown up, this is a threat to your · 
stability. 

If the Pakistanis recognize that as a real threat, then we can create the partnership we need in order to deal with it. Now, I think 
they're beginning to. There obviously are, as we speak, military operations going on in Swat and Buner and other areas. The key 
is not whether they simply go in and -you know, bring the tanks in and clear out the Taliban and then back out and allow the 
Taliban to go back in. They've got to clear these areas and hold them. That's very important if it's going to work. So it is 
extremely important for Pakistan to recognize the threat that it constitutes to their stability. 

We had a trilateral meeting in Washington where the President engaged both President Zardari and President Karzai, and I 
engaged my intelligence counterparts at the same time. And I think as a result of that we began to develop some plans to 
confront this on a partnership basis, where they will provide that information, and we will share intelligence on these threats. 
And frankly, it's working. We're beginning to make that happen. And I do sense that President Zardari and the other leadership 
in Pakistan recognizes that they've got to do more to confront that issue. 

Part of the reason for the Swat agreement, part of the reason for some of the deals that were made in those tribal areas really 
goes back to the history I talked about. They really thought they could cut a deal. If these areas could take care of themselves, 
they could get the hell out and not pay a Jot of attention to them. I have to tell you, when I first came into office I sat down with 
the Pakistanis and I said, you have got to take a look at this because it is dangerous. And they said, no, we think we've- this is 
different. This isn't like the other agreements, and they won't fall apart. Well, they did. And I think they've learned a lesson from 
that, hopefully. 

So I guess what I'm hoping for is that Pakistan recognizes the danger that is involved in dealing with these areas and the threat 
it constitutes to their stability. And I understand the concern about India. I understand the historical concern that's always been 
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But clearly we can't - we cannot re-establish a relationship with the Muslim world on the basis of these kinds of operations 
alone. We have to look at a broader strategy of building that relationship. I mean, the place I see it most directly is obviously in 
these war areas, where in - whether it's Pakistan or whether it's Mghanistan, clearly we're going to confront the threats that are 
on the ground. Clearly we're going to obviously fight back when we're attacked and that needs to be done. 

But if we're going to develop long-term stability, whether it's Pakistan or Mghanistan, we have got to be able to engage the tribal 
areas. We've got to work with them. It is about education. It is about food. It is about security. It is about trying to develop a 
relationship that gives them more responsibility to be able to care for them own and to be able to work to ensure that kind of 
stability. 

On the broader picture, clearly what happens is people in al-Qaeda or other terrorist groups feed on the frustration of people 
who feel they have no opportunity to be able to succeed. And so we have got to build a broader message with the United States 
of America, a broader message that reaches out to them and says we understand those problems. And we've got to show that 
we're willing to work to deal with those kinds of problems. 

I think the President, by virtue of not only what he said in Turkey but what he's going to say in Egypt, is trying to build that 
relationship with the Muslim world. We cannot just win this militarily. We can only win it when we ultimately capture their 
hearts and minds as well. . 

Q: My name's Asef Mahmoud. I have like two questions. One is that intelligence supposed to be working with time ahead. And 
we have seen in this Pakistani Mghanistan thing that we react only when things are already happening, just like the recent event 
in Swat. For last one year, Taliban, al-Qaeda has been moving to Swat. Everybody knew that people had been actually reporting 
this thing. And a few months ago the Sufi Muhammad - basically main person behind this - was in Pakistan in custody. Why 
could not remove at that time when the problem was not that bad and stop it there? 

And second part is, is there a role of CIA to work not only to topple government or prevent national security but to change the 
view of the people? We are killing thousand or 2,000 but we are making millions of people our enemies. Right now the 
sympathy for Pakistan - for the Pakistanis for America is actually I think historically low, although America is trying to be a 
friend of Pakistan. ... 

Thank you. 

MR. P ANETIA: Thank you very much. Let me deal with the second question first because in many ways it takes us back to the 
other problem. One of the challenges we face is that in confronting al-Qaeda and the Taliban and other terrorist groups that are 
within these tribal areas in Pakistan, that one ofthe things we have struggled to do is to make Pakistan recognize that they 
represent a threat to their stability. 

Pakistan, as you know, their primary focus has always been on India and the threat from India, and that to a large extent these 
areas have been ignored. I mean, I remember talking to a - one of our people in Pakistan, and I said, can you give some sense 
of the history here and why that is? And he said whether it was the British Empire or whether it was the Pakistanis, that in many 
ways they treated these tribal areas like Indian reservations, that if - they kind ofleft them alone. If they raised hell, you send 
the cavalry in to basically deal with the problems. And then you go out and not pay much attention to them. 

And so a consequence was that in many ways while we continue to say, look, there's a real threat here that we're confronting, 
that you have to view this as a common threat. It's not just the United States. It's not just Mghanistan. It's Pakistan. You know, 
when they blow up things in your streets, when they're - you know, when the Marriott is blown up, this is a threat to your . 
stability. 

If the Pakistanis recognize that as a real threat, then we can create the partnership we need in order to deal with it. Now, I think 
they're beginning to. There obviously are, as we speak, military operations going on in Swat and Buner and other areas. The key 
is not whether they simply go in and - you know, bring the tanks in and clear out the Taliban and then back out and allow the 
Taliban to go back in. They've got to clear these areas and hold them. That's very important if it's going to work. So it is 
extremely important for Pakistan to recognize the threat that it constitutes to their stability. 

We had a trilateral meeting in Washington where the President engaged both President Zardari and President Karzai, and I 
engaged my intelligence counterparts at the same time. And I think as a result of that we began to develop some plans to 
confront this on a partnership basis, where they will provide that information, and we will share intelligence on these threats. 
And frankly, it's working. We're beginning to make that happen. And I do sense that President Zardari and the other leadership 
in Pakistan recognizes that they've got to do more to confront that issue. 

Part of the reason for the Swat agreement, part of the reason for some of the deals that were made in those tribal areas really 
goes back to the history I talked about. They really thought they could cut a deal. If these areas could take care of themselves, 
they could get the hell out and not pay a lot of attention to them. I have to tell you, when I first came into office I sat down with 
the Pakistanis and I said, you have got to take a look at this because it is dangerous. And they said, no, we think we've - this is 
different. This isn't like the other agreements, and they won't fall apart. Well, they did. And I think they've learned a lesson from 
that, hopefully. 

So I guess what I'm hoping for is that Pakistan recognizes the danger that is involved in dealing with these areas and the threat 
it constitutes to their stability. And I understand the concern about India. I understand the historical concern that's always been 
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there. But I have to tell you that if they don't pay attention to these areas while they're worried about India, this threat could 
undermine the stability of the country, and that's why they have to face it. 

Q: Thank you for your comments. I'm Nancy Aossey, head of International Medical Corps, an NGO based right here in Los 
Angeles. I just want to go back to your comment that you made earlier - that I really appreciated - about I guess the role of 
NGOs in civil society. 

One of the concerns that we've had as an organization operating in Afghanistan and Pakistan and Somalia and Iraq all these 
years is that the interface for the local population, the people who form their opinions about our country certainly, is often the 
military because of these conflicts. Could you expand a little bit more about the role of civil society NGOs that they can play, 
especially during a time when people often just see people with guns and soldiers, et cetera, and get the wrong impression of 
what we're trying to do? 

MR. PANETTA: Well, this is the great challenge in trying to deal with those areas and to try to bring stability to those areas. 
As I sa:id, while I have tremendous respect for the military, while I have tremendous respect for our people in the work that 
we're doing, in the end none of this is going to work without the Afghanistan people themselves and the tribes- and I can apply 
that to Pakistan as well - but none of this is going to work unless they assume the responsibility they have to assume to try to 
deal with these issues as well. And that means that when it comes to providing food, when it comes to providing education, 
when it comes to providing infrastructure, we can provide the funds and the support systems, but it's the NGOs that are on the 
ground and that are working with them every day to try to advance that. 

I do think that it's very important- for example, when the military goes out they ought to be able to, in Afghanistan, have an 
Afghan face with regards to their operations. That's really important. Same thing, frankly, is true in Pakistan, that there ought to 
be a face of the country that they're involved with. 

Secondly, we have got to make the tribal leaders understand that - look, the reason the Taliban is successful in those areas is 
because the Taliban comes in when there's a lot of disruption and they basically say, we can provide order. And that's what hurts 
us the most is that in the search for order, ·in the search for security, the Taliban represents that. 

We've got to be able to obviously achieve security. But if you're going to achieve it, you:ve got to back it up with a system that 
provides and meets the needs ofthe people. 

I remember when I was in Iraq for the first time with the Iraq Study Group there was a general there who basically sat dowri and 
said, you know, we're not going to win this war militarily, and we're only going to win it if we provide human needs: we provide 
jobs, we provide education, we provide infrastructure, water, sanitation, the kind of basics that people need. When we recognize 
that, then we'll begin to win. 

And I think part of the surge effort that went into Iraq would not have worked if it was not complimented by other efforts, by the 
State Department, by the NGOs to fulfill those other needs. We've got to learn those lessons and apply them in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan if we're going to win. 

Q: (Offmike.) 

MR. PANETTA: Can I refer this question to your wife? 

Q: Mr. Director, I hope you do recognize me. I am your chauffeur. (Laughter.) Very expensive chauffeur. And I assume that you 
will treat this question with appropriate respect for my role. 

One of the great ironies in history is that both al-Qaeda and the Taliban are devoted to the destruction of modernity but 
nonetheless made remarkably effective use of modern digital technology. And it is my impression that the old CIA- that CIA 
that preceded you - somehow failed to recognize the asynchronous character of that threat. 

Without revealing any of the algorithms, which I know you personally do create- (laughter) -could you reassure us that there 
is a sensitivity and awareness of the CIA today that the use of old analog responses to new asynchronous digital threats isn't 
likely to work very well? 

MR. PANETTA: I'm going to have my chauffeur answer that question. (Laughter.) Sydney, you've introduced something that I 
have really, you know, in the time that I've been director of the CIA have recognized, that as we in this country try to stay on the 
cutting edge of technology and communications and internet activities and computers, our enemy does the same thing. And 
they are making use of it all the time, and they're making effective use of it. 

We have.developed, obviously, approaches to try to confront that. I mean, the whole area of cyber security is a huge threat to 
this country and to the world in ways that we haven't even begun to understand. I mean, shutting down the power grids, 
shutting down- I mean, the kind of introduction of worms that go into some of these systems that disrupt our computers or 
disrupt our connectivity, suddenly that kind of thing is becoming a very real threat, as other countries develop the capacity to be 
able to use that kind of technological weapon. 

We have to be ahead of that. And I do have to kind of pay tribute to the NSA, which spends an awful lot of its time basically 
focusing on these issues in this area and has developed some absolutely fantastic technology to try to confront some of these 
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there. But I have to tell you that if they don't pay attention to these areas while they're worried about India, this threat could 
undermine the stability of the country, and that's why they have to face it. 

Q: Thank you for your comments. I'm Nancy Aossey, head of International Medical Corps, an NGO based right here in Los 
Angeles. I just want to go back to your comment that you made earlier - that I really appreciated - about I guess the role of 
NGOs in civil society. 

One of the concerns that we've had as an organization operating in Afghanistan and Pakistan and Somalia and Iraq all these 
years is that the interface for the local population, the people who form their opinions about our country certainly, is often the 
military because of these conflicts. Could you expand a little bit more about the role of civil society NGOs that they can play, 
especially during a time when people often just see people with guns and soldiers, et cetera, and get the wrong impression of 
what we're trying to do? 

MR. PANETTA: Well, this is the great challenge in trying to deal with those areas and to try to bring stability to those areas. 
As I said, while I have tremendous respect for the military, while I have tremendous respect for our people in the work that 
we're doing, in the end none of this is going to work without the Afghanistan people themselves and the tribes - and I can apply 
that to Pakistan as well - but none of this is going to work unless they assume the responsibility they have to assume to try to 
deal with these issues as well. And that means that when it comes to providing food, when it comes to providing education, 
when it comes to providing infrastructure, we can provide the funds and the support systems, but it's the NGOs that are on the 
ground and that are working with them every day to try to advance that. 

I do think that it's very important - for example, when the military goes out they ought to be able to, in Afghanistan, have an 
Afghan face with regards to their operations. That's really important. Same thing, frankly, is true in Pakistan, that there ought to 
be a face of the country that they're involved with. 

Secondly, we have got to make the tribal leaders understand that - look, the reason the Taliban is successful in those areas is 
because the Taliban comes in when there's a lot of disruption and they basically say, we can provide order. And that's what hurts 
us the most is that in the search for order, ·in the search for security, the Taliban represents that. 

We've got to be able to obviously achieve security. But if you're going to achieve it, you:ve got to back it up with a System that 
provides and meets the needs ofthe people. 

I remember when I was in Iraq for the first time with the Iraq Study Group there was a general there who basically sat dowri and 
said, you know, we're not going to win this war militarily, and we're only going to win it if we provide human needs: we provide 
jobs, we provide education, we provide infrastructure, water, sanitation, the kind of basics that people need. When we recognize 
that, then we'll begin to win. 

And I think part of the surge effort that went into Iraq would not have worked if it was not complimented by other efforts, by the 
State Department, by the NGOs to fulfill those other needs. We've got to learn those lessons and apply them in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan if we're going to win. 

Q: (Off mike.) 

MR. PANETTA: Can I refer this question to your wife? 

Q: Mr, Director, I hope you do recognize me. I am your chauffeur. (Laughter.) Very expensive chauffeur, And I assume that you 
will treat this question with appropriate respect for my role. 

One of the great ironies in history is that both al-Qaeda and the Taliban are devoted to the destruction of modernity but 
nonetheless made remarkably effective use of modern digital technology. And it is my impression that the old CIA - that CIA 
that preceded you - somehow failed to recognize the asynchronous character of that threat. 

Without revealing any of the algorithms, which I know you personally do create -(laughter) - could you reassure us that there 
is a sensitivity and awareness of the CIA today that the use of old analog responses to new asynchronous digital threats isn't 
likely to work very well? 

MR. PANETTA: I'm going to have my chauffeur answer that question. (Laughter.) Sydney, you've introduced something that I 
have really, you know, in the time that I've been director of the CIA have recognized, that as we in this country try to stay on the 
cutting edge of technology and communications and internet activities and computers, our enemy does the same thing, And 
they are making use of it all the time, and they're making effective use of it. 

We have.developed, obviously, approaches to try to confront that. I mean, the whole area of cyber security is a huge threat to 
this country and to the world in ways that we haven't even begun to understand. 1 mean, shutting down the power grids, 
shutting down - I mean, the kind of introduction of worms that go into some of these systems that disrupt our computers or 
disrupt our connectivity, suddenly that kind of thing is becoming a very real threat, as other countries develop the capacity to be 
able to use that kind of technological weapon. 

We have to be ahead of that. And I do have to kind of pay tribute to the NSA, which spends an awful lot of its time basically 
focusing on these issues in this area and has developed some absolutely fantastic technology to try to confront some of these 
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potential threats for the future. It's changing and being developed all the time; every day changes are taking place. We have got 
to make sure that we stay ahead of it. If we fall behind, any one of these areas could be extremely dangerous to us. 

But what we're finding, for example, is that in the middle of the FAT A, somebody using a computer. It happens. They're using 
cell phones. They're using other technology. Our ability to be able to have the Intelligence to go after that capacity is what gives 
us our edge right now. We've got to continue to stay ahead of it because it is a rapidly changing threat. 

DR. GREEN: We're on our last question. Quite appropriately, I'm going to turn to Professor Amy Zega1t, who has written a 
book, which I wish I could give you a copy of, but I'm sure you've read. And Amy will have our final question. 

AMY ZEGART: Nothing like being a "Z." Mr. Director, you've talked a lot today about external threats that the Agency 
confronts. I'd like to ask you to comment on a domestic challenge the Agency's been confronting very much in the headlines in 
the past of weeks, and that is its relationship with the Congress. You've played on both sides of that contact sport in your career. 
From where you sit now as CIA Director, what does good Congressional oversight look like to you? Do we have it? And if we 
don't, what kind of changes could Congress make that would enable you to do your job better? 

MR. P ANETIA: Thank you for that question because one of the things that I really want to do as Director of the CIA is to 
improve the relationship with the Congress and to make the Congress a partner in this effort. I mean, I realize that we've been 
through a rough period. And the problem with that is that when that relationship is not working, when the Congress and the 
CIA don't feel like they're partners in this effort, then frankly it hurts both. And more importantly, it hurts this country. 

Congress does have a role to play. I am a believer- as I said, as a creature·ofthe Congress- that Congress, under our checks 
and balances system, has a responsibility here. We're not the only ones that have the responsibility to protect the security ofthis 
country. The Congress has the responsibility to protect the security of this country. 

When I first went back as a legislative assistant to Tom Kuchel, as Jane pointed out, you know, there are some people here that 
will remember, but it wasn't just Tom Kuchel. There were people like Jacob Javits and Clifford Case and Hugh Scott and George 
Aiken and Mark Hatfield and others on the Republican siO-e who were working with people like Hubert Humphrey and Henry 
Jackson and others on the Democratic side. And yes, they were political. Yes, they had their politics. But, you know, when it -
came to the issues confronting this country, they did come together. And they worked together not only on national security 
issues; they worked together in domestic issues and laid the groundwork for a lot of what we continue to enjoy today. I'm a 

. believer that that's the way our system works best. 

There's been a lot of poison in the well in these last few years. And I think in 40 years that I've been in and out of Washington, 
I've never seen Washington as partisan as it is today. And I think we pay a price for that in terms of trying to deal with all the 
problems that face this country. And I feel it in particular when it comes to issues that we're involved with. My goal is to try to 
do everything I can to try to improve that relationship. 

The Intelligence Community does have a responsibility to oversee our operations. And what I intend to so is to make sure that 
they are fully informed of what we're doing. I do not want to just do a Gang of Four briefing - in other words, just inform the 
leaders of the party. My view is- and I said this at my confirmation hearings- I think it's very important to inform all the 

· members of the Intelligence Committee about what's going on when we have to provide notification. 

I'm going up tomorrow morning to meet with the Congressional group and just have coffee and talk about some of the issues 
that are involved with it. I think we ought to have more of those opportunities. Not in a hearing setting where everybody can 
kind of do "gotcha." I think I would rather operate on the basis oflet's talk about it, tell me what your concerns are, I'll tell you 
what my concerns are, and do it in a way in which we can be honest with one another. 

But I do believe in the responsibility of the Congress not only to oversee our operations but to share in the responsibility of 
making sure that we have the resources and capability to help protect this country. The only way that's going to work is if both 
parties are working in the same direction. If they start to use these issues as political clubs to beat each other up with, then 
that's when we not only pay a price, but this country pays a price. · 

DR. GREEN: Thank you so much. 

(Applause.) 

I want to thank all of you for coming. I want to thank Director Panetta for his comments. We all wish you well in your new 
assignment. And thank you all for coming. 

(END) 
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potential threats for the future. It's changing and being developed all the time; every day changes are taking place. We have got 
to make sure that we stay ahead of it. If we fall behind, anyone of these areas could be extremely dangerous to us. 

But what we're finding, for example, is that in the middle of the FATA, somebody using a computer. It happens. They're using 
cell phones. They're using other technology. Our ability to be able to have the Intelligence to go after that capacity is what gives 
us our edge right now. We've got to continue to stay ahead of it because it is a rapidly changing threat. 

DR. GREEN: We're on our last question. Quite appropriately, I'm going to turn to Professor Amy Zegalt, who has written a 
book, which I wish I could give you a copy of, but I'm sure you've read. And Amy will have our final question. 

AMY ZEGART: Nothing like being a "Z." Mr. Director, you've talked a lot today about external threats that the Agency 
confronts. I'd like to ask you to comment on a domestic challenge the Agency's been confronting very much in the headlines in 
the past of weeks, and that is its relationship with the Congress. You've played on both sides ofthat contact sport in your career. 
From where you sit now as CIA Director, what does good Congressional oversight look like to you? Do we have it? And if we 
don't, what kind of changes could Congress make that would enable you to do your job better? 

MR. P ANETIA: Thankyou for that question because one of the things that I really want to do as Director of the CIA is to 
improve the relationship with the Congress and to make the Congress a partner in this effort. I mean, I realize that we've been 
through a rough period. And the problem with that is that when that relationship is not working, when the Congress and the 
CIA don't feel like they're partners in this effort, then frankly it hurts both. And more importantly, it hurts this country. 

Congress does have a role to play. I am a believer - as I said, as a creature-of the Congress - that Congress, under our checks 
and balances system, has a responsibility here. We're not the only ones that have the responsibility to protect the security ofthis 
country. The Congress has the responsibility to protect the security of this country. 

When I first went back as a legislative assistant to Tom Kuchel, as Jane pointed out, you know, there are some people here that 
will remember, but it wasn't just Tom Kuchel. There were people like Jacob Javits and Clifford Case and Hugh Scott and George 
Aiken and Mark Hatfield and others on the Republican sio.e who were working with people like Hubert Humphrey and Henry 
Jackson and others on the Democratic side. And yes, they were political. Yes, they had their politics. But, you know, when it 
came to the issues confronting this country, they did come together. And they worked together not only on national security 
issues; they worked together in domestic issues and laid the groundwork for a lot of what we continue to enjoy today. I'm a 

- believer that that's the way our system works best. 

There's been a lot of poison in the well in these last few years. And I think in 40 years that I've been in and out of Washington, 
I've never seen Washington as partisan as it is today. And I think we pay a price for that in terms of trying to deal with all the 
problems that face this country. And I feel it in particular when it comes to issues that we're involved with. My goal is to try to 
do everything I can to try to improve that relationship. 

The Intelligence Community dOeS have a responsibility to oversee our operations. And what I intend to so is to make sure that 
they are fully informed of what we're doing. I do not want to just do a Gang of Four briefing - in other words, just inform the 
leaders of the party. My view is - and I said this at my confirmation hearings - I think it's very important to inform all the 

. members of the Intelligence Committee about what's going on when we have to provide notification. 

I'm going up tomorrow morning to meet with the Congressional group and just have coffee and talk about some of the issues 
that are involved with it. I think we ought to have more of those opportunities. Not in a hearing setting where everybody can 
kind of do "gotcha." I think I would rather operate on the basis oflet's talk about it, tell me what your concerns are, I'll tell you 
what my concerns are, and do it in a way in which we can be honest with one another. 

But I do believe in the responsibility of the Congress not only to oversee our operations but to share in the responsibility of 
making sure that we have the resources and capability to help protect this country. The only way that's going to work is if both 
parties are working in the same direction. If they start to use these issues as political clubs to beat each other up with, then 
that's when we not only pay a price, but this country pays a price. . 

DR. GREEN: Thank you so much. 

(Applause.) 

I want to thank all of you for coming. I want to thank Director Panetta for his comments. We all wish you well in your new 
assignment. And thank you all for coming. 

(END) 
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forces. Your reaction? Your take an this? 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, this is somebody who, far 40 years, has 

terrorized his country and supported terror ism. And he had an 

opportunity during the Arab spring to tina lly let loose of his 

grip on paw er and to peaceful! y transition into democracy. We 

gave him ample appartun ity, and he wouldn't do it. And, 

obviously, you never like to see any body come to the kind of end 

that he did, but I think it obviously sends a strong message 

around the world to dictators that --

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- people long to be free, and they need to 

respect the hum an rights and the universal as pirations of people. 

JAY LENO: Now, the mob mentality-- and it was a rebel mob, I 

guess. It wasn't a government-, 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO:- they televised the death. Your thoughts an that? 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, obviously, that's not something that I 

think we should relish. And there was a reason· after Bin Laden 

was killed, far example, we didn't release the photograph. You 

. know, I think that there's a certain decorum with which you treat 

the dead even if it's sa mebody who has done terrible things .. 

JAY LENO: Now, you took some heat far the whale 

leading-from -behind tactic here with Libya. Explain that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, the truth was, we-- this was a phrase that 

the media picked up on. 

JAY LENO: Okay. 

THE PRESIDENT: But it's not one that I ever used. 

JAY LENO: No. 

THE PRESIDENT: We lead from the front. We introduced the 

resolution in the United N ations that allowed us to protect 

civilians in Libya when Gaddafi was threatening to slaughter 

them. It was our extraordinary men and women in uniform, our 

pilots who took aut their air defense systems, set up a no-fly 

zone. It was our talks in NATO who were helping to coordinate 
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farces. Your reaction? Your take an this? 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, this is somebody who, for 40 years, has 

terrorized his country and supported terrorism. And he had an 

opportunity during the Ar ab spring to fina lIy let loose of his 

grip on power and to peacefull y transition into democracy. We 

gave him ample opportun ity, and he wouldn't do it. And, 

obvious Iy, you never lik e to see any body come to the kind of end 

that he did, but I think it obvious Iy sends a strong message 

around the world to dictators that --

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- people long to be fr ee, and they need to 

respect the hum an rights and the universal as pirati.ons of people. 

JAY LENO: Now, the mob mentality -- and it was a rebel m .ob, I 

guess. It wasn't a government-, 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: - they televised the death. Your thoughts an that? 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, obviously, that's not Som ething that I 

think we should relish. And there was a reas.on· after B in Laden 

was killed, for example, we didn't release the photograph. You 

. kn.ow, I think that there's a certain decorum with which you treat 

the dead even if it's so mebody who has done terrible th ings .. 

JAY LENO: Now, you took some heat for the whale 

leading-from -behind tactic here with Libya. Explain that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, the truth was, we -- this was a phrase that 

the media picked up an. 

JAY LENO: Okay. 

THE PRESIDENT: But it's not one th at I ever used. 

JAY LENO: No. 

THE PRESIDENT: We lead from the front. We introduced the 

resolution in the United Nations that allowed us to protect 

civilians in Libya when Gaddafi was threatening to slaughter 

them. It was .our extraordinary men and women in uniform, our 

pilots who took aut their air defense sy stems, set up a no-fly 

zone. It was our folks in NATO who were helping to coordinate 
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the NATO operation there. And the difference here is w e were 

able to organize the international com munity. We were able to 

get the U.N. mandate for the operation. We were able to get Arab 

countries involved. And so there was never this sense that 

somehow we were unilaterally making a decision to take out 

somebody. Rather, it was the world community. And that's part 

of the reason why this whole thing only cost us a billion 

dollars·· 

JAY lENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:·· as opposed to a trillion dollars. Not a 

single U.S. troop was on the ground. Not a single U.S. troop was 

killed or injured, and that, I think, is a recipe for success in 

the future. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Let me ask you about that because, with 

Osama Bin Laden, I remember the night before you were at the 

correspondence dinner and the w hole deal. 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: How hard was it to make that decision to send in those 

Navy SEALs? because that could have been •• 

THE PRESIDENT: It could have been a disaster, but the r eason I 

was able to do it was·· when you meet these SEALs and you talk 

to them, they are the best of the best. Th ey are professional. 

They are precise. They practice. They train. They understand 

what exactly they intend to do. They are prepared for thew orst 

in almost every circumstance. So even though it was 50/50 that 

Bin Laden would be there, I was a hundred percent confident in 

the men, and I could not have made that decision were it not for 

the fact that our men and women in uniform are the best there is. 

They are unbelievable. 

JAY LENO: Now, you just announced the troops coming out of·· 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: ··Iraq. We have, like·· 4,000, I think, were 

killed. 
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the NATO operation ther e, And the difference here is w e were 

able to organiz e the international com munity, We were able to 

get the U ,N, mandate for the operation, We were able to get Arab 

countries involved, And so there was never this sense that 

somehow we were unilaterally making a decis ion to take out 

somebody. Rather, it was the world com munity, And that's part 

of the reason why this whole thing only cost us a billion 

dollars •• 

JAY LEND: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: •• as opposed to a trillion dollars. Not a 

single U ,So troop was on the ground, Not a single U ,S, troop was 

killed or injured, and that, I think, is a recipe for success in 

the future, 

(Applause,) 

JAY LENO: Let me ask you about that because, with 

Osama Bin Laden, I remember the night before you were at the 

correspondence dinner and the w hole deal. 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: How hard was it to make that decision to send in those 

Navy SEALs? because that could have been •• 

THE PRESIDENT: It could have been a disaster, but the reason I 

was able to do it was·· when you meet these SE ALs and you talk 

to them, they are the best of the best. Th ey are professional. 

They are precise, They practice, They train. They understand 

what exactly they intend to do, They are prepared for the worst 

in almost every circumstance, So even though it was 50/50 that 

Bin Laden would be there, I was a hundred percent confident in 

the men, and I could not have made that decision were it not for 

the fact that our m en and women in uniform are the best there is, 

They are unbelievabl e, 

JAY LENO: Now, you just announced the troops com ing out of·· 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO:·· Iraq. We have, like·· 4,000, I think, were 

killed, 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yeah, 4-. 

JAY LENO: Billions of dollars spent, nine years. What was 

accomplished? What did we accomplish there? 

THE PRESIDENT: Look, Saddam Hussein is gone, and that's a good 

thing. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Iraqis now have the opportunity to create 

their own democracy, their own country, determine their own 

destiny. And I'm cautiously optimistic that they realize that 

the way they should resolve conflict is not through killing each 

other but, rather, through dialogue and disc ussion and debate . 

And so that would not have been possible had it not been for the 

extraordinary sacrifices not just of our Arm ed Forces, but also 

their families. You know, when you think. about the rotations 

.that over a million of our troops went through--

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- and reservists and National Guardsmen and 

-women and the strain that that placed on those lam ilies during 

this long period, it's remarkable. So I think Americans can 

rightly be proud that we have given Iraqis an opportunity to 

determine their own destiny, but I also thirik that policy makers 

and future Presidents need to understand what it is that we are 

getting ourselves into when we make some of these decisions. And 

there might have been other ways for us to accomplish those same 

goals. But them ain thing right now is to celebrate the 

extraordinary work that our men and women did. Having them home 

for the holidays for good is going to be a big deal. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Let me ask you now, many members of-- many members of 

the GOP opposed with drawing from Iraq. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's shocking that they opposed something I 

proposed. 

JAY LENO: But, I mean, wasn't it originally --didn't they want 

to get out of Iraq? 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yeah, 4-. 

JAY LENO: Billions of doll ars spent, nine years. What was 

accomplished? What did we accom plish there? 

THE PRESIDENT: Look, Saddam Hussein is gone, and that's a good 

thing. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Iraqis now have the opportunity to create 

their own democracy, their own country, determine their own 

destiny. And I'm cautiously optim istic that they realize that 

the way they should resolve conflict is not through killing each 

other but, rather, through dialogue and disc ussion and debate. 

And so that would not have been possible had it not been for the 

extraordinary sacrifices not just of our Arm ed Forces, but also 

their families. You know, when you think.about the rotations 

.that over a million 01 our troops went through--

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- and reservists and National Guardsmen and 

-women and the strain that that placed on those lam ilies during 

this long period, it's remarkable, So I think Americans can 

rightly be proud that we have given I raqis an opportunity to 

determine their own destiny, but I also think that policy makers 

and future P residents need to understand what it is that weare 

getting ourselves into when we make some of these decisi ons. And 

there might have been other ways lor us to accom plish those sam e 

goals. But the main thing right now is to celebrate the 

extraordinary work that our men and women did. Having them home 

lor the holiday s for good is gOing to be a big deal. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Let me ask you now, many members of -- many members of 

the GOP opposed with drawing from Iraq. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's shocking that they opposed something I 

proposed. 

JAY LENO: But, I mean, wasn't it originally -- didn't they want 

to get out 01 Iraq? 
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THE PRESIDENT: Well, look, I don't know exactly how they are 

thinking about II. You know, as you said, we've been in there 

for years, over 4,000 young men and women killed, tens of 

thousands injured, some of them for life, spent close to a 

trillion dollars on this operation. I think the vast majority of 

the American people feel as if i tis time to bring this war to 

a close--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- particularly because we still have--

(Applause.) 

You know, we still have work to do in Afghanistan. We are 

transitioning to Afghan lead there. 0 ur guys are still- and 

gals are still making sacrifices there. We would not have been 

able to do as good of a job in decimating al Qaeda's leadership 

over the last two years if we had still been focused solely on 

Iraq. And one of the arguments I made way back ii12007 was, if 

we were able to bring the war in Iraq to a close, then that w ould 

allow us to go atte r the folks who perpetrated 9/1 1, and 

obViously, we've been very successful in doing that. We are not 

done yet. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: But al Qaeda is weaker than anytime in recent 

memory. We have taken out their top leadership positio n. That's 

been a big accom plishment. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Can I ask you about taking out their top leadership, 

ai-Awlaki, this guy, American-born terrorist? How important was 

he to al Q aeda? 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you what happened was we put so much pressure 

on al Qaeda in the Afghan/Pakistan region--

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- that their affiliates were actually becoming 

more of a threat to the United States. So Awlaki was their head 

of external operations. This is.the guy that inspired and helped 
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THE PRESIDENT: Well, look, I don't know exactly how they are 

thinking about It. You know, as you said, we've been in there 

for years, over 4,000 young men and women killed, tens of 

thousands inj ured, some of them for life, spent close to a 

trillion dollars on this operation. I think the vast majority of 

the American people feel as if i t is time to bring this war to 

a close--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- particularly because we still have--

(Applause.) 

You know, we still have wor k to do in Afghanistan. We are 

transitioning to Afghan lead there. 0 ur guys are still- and 

gals are still making sacrifices there. We would not have been 

able to do as good of a job i n decimating al Qaeda's leadership 

over the last tw 0 years if we had still been focused solely on 

Iraq. And one of the arguments I made way back i;,2007 was, if 

we were able to bring the war in I raq to a close, then that would 

allow us to go afte r the folks who perpetrated 9/1 1, and 

obViously, we've been very successful in doi ng that. We are not 

done yet. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: But al Qaeda is weaker than anytime in recent 

memory. We have taken out their top leadership positio n. That's 

been a big accom plishment. 

(Applause.) 

JAYLENO: Can I ask you about taking out their top leadership, 

al-Awlaki, this guy, American-born terrorist? H ow important was 

he to al Q aeda? 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you what happened was we put so much pressure 

on al Qaeda in the AfghanlP akistan region --

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- that their affiliates were a ctually becoming 

more of a threat to the United States. So Awlaki was their hea d 

of external operations. This is.the guy that inspired and helped 
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to facilitate the Christmas Day bomber. This is a guy who was 

actively planning a whole range of operations here in the 

homeland and was focused on the homeland. And so this was 

probably the most important al Qaeda threat that was out there 

after Bin Laden was taken out, and it was important that working 

with the enemies, we were able to remove him from the field. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: I'll tell you, we are going to take a break. When we 

come back, I want to ask you about Hilary Clinton and her role 

with the President right after this. 

(Commercial break.) 

JAY LENO: Welcome back, talking to the President of the 

United States. So tell me about Hilary Clinton and the job she's 

doing. 

THE PRESIDENT: She has been, I think, as good of a Secretary of 

State as we've seen in this country. She's been outstanding. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Very good. 

THE PRESIDENT: I'm really proud of her. 

JAY LENO: I mean, something I think is really great is the fact 

that you guys are both rivals. And I did a lot of jokes about 

you guys going after each other, but you come together for the 

sake of the country. And I thought that was pretty interesting. 

Tell me about how that works. 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, it really wasn't that difficult. The 

truth is Hilary and I agree on the vast majority of issues. We 

did during the campaign. In fact, one of the problems with all 

of those debates wa s you started running out of stuff to say 

because--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- we had a similar world view. She was, I 

think, understandably tired after the campaign and hesitant about 

whether or not this would be a good fit, and I told her that I 

had complete confidence in her, that the country needed her. She 
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to facilitate the Christmas Day bomber. This is a guy who was 

actively planning a w hole range of operations he re in the 

homeland and was focused on the ho meland. And so this w as 

probably the most important al Qaeda threatthat was out there 

after Bin Laden was taken out, and it was important that working 

with the enemies, we were able to remove him from the field. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: I'll tell you, we are going to take a break. When we 

come back, I want to ask you about Hilary Clinton an d her role 

with the President right after this. 

(Commercial break.) 

JAY LENO: Welcome back, talking to the President of the 

United States. So tell me about Hilary Clinton and the job she's 

doing. 

THE PRESIDENT: She has been, I think, as good of a Secretary of 

State as we've seen in thi s country. She's been outstanding. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Very good. 

THE PRESIDENT: I'm really proud of her. 

JAY LENO: I mean, something I think is really great is the fact 

that you guys are both rivals. And I did a lot of jokes about 

you guys going after each other, but you come together for the 

sake of the country. And I thought that w as pretty interesting. 

Tell me about how that works. 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, it really wasn't that difficult. The 

truth is Hilary and I agree on the vast majority of issues. We 

did during the cam paign. In fact, one of the problem s with all 

of those debates wa s you started running out of stuff to say 

because --

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- we had a similar world view. She was, I 

think, understandably tired after the cam paign and hesitant about 

whether or not this wo uld be a good fit, and I told her that I 

had com plete confidence in her, that the country needed her. She 
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stepped up to the plate. S he works as hard as any body I've ever 

seen. She is tenacious, and we are really very proud of her. 

The entire national security team that we've had has been 

outstanding, and it's not just rivals within the D emocratic 

party. My Secretary of Defense, Bob Gates, is a Republican. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: He was a carryover from the Bush Administration. 

He made an outstanding contribution. So I think _one of the 

things that we have done is been able to restore a sense that 

whatever our politics, when it comes to our national security. 

when it comes to the national defense, every body has to be on the 

sa.me page. And so the question now is, as w e end the war in 

Iraq, it is time for us to rebuild this country, and can we get 

that same kind of cooperation when it comes to fixing what's 

wrong here? 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Now, let me ask you something. And this is a fun 

. story. This is stuff I love, this rum or that Joe Bid en and 

Hilary might swap, and she might run for Vice President and he 

might·· is there any •· 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, Joe Bid en is not only a great Vice 

President, but he has been a great advisor and a great friend to 

me. So I think that they are doing great w here they are, and 

both of them are racking up a lot of miles. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Joe tends togo more to Pittsburgh. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: Hilary is going to Karachi. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: But they've both got important work to do. They 

are doing great. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. But you don't want to say "big f'ing deal" in 

Karachi. That could have som e problems. Now, I want to·· now, 

the approval rating •• the bad n ews is your approval rating is JA557 
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stepped up to the plate. S he works as hard as any body I've ever 

seen. She is tenacious, and we are really very proud of her. 

The entire national security team that we've had has been 

outstandin g, and it's not just rivals within the Democratic 

party. My Secretary of Defense, Bob Gates, is a Republican. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: He was a carryover from the Bu sh Administration. 

He made an outstanding contribution. Sol think .one of the 

things that we have don e is been able to restor e a sense that 

whatever our politics, when it comes to our national security, 

when it comes to the national defense, every body has to be on the 

same page. And so the question now is, as w e end the war in 

Iraq, it is time for us to rebuild this country, and can we get 

that same kind of cooperation w hen it comes to fixing what's 

wrong here? 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Now, let me ask you something. And this is a fun 

. story. This is s tuff I love, this rum or that Joe Biden and 

Hilary might swa p, and she might run for Vice President and l1e 

might·· is there any·· 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, Joe Biden is not only a great Vice 

President, but he has been a great advisor and a great friend to 

me. So I think that they are doing great w here they are, and 

both of them are racking up a lot of miles. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Joe tends to go more to Pittsburgh. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

TH E PR ESIDENT: Hilary is going to Kar achi. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: But they've both got important work to do. They 

are doing great. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. But you don't want to say "big fing deal" in 

Karachi. That could have sam e problems. Now, I want to·· now, 

the approval rating·· the bad news is your approval rating is JA557 
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4i percent. 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: The good news is you are still three times better than 

Congress. They are at i3 percent. So ex plain. 1 mean-- so if 

you are grading on a cuNe -- if you are grading on a cuNe, you 

are killing. You are just killing. 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, took, we have gone through the worst 

financial crisis, thew erst economic crisis since the 

Great Depression. People are hurting out there, and they've been 

hurting out therefor a while. And people were having a tough 

time even before the crisis. You know, incomes, wages, we are 

all flat. Costs of everything from college to health care to gas 

to food, all of it was going up, and so people were feeling a lot 

of pressure· even before this oris is. And so I -

every day I wake up saying to myself, "Look, you can't expect 

folks to feel satisfied right now." I'm very proud of the work 

that we've done over the last two or three years, but they are 

exactly right. We've got more work to do, and that's why, right 

now, for example, our biggest challenge is to m ake sure that we 

are putting people back to work. We stabilize the economy, but 

there are not enough people working. And so we put forward this 

jobs bill that has proposals that traditionally have been 

supported by Democrats and Republicans. I mean, we've got-- we 

are putting construction workers back to work rebuilding our 

roads and our bridges. I suspect folks here this L.A. would say 

that there are some roads that could be fixed. You know, that's 

just my guess. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: See, here's the problem. And the thing that angers me 

and I think a lot of Americans is I didn't like what they did to 

President Bush. I don't like when they do it to you. When 

Mitch McConnell says, "Our goal is to make this guy a one-time 

president." I mean, why-- does that anger you? How is that a 

goal? That doesn't help the--
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41 percent. 

THE PRESIDENT: Right. 

JAY LENO: The good news is y au are still three times better than 

Congress. They are at 13 percent. So ex plain. I mean -- so if 

you are grading on a CUNe -- if you are grading on a CUNe, you 

are killing. You are just killing. 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, look, we have gone through the worst 

financial crisis, the worst econom ic crisis since the 

Great Depression. People are hurting out there, and they've been 

hurting out there fa r a while. An d people were having a tough 

time even before the crisis. You know, incomes, wages, we are 

all flat. Costs of everything from college to health care to gas 

to food, all of it wa s going up, and so people were feeling a lot 

of pressure' even before this cris is. And so I -

every day I wake up saying to myself, "Look, you can't expect 

folks to feel satisfied right now." I'm very proud of the work 

that we've done over the last two or three years, but they are 

exactly right. We've got m ore work to do, and that's why, right 

now, for example, our big gest challenge is to make su re that we 

are putting people back to work. We stabilize the econom y, but 

there are not enough people working. And so we put forward this 

jobs bill that has proposals that traditionally have been 

supported by Democrats and Republicans. I mean, we've got -- we 

are putting constructi on workers back to work rebuilding our 

roads and our bridges. I suspect folks here this L.A. would say 

that there are some roads that could be fix ed. You know, that's 

just my guess. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: See, here's the problem. And the thing that angers m e 

and I think a lot of Am ericans isl didn't like what they did to 

President Bush. I don't Ii ke when they do it to you. When 

Mitch McConnell says, "Our goal is to make this guy a one-time 

president." I mean, why -- does that anger you? How is that a 

goal? That doesn't help the --
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THE PRES I DENT: Look, I think the things that folks across the 

country are most fed up with, whether you are a Democrat, 

Republican, Independent, is putting party ahead of country or 

putting the next election ahead of the nex t generation. 

(Applause.) 

And so what we need --there are some real differences between 

the party in terms of where we want to take the country. I 

believe we've got to invest in education and research and 

Infrastructure in ord er for us to succeed in the long-term, and I 

think that there's nothing wrong with us closing the deficit and 

making our investments by making sure that folks like you and me 

who have been incredibly blessed by this couritry are doing a 

little more of a fair share. They have a different philosophy. 

We can argue about that, but on things that, traditionally, we 

have agreed to I ike· infrastructure, like tax cuts for small 

businesses to give them incentives to hire veterans, on things 

that traditionally haven't been partisan, we should be able to 

American people that there's nothing we can do until the next 

election. We've got to do scm e work-right, putting people back 

··--to-work:-- ..... 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Well, you are by passing congress now and g iving these 

executive orders. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. 

JAY LENO: Explain that. Explain that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well.'look, if Congress is gridloc ked, if the 

Republicans in Gong ress refuse to act, then there is going to be 

a limit to some of the things we'd like to do, but there's still 

some actions that we can take without waiting for Congress. So 

yesterday, for example, we announced working with some of the 

federal housing agen cies. Let's make it easier for people to 

refinance. A lot of these folks, because their hom es are 
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TH E PRESI DENT: Look, I think the things that folk s across the 

country are most fed up with, whether you are a Democrat, 

Republican, I ndependent, is putting party ahead of country or 

putting the nex t election ahead of the nex t generation, 

(Applause,) 

And so what we need -- there are some real differences betw een 

the party in terms of where we want to take the country. I 

believe we've got to invest i n education and research and 

Infrastructure in ord er for us to succeed in the long-ter m, and I 

think that there's nothing wrong with us closing the deficit an d 

making our investments by making sure that folks like you and me 

who have been incredibly blessed by this couritry are doing a 

little more of a fair share. They have a different philosophy. 

We can argue about that, but on things that, traditionally, we 

have agreed to I ike' infrastructure, lik e tax cuts for small 

busines ses to give them incentives to hire ve terans, on things 

that traditionally haven't been partisan, we should be able to 

American people that there's nothing we can do until the next 

election. We've got to do som e work·right, putting people back 

.... to-work:" ..... 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Well, you are by passing congress now and giving these 

executive orders, 

THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. 

JAY LENO: Explain that. Explain that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well.'look, if Congress is gridloc ked, if the 

Republicans in Cong ress refuse to act, then there is going to be 

a limit to some of the things we'd like to do, but there's still 

some actions that we can take without waiting for Congress. So 

yesterday, for example, we announced working with some of the 

federal housing agen cies. Let's make it easier for people to 

refinance. A lot of these folks, because their hom es are 
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underwater now, their mortgages are higher than what their homes 

are worth, a lot of them are having trouble getting refinanced by 

their banks. And so they are locked in at high rates when rates 

should be a lot lower for them. We've said, "Let's figure out a 

way to waive some of the fees, waive some of the provisions that 

are preventing them from being able to refinance." And that 

could mean an extra couple thousand bucks in people's pockets 

right now. They then have that money to buy a computer for their 

kid for school or what have you, and that will get the economy 

going again. So we are going to look for opportunities to do 

things without Congress. We can't afford to keep waiting for 

them if they are not going to do anything. On the other hand, my 

hope is that, at som e point, they start listening to the Am erican 

people, and we can work with Congress as well. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Well, you are talking about listening to the Am erican 

people. As President, you look out your window. Do you see this 

occupy Wall Street movement? What do you make of it from your-

THE PRESIDENT: Look, people are frustrated, and that frustra lion 

has expressed itself in a lot of different ways. It expressed 

itself in the Tea Party. It's expressing itself in occupy 

Wall Street. I do think that what this-- what \his signals Is 

that people in leadership, whether it 's corporate leadership, 

leaders in the banks, leaders in Washington, everybody needs to 

understand that the A merican people feel lik e nobody is looking 

out for them right now. And, traditionally, what held this 

country together was this notion that if you work hard, if you 

are playing by the rules, if you are responsible, if you are 

looking out for your family, you are showing up to work every day 

and doing a good job, y ou've got a chance to get ahead. Y ou've 

got a chance to succeed. And, right now, it feels to people like 

the deck is stacked against them, and the folks in power don't 

seem to be paying attention to that. 

So if every body is tuned in to that message and we are working JA560 
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underwater now, their mortgages are higher than w hat their homes 

are worth, a lot of them are having trouble getting refinanced by 

their banks. And so they are locked in at high rates when rates 

should be a lot lower for them. We've said, "Let's figure out a 

way to waive som e of the fees, waive som e of the provisions tha t 

are preventing th em from being able to refinance." And that 

could mean an extra couple thousand bucks in people's pock ets 

right now. They then have that money to buy a computer for their 

kid for school or what have you, and that will get the economy 

going again. So we are going to look for opportunities to do 

things without Congress. We can't afford to keep waiting for 

them if they are not going to do anything. On the other hand, my 

hope is that, at som e point, they start listening to the Am erican 

people, and w e can work with Congress as well. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LENO: Well, you are talking about listening to the Am erican 

people. As Pre sident, you look out your window. Do you see this 

occupy Wall Street movement? What do you make of it from your -

THE PRESIDENT: Look, people are frustrated, and that frustra tion 

has expressed itself in a lot of different ways. It expressed 

itself in the Tea Party. It's expressing itself in occupy 

Wall Street. I do think that what this -- what \his signals Is 

that people in leadership, whether it's corporate leadership, 

leaders in the bank s, leaders in Washington, everybody needs to 

understand that the A merican people feel lik e nobody is looking 

out for them right now. And, traditionall y, what held th is 

country together was this notion that if you work hard, if you 

are playing by the rules, if you are responsible, if you are 

looking out for your family, you are showing up to work every day 

and doing a good job, you've got a chance to get ahead. You've 

got a chance to succeed. And, rig ht now, it feels to people Ii ke 

the deck is stacked against them, and the folks in power don't 

seem to be pay ing attention to that. 

So if every body is tuned in to that message and we are working JAS60 
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every single day to figure out how do we give people a fair shak e 

and how do we make sure that every body is doing their fair share, 

then people won't be occupying the streets because they will have 

a job and they will feel like they are able to get a head. But, 

right now. they are frustrated. And part of my job over the next 

year is to make sure that if they are not seeing it out of 

Congress at a minimum, they are seeing it out of their President, 

somebody who is going to be fighting for them . 

JAY LENO: We'll take a break. When we come back, we'll talk 

more with the President, ask him some personal issues. We'll get 

to an Issue. of course, that's very big here in Holly wood, this 

issue on the Kardashians. We'll find out more about that. 

Okay. Right back with President Obama right after this. 

(Commercial break.) 

JAY LENO: Welconie back to our President, President Obama. We're 

going to talk about some lighter stuff, about dealing with the 

pressure of being President. N ow. I know you quit smoking. 

THE PRESIDENT: I did. I did, definitively. 

JAY LENO: It's out. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's out. 

JAY LENO: All right. Remember you are under oath. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am. 

JAY LENO: So tell me how you cope with the daily pressures. How 

does--

THE PRESIDENT: Big on exercise. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Work out in the morning with Michelle. We've got 

a little gym in the White House. She's in better shape than me. 

though. So --

JAY LENO: And she's very competitive. 

THE PRESIDENT: She is. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And so it's embarrassing sometimes. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

JA561 
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every single day to figure out how do we give people a fair shak e 

and how do we make sure that every body is doing their fair share, 

then people won't be occupying the streets because th ey will have 

a job and they will feel like they are able to get a head. But, 

right now, they are frustrated. And part of my job over the next 

year is to make sure that if they are not seeing it out of 

Congress at a minimum, they are seeing it out of their Pr esident, 

somebody who is going to be fighting for them. 

JAY LENO: We'll take a break. When we come back, we'll talk 

more with the President, ask him some personal issues. We'll get 

to an Issue, of course, that's very big here in Holly wood, this 

issue on the Kardashians. We'll find out more about that. 

Okay. Right back with President Obama right after this. 

(Commercial break.) 

JAY LENO: Welconie back to our President, President Obama. We're 

going to talk about some lighter stuff, about dealing with the 

pressure of being President. N ow, I know you quit smoking. 

THE PRESIDENT: I did. I did, definitively. 

JAY LENO: It's out. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's out. 

JAY LENO: All right. Remember you are under oath. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am. 

JAY LENO: So tell me how you cope with the daily pressures. How 

does --

THE PRESI DENT: Big on exercise. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Work out in the morning with Michelle. We've got 

a little gym in the White House. She's in better shape than me, 

though. So --

JAY LENO: And she's very competitive. 

THE PRESIDENT: She is. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And so it's embarrassing sometimes. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. She'll get up there a half an hour earlier 

than me. She will have already run 10 miles or something. 

JAY LENO: You know--

THE PRESIDENT: And I'm, you know--

JAY LENO: Speaking of that--

THE PRESIDENT:-- staggering up to the gym. 

JAY LENO: As President, everything is public. And I turned on 

the news last night, and I see my President at a very famous 

restaurant here in Los Angeles called "Res coes C hie ken and 

Waffles." Now, I think you ordered the Country Boy Special. 

What is that? 

THE PRESIDENT: Wings and waffles. 

JAY LENO: Wings. 

THE PRESIDENT: With hot sauce. 

JAY LENO: So the fried chicken wings, waffles with syrup, and 

wings with hot sauce. Now, is Michelle- I mean, she's sitting 

back, watching the news. Here you are scarfing down the waffles. 

THE PRESIDENT: Originally, it was just a way to be out there and 

say .hi to every body, but-· 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- once we got in the car, it smelled pretty 

good. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: So, I mean, I'm eating the wings. You've got the 

hot sauce on there. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: The fancy presidential limousine--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- smelling like chicken. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

(Applause.) 

THE PRESIDENT: And we were actually going to a fund-raiser --

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- with Will Smith and Jada. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. She'll get up there a half an hour earlier 

than me. She will have already run 10 miles or something. 

JAY LENO: You know--

THE PRESIDENT: And I'm, you know--

JAY LENO: Speaking of that--

THE PRESIDENT: -- staggering up to the gym. 

JAY LENO: As President, everything is public. And I turned on 

the news last night, and I see my President at a very famous 

restaurant here in Los Angeles called "Ros coes Chicken and 

Waffles." Now, I think you ordered the Country Boy Special. 

What is that? 

THE PRESIDENT: Wings and waffles. 

JAY LENO: Wings. 

THE PRESIDENT: With hot sauce. 

JAY LENO: So the fried chicken wings, waffles with sy rup, and 

wings with hot sauce. N ow, is Michelle - I mean, she's sitting 

back, watching the new s. Here you are scarfing dow n the waffles. 

THE PRESIDENT: Originally, it was just a way to be out there and 

say .hi to every body, but--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- once we gotin the car, it sm elled pretty 

good. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: So, I mean, I'm eating the wings. You've got the 

hot sauce on there. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: The fancy presidential lim ousine--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- smelling like chicken. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

(Applause.) 

THE PRESIDENT: And we were actually going to a fund-raiser --

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- with Will Smith and Jada. 
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JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I didn't realize it was so close. So, 

suddenly, we pull up, and m y sleeves were rolled up, and I got a 

spot on my tie. And my fingers are -- I'm looking for one of 

those Wet Ones, you know, to see if I have chicken on my teeth. 

Anyway, it was not elegant --

JAY LENO: No. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- but outstanding chicken. 

JAY LENO: Outstanding chick en. 

THE PRESIDENT: Outstanding chicken and--

JAY LENO: Now--

THE PRESIDENT: Now, here's the secret, though. Here's the 

secret. Michelle, she's done a great job with this healthy 

eating-

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:- and let's move and get exercise. But Michelle, 

as quiet as this is kept, she loves french fries . She loves 

pizza. She loves chicken. Her point is just in moderation. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: So she does not get upset as long as, you know, 

it's not every day. 

JAY LENO: Right, right. Okay. 

THE PRESIDENT: And that's the theory. She doesn't mind the 

girls having a-- having a snack, although Halloween is coming 

up. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And she's been giving, for the last few years, 

kids fruit and raisins in a bag. 

JAY LENO: Ooh. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I said, "The While House is going to get 

egged"-

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- "if this keeps up. We are going to"--

JAY LENO: Yeah. You've got to go-- yeah. JA563 
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JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I didn't realize it was so close. So, 

suddenly, we pull up, and m y sleeves were rolled up, and I got a 

spot on my tie. And my fingers are -- I'm look ing for one of 

those Wet Ones, you know, to see il I have chicken on my teeth. 

Anyway, it was not elegant --

JAY LENO: No. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- but outstandin g chicken. 

JAY LENO: Outstanding chick en. 

THE PRESIDENT: Outstanding chicken and--

JAY LENO: Now--

THE PRESIDENT: Now, here's the secret, though. Here's the 

secret. Michelle, she's done a great job with this healthy 

eating -

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: - and let's move and get exercise. But Michelle, 

as quiet as this is kept, she loves french fries. She loves 

pizza. She loves chicken. Her point is just in moderation. 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: So she does not get upset as long as, y ou know, 

it's not every day. 

JAY LENO: Right, right. Okay. 

THE PRESIDENT: And that's the theory. She doesn't mind the 

girls having a -- having a snack, although Halloween is coming 

up. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And she's been givi ng, for the last few years, 

kids fruit and raisins in a bag. 

JAY LENO: Ooh. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I said, "The White House is going to get 

egged" -

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- "ilthis keeps up. We are going to"--

JAY LENO: Yeah. You've got to go -- yeah. JA563 
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THE PRESIDENT: "You need to throw some candy in· there." 

JAY LENO: Yeah, moderation. Come on. Exactly. Exactly. 

THE PRESIDENT: A couple Reese's Pieces or something. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. 

JAY LENO: Okay. You turned 50 recently. 

THE PRESIDENT: I did. 

JAY LENO: Okay. Biggest gripe? 

THE PRESIDENT: My hair is getting a little gray. 

JAY LENO: Yeah, it is getting a little gray, a touch in there, I 

see. 

THE PRESIDENT: But, you know, overall, I feel great. You know, 

Michelle thinks I look old, but that's okay. She still thinks--

she st.ill thinks I'm cute. That's what she tells me. 

JAY LENO: How are the girls doing, Malia and Sasha?. 

THE PRESIDENT: The girls are doing wonderfully. You know, they 

are growing -- they just grow up so fast. They are thriving. 

They-- it's amazing how steady, well-mannered, kind they are. 

You know, they are just good people. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And part of this, I think, is a testimony to 

Michelle, also having my mother-in-law in the house --

JAY LENO: Oh, yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- because shed oesn't take any mess. So--

JAY LENO: Do they have cell phones? 

THE PRESIDENT: We have-- Malia got a cell phone, but they're not 

allowed to use it during thew eek just like they are not allowed 

to watch lV during thew eek. 

JAY LENO: Really? Boo. Boo. Really? Wow. 

THE PRESIDENT: During the weekends, they get their lV time, 

but--

. JAY LENO: Oh. Speaking oflVtime--

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

JAY LENO: --now, you recently said that you didn't like the JA564 
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THE PRESIDENT: "You need to throw some candy in·there." 

JAY LENO: Yeah, moderation. Come on. Exactly. Exactly. 

THE PRESIDENT: A couple Rees e's Pieces or something. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yeah. 

JAY LENO: Okay. You turned 50 recently. 

THE PRESIDENT: I did. 

JAY LENO: Okay. Biggest gripe? 

THE PRESIDENT: My hair is getting a little gray. 

JAY LENO: Yeah, it is getting a little gray, a touch in there, I 

see. 

THE PRESIDENT: But, you know, overall, I feel great. You know, 

Michelle thinks I look old, but that's okay. She still thinks--

she st.ill thinks I'm cute. That's what she tells me. 

JAY LENO: How are the girls doing, Malia and Sasha? 

THE PRESIDENT: The girls are doing wonderfully. You know, they 

are grow ing -- they just grow up so fast. They are thriving. 

They -- iI's amazing how steady, well-mannered, kind they are. 

You know, they are just good people. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And part of thi s, I think, is a testimony to 

Michelle, also having my mother-in-law in the house--

JAY LENO: Oh. yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- because she doesn't take any mess. So--

JAY LENO: Do they have cell phones? 

TH E PR ESIDENT: We have -- Malia got a cell phone, but th ey're not 

allowed to use it during the week just like they are not allowed 

to watch TV during the week. 

JAY LENO: Really? Boo. Boo. Really? Wow. 

THE PRESIDENT: During the weekends, they get their TV time, 

but --

. JAY LENO: Oh. Speaking ofTVtime--

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

JAY LENO: -- now. you recently said that you didn't like the JA564 
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girls watching the K ardashians. 

THE PRESIDENT: That's--

JAY LENO: Have you seen the show? 

THE PRESIDENT: No, I have not seen the show. 

JAY LENO: Ah-hah. So you are making a judgment without ever 

seeing the show. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am probably a litlle biased against reality TV 

partly because, you know, there's this program on C-SPAN called 

"Congress" -- . 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- that is-· that I-· that I·· that--

(Laughter and applause.) 

No, I have not seen the show. And do you recommend it, Jay? Do 

you think that--

JAY LEN 0: I just think it's a wonderful show . I don't know If 

it's something-- I don't know. Has Michelle seen it? Have the 

girls ever seen it? 

THE PRESIDENT: I think the girls have seen it, yeah. 

JAY LENO: Now, have you been watching the GOP debates? 

THE PRESIDENT: I'm going to wait until everybody is voted off 

the island before --

(Applause.) 

Once they narrow it down to one or two, I 'II start paying 

attention. 

JAY LENO: Well, I know you are a huge basketball fan. This 

lockout, this is really depressing. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's heartbreaking. 

JAY LENO: What needs to be done here? Who is wrong? 

(Laughter.) 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, look, if you look at the NFL, they were 

able to settle thei rs. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I think they understood. Players were making 

millions of dollars. 0 wners, some of us are worth billions of 
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girls watching the K ardashians. 

THE PRESIDENT: That's--

JAY LENO: Have you seen the show? 

THE PRESIDENT: No, I have not seen the show. 

JAY LENO: Ah-hah. So you are making a judgment without ever 

seeing the show. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am probably a little biased agains t reality TV 

partly because, you know, there's this program on C-SPAN called 

"Congress" -- . 

JAY LENO: Right. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- that is _. that I -. that I·· that·-

(Laughter and applause.) 

No, I have not seen the show. And do you recommend it, Jay? Do 

you think that--

JAY LEN 0: I just think it's a wonderful show. I don't know If 

it's something -- I don't know. Has Michelle seen it? H ave the 

girls ever seen it? 

TH E PR ESI DENT: I think the girls have seen it, yeah. 

JAY LENO: Now, have you been watching the GOP debates? 

THE PRESIDENT: I'm going to wait until everybody is voted off 

the island before -. 

(Applause.) 

Once they narrow it down to one or tw 0, I'll start pay ing 

attention. 

JAY LENO: Well, I know you are a huge bask etball fan. This 

lockout, this is really depressing. 

THE PRESIDENT: It's heartbreaking. 

JAY LENO: What needs to be done here? W ho is wrong? 

(Laughter.) 

TH E PR ESI DENT: Well. look, if you look at the N FL. they were 

able to settle thei rs. 

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: And I think they understood. Players were making 

millions of dollars. 0 wners, some of us are worth billions of 
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dollars. We should be able to figure out how to split a 

nine-billion-dollar pot so that our fans, w ho are allowing us to 

make all of this money, can actually have a good season. And I 

think the owners and the basketball players need to think the 

same way. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LE NO: Do you think the whole season is going to go? I mean, 

it's two weeks, and it's another- it's a month. 

THE PRESIDENT: I'm concerned about it. I think they need to 

just remind themselves that there ascin they are so successful--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT:-- is because a whole bunch of folks out there 

love basketball. And, you know, basketball has actually done 

well, but these kinds of lockouts a lot of times take a long time 

to recover from them. 

JAY LENO: Exactly. Now, who have you got in the World Series? 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, my White Sox are not in there. So I 

just want to see a good game. 

JAY LENO: I'm with you. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not take sides unless it's my side. 

JAY LENO: Wow. Wow. 

(Laughter.) 

THE PRESIDENT: Do not take sides unless it's your side. 

JAY LENO: Well, Mr. President, It has been an honor an d a 

privilege to have you here. 

THE PRESIDENT: Always a pleasure. 

JAY LENO: Say hello to Michelle and the family. Thank you so 

much. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. 

JAY LENO: We'll be right back with music from Yo-Yo Ma. 

(Applause.) 

By David Nakamura I 08;52 AM l:T, 10/26/2011 
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dollars. We should be able to fi gure out how to split a 

nine-b illion-dollar pot so that our fans, w ho are allowing us to 

make all of this money, can actually have a good seaso n. And I 

think the owners and the basketball players need to think the 

same way. 

(Applause.) 

JAY LE NO: Do you think the whole season is going to go? I mean, 

it's two weeks, and it's another - it's a month. 

THEPRESIDENT: I'm concerned about it. I think they need to 

just remind themselves that the re ascin they are so successful--

JAY LENO: Yeah. 

THE PRESIDENT: -- is because a whole bunch of folks out there 

love basketball. And, you know, basketball has actually done 

well, but these kinds of lockouts a lot of tim es take a long tim e 

to recover from them. 

JAY LENO: Exactly. Now, who have you got in the World Series? 

THE PRESIDENT: You know, my White Sox are not in there. So I 

just want to see a good game. 

JAY LENO: I'm with you. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not take sides unless it's my side. 

JAY LENO: Wow. Wow. 

(Laughter.) 

TH E PRESI DENT: Do not take sides unless it's your side. 

JAY LENO: Well, Mr. President, It has been an honor an d a 

privileg e to have you here. 

THE PRESIDENT: Always a pleasure. 

JAY LENO: Say hello to Michelle and the family. Thank you so 

much. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. 

JAY LENO: We'll be right back with music from Yo-Yo Ma. 

(Applause.) 

By David Nakamura I 08;52 AM ET, 10/26/2011 
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\{'• A Voice of America 
Odob(,lf 06, 20·1·1 

Panetta Praises Libya Campaign, Thanks Troops 
by Luis F<.arnirez 

U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta is praising the NATO mission in Libya and has thanked troops for their campaign in the 
north African country. Panetta stopped at military bases in Naples and Sicily to assess the operation after attending a conference 
of NATO defense ministers in Brussels, where alliance officials said the mission is in its final stages. 

The United States and NATO are weighing when to end the operation in Libya, and that question is what brought Panetta to 
military facilities in southern Italy involved in the Libya operation. 

The defense secretary met behind closed doors with senior commanders in charge of the campaign. A senior defense official said 
much of the decision on when to end the mission depends on the outcome of fighting in Sirte. The official said Panetta and the 
commanders also discussed the importance of ensuring that the new Libyan leadership is able to provide security for civilians. 

During his visit Friday to Allied Joint Force Command Headquarters in Naples, Panetta praised the mission that has helped Libyan 
revolutionary fighters drive the forces of former leader Moammar Gadhafi out of most of Libya. He said critics of the operation 
have been proven wrong. 

In a session with U.S. troops, Panetta- who recently took over as Defense Secretary after serving as director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency- thanked the troops, and in the process made reference to the CIA's possession of Predator drones. 

"Having moved from the CIA to the Pentagon, obviously I have a hell of a lot more weapons available to me in this job than I had 
in the CIA, although the Predators aren't bad," Panetta said. 

He said the U.S. military's greatest asset are its soldiers. 

"I need to tell you that for all the planes, for all the ships, for all the submarines, for all of the sophisticated technology that we 
have, the most important weapon I have are the men and women who are willing to put on the uniform and fight for this country," 
he said. 

At a question-and-answer session, and in the frank style for which Panetta has become known, he joked with a soldier who raised 
his concerns about being stretched and overworked. 

"You're telling me you're working your ass off?" 

Panetta also addressed soldiers' concerns on whether Iraq's government will grant immunity to any U.S. troops who might remain 
in the country beyond December, when the U.S. is due to complete its pullout. 

"I want to make damned sure that you're protected. So, we have to make that clear to the people we deal with that if they want the 
benefits of what we can provide, if they want the assistance, they want the training, if they want the operational skills that we can 
provide, then I think they have to understand that they've got to give us some protections in that process," said Panetta. 

Panetta then flew to the Sigonella Naval Air Base in Sicily - from where air missions to Libya are launched - to thank troops of the 
multi-national force. It was his last stop on a tour that also included visits to Israel, the Palestinian territories, and Egypt. 

http://www. voanews.com/contenl/panetta·praises-libya-campaign-thanks-troops·131370363/146328. html 
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U ,So Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta is praising the NATO mission in Libya and has thanked troops for their campaign in the 
north African country. Panetta stopped at military bases in Naples and Sicily to assess the operation after attending a conference 
of NATO defense ministers in Brussels, where alliance officials said the mission is in its final stages. 

The United States and NATO are weighing when to end the operation in Libya, and that question is what brought Panetta to 
military facilities in southern Italy involved in the Libya operation. 

The defense secretary met behind closed doors with senior commanders in charge of the campaign. A senior defense official said 
much of the decision on when to end the mission depends on the outcome of fighting in Sirte. The official said Panetta and the 
commanders also discussed the importance of ensuring that the new Libyan leadership is able to provide security for civilians. 

During his visit Friday to Allied Joint Force Command Headquarters in Naples, Panetta praised the mission that has helped Libyan 
revolutionary fighters drive the forces of former leader Moammar Gadhafi out of most of Libya. He said critics of the operation 
have been proven wrong. 

In a session with U.S. troops, Panetta - who recently took over as Defense Secretary after serving as director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency - thanked the troops, and in the process made reference to the CIA's possession of Predator drones. 

"Having moved from the CIA to the Pentagon, obviously I have a hell of a lot more weapons available to me in this job than I had 
in the CIA, although the Predators aren't bad," Panetta said. 

He said the U.S. military's greatest asset are its soldiers, 

"I need to tell you that for all the planes, for all the ships, for all the submarines, for all of the sophisticated technology that we 
have, the most important weapon I have are the men and women who are willing to put on the uniform and fight for this country," 
he said. 

At a question-and-answer session, and in the frank style for which Panetta has become known, he joked with a soldier who raised 
his concerns about being stretched and overworked. 

"You're telling me you're working your ass off?" 

Panetta also addressed soldiers' concerns on whether Iraq's government will grant immunity to any U.S. troops who might remain 
in the country beyond December, when the U.S. is due to complete its pullout. 

"I want to make damned sure that you're protected. So, we have to make that clear to the people we deal with that if they want the 
benefits of what we can provide, if they want the assistance, they want the training, if they want the operational skills that we can 
provide, then I think they have to understand that they've got to give us some protections in that process," said Panetta. 

Panetta then flew to the Sigonella Naval Air Base in Sicily - from where air missions to Libya are launched - to thank troops of the 
multi-national force. It was his last stop on a tour that also included visits to Israel, the Palestinian territories, and Egypt. 
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Remarks of CIA General Counsel Stephen W. Preston 
at Harvard Law School 
Remarks by CIA General Counsel Stephen W. Preston as prepared for delivery at Harvard Law School 

April to, 2012 

Thank you, Professor [Jack] Goldsmith, etc. 

* * * 

For those working at the confluence of law and national security, the President has made clear that ours is a nation of laws and 
that an abiding respect for the rule oflaw is one of our.country's greatest strengths, even against an enemy with only contempt 
for the law. This is so for the Central Intelligence Agency no less than any other instrument of national power engaged in the 
fight against al-Qa'ida and its militant allies or otherwise seeking to protect the United States from foreign adversaries. And that 
is the central point of my remarks this afternoon: Just as ours is a nation of laws, the CIA is an institution oflaws and the rule 
oflaw is integral to Agency operations. 

i. 

Before we get to the rule of law, I want to spend a moment on the business of the CIA. 

I will start off with two observations that I think are telling: 

First, the number of significant national security issues facing our country may be as great today as it has ever been. Just think 
of what the President and his national security team confront every day: the ongoing threat of terrorist attack against the 
homeland and U.S. interests abroad; war in Mghanistan and, until recently, Iraq; complex relations with countries like Pakistan 
and India; the challenges presented by Iran and North Korea; the emergence of China and its growing economic and military 
power; the growing number of computer network attacks originating outside the United States; profound change in the most 
volatile area of the world, the greater Middle East, with new regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya, and continuing violence in 
Syria; the financial challenges faced by countries in the Euro zone; and the violence associated with drug trafficking in this 
hemisphere. And the list could go on. 

Second, the national security issues facing our country today tend to be intelligence-intensive. Intelligence is fundamental to the 
efforts of policy-makers to come to grips with nearly all of the issues I have just listed - whether international terrorism, the 
proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction, the conduct of non-state actors and rogue states outside the community of 
nations, cyber security, or the rise of new powers. The nation's leaders cannot fully understand these issues or make informed 
policy on these issues without first-rate intelligence. 

Putting these two dynamics together - the multitude of different national security issues and the fact that intelligence is critical 
to almost all of them - it may be that intelligence has never been more important than it is today. At the very least, the intel 
business is booming. 

So what does the CIA do? Om· work boils down to three jobs. To quote from the National Security Act of1947: 

• Agency operators, quote, "collect intelligence through human sources and by other appropriate means." This is also 
referred to as foreign intelligence collection or, at times, espionage. 

• Agency analysts, quote, "correlate and evaluate intelligence related to the national security and provide appropriate 
dissemination of such intelligence." This is also referred to as all-source analysis and national intelligence repOiting, 
and it requires that the products of all intelligence disciplines be integrated. 
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Remarks of CIA General Counsel Stephen W. Preston 
at Harvard Law School 
Remarks by CIA General Counsel Stephen W. Preston as prepared for delivery at Harvard Law School 

April 10, 2012 

Thankyou, Professor [Jack] Goldsmith, etc. 

* * * 

For those working at the confluence of law and national security, the President has made clear that ours is a nation of laws and 
that an abiding respect for the rule oflaw is one of our·country's greatest strengths, even against an enemy with only contempt 
for the law. This is so for the Central Intelligence Agency no less than any other instrument of national power engaged in the 
fight against al-Qa'ida and its militant allies or otherwise seeking to protect the United States from foreign adversaries. And that 
is the central point of my remarks this afternoon: Just as ours is a nation of laws, the CIA is an institution oflaws and the rule 
oflaw is integral to Agency operations. 

i. 

Before we get to the rule of law, I want to spend a moment on the business of the CIA. 

I will start off with two observations that I think are telling: 

First, the number of significant national security issues facing our country may be as great today as it has ever been. Just think 
of what the President and his national security team confront every day: the ongoing threat of terrorist attack against the 
homeland and U.S. interests abroad; war in Mghanistan and, until recently, Iraq; complex relations with countries like Pakistan 
and India; the challenges presented by Iran and North Korea; the emergence of China and its growing economic and military 
power; the growing number of computer network attacks originating outside the United States; profound change in the most 
volatile area of the world, the greater Middle East, with new regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya, and continuing violence in 
Syria; the financial challenges faced by countries in the Euro zone; and the violence associated with drug trafficking in this 
hemisphere. And the list could go on. 

Second, the national security issues facing our country today tend to be intelligence-intensive. Intelligence is fundamental to the 
efforts of policy-makers to come to grips with nearly all of the issues I have just listed - whether international terrorism, the 
proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction, the conduct of non-state actors and rogue states outside the community of 
nations, cyber security, or the rise of new powers. The nation's leaders cannot fully understand these issues or make informed 
policy on these issues without first-rate intelligence. 

Putting these two dynamics together - the multitude of different national security issues and the fact that intelligence is critical 
to almost all of them - it may be that intelligence has never been more important than it is today. At the very least, the intel 
business is booming. 

So what does the CIA do? Om· work boils down to three jobs. To quote from the National Security Act of1947: 

• Agency operators, quote, "collect intelligence through human sources and by other appropriate means." This is also 
referred to as foreign intelligence collection or, at times, espionage . 

• Agency analysts, quote, "correlate and evaluate intelligence related to the national security and provide appropriate 
dissemination of such intelligence." This is also referred to as all-source analysis and national intelligence repOlting, 
and it requires that the products of all intelligence disciplines be integrated. 
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• And the Agency performs such other functions and duties as the President may direct, which may include activities to 
influence conditions abroad, quote, "where it is intended that the role of the U.S. Government will not be apparent or 
acknowledged publicly." In other words, covert action. 

ii. 

If that is, in essence, the business of the CIA, what aboutthe rule oflaw? And, in particular, why do I say that the rule of law is 
integral to Agency operations? The answer is that all intelligence activities of the Agency must be properly authorized pursuant 
to, and must be conducted in accordance with, the full body of national security law that has been put in place over the six-plus 
decades since the creation of the CIA. And all such activities are subject to strict internal and external scrutiny. This breaks 
down into three propositions: 

First, all intelligence activities of the Agency must be properly authorized pursuant to the law. In this respect, the constraints on 
the Agency exceed those on virtually any organization in the private sector. A business enterprise is free to do whatever it wants 
in pursuit of profit, shareholder value, or what-have-you, provided it does not violate the proscriptions of positive law. By 
contrast, the CIA cannot do anything without an affirmative grant of legal authority to engage in that activity, In some cases, 
such as foreign intelligence collection, the grant may be broad; in others, such as covert action, the grant of authority might be 
quite narrow and specific, and subject to numerous conditions. In any event, before any step is taken, the threshold question 
asked when considering a contemplated activity is, do we have the legal authority to act? 

Second, all intelligence activities of the Agency must be conducted in accordance with the law. Assuming there is legal authority 
to act in the first place, all steps taken must comply with applicable prohibitions and limitations embodied in the United States 
Constitution, federal statutes, Executive Orders and other Presidential directives, and Agency regulations. To single out some of 
them: 

The first, fourth, and fifth amendments to the Constitution, which protect the rights of American citizens and certain others. 

• The National Security Act of 1947 and the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, which establish the CIA, define its 
missions, and delineate its role within the Intelligence Community- including the so-called "law enforcement proviso," 
which bars the Agency from exercising law enforcement powers or performing internal security functions. 

• Executive Order 12333, Attorney General-approved guidelines and internal Agency regulations, which contain a host of 
restrictions on intelligence activities in general and those of the CIA in particular, including the assassination ban in 
Executive Order Twelve-Triple-Three. These directives include numerous provisions intended to protect privacy and 
civil liberties, including a prohibition against collection in the United States for the purpose of acquiring information on 
the domestic activities of U.S. Persons; limitations on acquisition, retention and use of information about U.S. Persons; 
conditions on arrangements with U.S. institutions of higher learning; and conditions on unwitting use of U.S. Persons in 
intelligence activities and undisclosed participation in organizations in the United States. 

• And, finally, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act and the FISA Amendments Act, which govern certain activities in 
the nature of electronic surveillance and physical searches. 

Beyond all these, international law principles may be applicable, as well, and I will come back to this later. 

Third, all intelligence activities of the Agency are subject to strict internal and external scrutiny . 

. It is true that a lot of what the CIA does is shielded from public view, and for good reason: much of what the CIA does is a 
secret! Secrecy is absolutely essential to a functioning intelligence service, and a functioning intelligence service is absolutely 
essential to national security, today no less than in the past. This is not lost on the federal judiciary. The courts have long 
recognized the state secrets privilege and have consistently upheld its proper invocation to protect intelligence sources and 
methods from disclosure. Moreover, federal judges have dismissed cases on justiciability or political question grounds, 
acknowledging that the courts are, at times, institutionally ill-equipped and constitutionally incapable of reviewing national 
security decisions committed to the President and the political branches. 

While public and judicial scrutiny may be limited in some respects, it simply does not follow that Agency activities are immune 
from meaningful oversight. First, there is direct supervision by the National Security Council and the President, who, after all, 
not only is constitutionally responsible for keeping the American people safe, but also, quote, "shall take Care that the Laws be 
faithfully executed." Beyond that, consider this catalog of Agency overseers: 

• The intelligence oversight committees of the Senate and House of Representatives. We are bound by statute to ensure 
that these two committees are kept, quote, "fully and currently informed" with respect to the entire range of intelligence 
activities, including covert action. They are afforded visibility into Agency operations that far exceeds the usual scope of 
congressional oversight of federal agencies. Think about this: during the last Congress, the Agency made, on average, 
more than two written submissions and two live appearances per day, 365 days a year. 

• The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, comprised of Article III judges, provides judicial supervision with respect to 
certain activities in the nature of electronic surveillance and physical searches. 
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• And the Agency performs such other functions and duties as the President may direct, which may include activities to 
influence conditions abroad, quote, "where it is intended that the role of the U.S. Government will not be apparent or 
acknowledged publicly." In other words, covert action. 

ii. 

If that is, in essence, the business of the CIA, what aboutthe rule oflaw? And, in particular, why do I say that the rule of law is 
integral to Agency operations? The answer is that all intelligence activities of the Agency must be properly authorized pursuant 
to, and must be conducted in accordance with, the full body of national security law that has been put in place over the six-plus 
decades since the creation of the CIA. And all such activities are subject to strict internal and external scrutiny. This breaks 
down into three propositions: 

First, all intelligence activities of the Agency must be properly authorized pursuant to the law. In this respect, the constraints on 
the Agency exceed those on virtually any organization in the private sector. A business enterprise is free to do whatever it wants 
in pursuit of profit, shareholder value, or what-have-you, provided it does not violate the proscriptions of positive law. By 
contrast, the CIA cannot do anything without an affirmative grant of legal authority to engage in that activity. In some cases, 
such as foreign intelligence collection, the grant may be broad; in others, such as covert action, the grant of authority might be 
quite narrow and specific, and subject to numerous conditions. In any event, before any step is taken, the threshold question 
asked when considering a contemplated activity is, do we have the legal authority to act? 

Second, all intelligence activities of the Agency must be conducted in accordance with the law. Assuming there is legal authority 
to act in the first place, all steps taken must comply with applicable prohibitions and limitations embodied in the United States 
Constitution, federal statutes, Executive Orders and other Presidential directives, and Agency regulations. To single out some of 
them: 

The first, fourth, and fifth amendments to the Constitution, which protect the rights of American citizens and certain others. 

• The National Security Act of 1947 and the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, which establish the CIA, define its 
missions, and delineate its role within the Intelligence Community - including the so-called "law enforcement proviso," 
which bars the Agency from exercising law enforcement powers or performing internal security functions. 

• Executive Order 12333, Attorney General-approved guidelines and internal Agency regulations, which contain a host of 
restrictions on intelligence activities in general and those of the CIA in particular, including the assassination ban in 
Executive Order Twelve-Triple-Three. These directives include numerous provisions intended to protect privacy and 
civil liberties, including a prohibition against collection in the United States for the purpose of acquiring information on 
the domestic activities of U.S. Persons; limitations on acquisition, retention and use of information about U.S. Persons; 
conditions on arrangements with U.S. institutions of higher learning; and conditions on unwitting use of U.S. Persons in 
intelligence activities and undisclosed participation in organizations in the United States. 

• And, finally, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act and the FISA Amendments Act, which govern certain activities in 
the nature of electronic surveillance and physical searches. 

Beyond all these, international law principles may be applicable, as well, and I will come back to this later. 

Third, all intelligence activities of the Agency are subject to strict internal and external scrutiny . 

. It is true that a lot of what the CIA does is shielded from public view, and for good reason: much of what the CIA does is a 
secret! Secrecy is absolutely essential to a functioning intelligence service, and a functioning intelligence service is absolutely 
essential to national security, today no less than in the past. This is not lost on the federal judiciary. The courts have long 
recognized the state secrets privilege and have consistently upheld its proper invocation to protect intelligence sources and 
methods from disclosure. Moreover, federal judges have dismissed cases on justiciability or political question grounds, 
acknowledging that the courts are, at times, institutionally ill-equipped and constitutionally incapable of reviewing national 
security decisions committed to the President and the political branches. 

While public and judicial scrutiny may be limited in some respects, it simply does not follow that Agency activities are immune 
from meaningful oversight. First, there is direct supervision by the National Security Council and the President, who, after all, 
not only is constitutionally responsible for keeping the American people safe, but also, quote, "shall take Care that the Laws be 
faithfully executed." Beyond that, consider this catalog of Agency overseers: 

• The intelligence oversight committees of the Senate and House of Representatives. We are bound by statute to ensure 
that these two committees are kept, quote, "fully and currently informed" with respect to the entire range of intelligence 
activities, including covert action. They are afforded visibility into Agency operations that far exceeds the usual scope of 
congressional oversight of federal agencies. Think about this: during the last Congress, the Agency made, on average, 
more than two written submissions and two live appearances per day, 365 days a year. 

• The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, comprised of Article III judges, provides judicial supervision with respect to 
certain activities in the nature of electronic surveillance and physical searches. 
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• The President's Intelligence Advisory Board, an independent component of the Executive Office of the President, reviews 
and assesses the performance of the CIA and other elements of the Intelligence Community. 

• The Intelligence Oversight Board is a committee of the President's Intelligence Advisory Board to which the CIA reports 
apparent legal violations and other significant or highly sensitive matters that could impugn the integrity of the 
Intelligence Community. 

• The Office of the Director of National Intelligence and, n~w within the past year, the Inspector General for the 
Intelligence Community. 

• And the Agency's own statutorily independent Inspector General -the only other Agency official, after the Director and 
the General Counsel, nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. 

• Last, but by no means least, there is the U.S. Department of Justice, to which the CIA is required to repmt all possible 
violations of federal criminal laws by employees, agents, liaison, or anyone else. 

iii. 

Okay, I have described the legal regime in which CIA operates. Now I would like to illustrate how the law is applied in practice, 
by reference to a hypothetical case. 

Suppose that the CIA is directed to engage in activities to influence conditions abroad, in which the hand of the U.S. 
Government is to remain hidden, - in other words covert action - and suppose that those activities may include the use of force, 
including lethal force. How would such a program be structured so as to ensure that it is entirely lawful? Approaches will, of 
course, vary depending on the circumstances - there is no single, cookie-cutter approach - but I conceive of the task in terms of 
a very simple matrix. First is the issue of whether there is legal authority to act in the first place. Second, there is the issue of 
compliance with the law in carrying out the action. For each ofthese issues, we would look first, and .foremost, to U.S.law. But 
we would also look to international law principles. So envision a four-box matrix with "U.S. Law" and "International Law" 
across the top, and "Authority to Act" and "Compliance in Execution" down the side. With a thorough legal review directed at 
each of the four boxes, we would make certain that all potentially relevant law is properly considered in a systematic and 
comprehensive fashion. 

Now, when I say "we," I don't mean to suggest that these judgments are confined to the Agency. To the contrary, as the 
authority for covert action is ultimately the President's, and covert action programs are carried out by the Director and the 
Agency at and subject to the President's direction, Agency counsel share their responsibilities with respect to any covert action 
with their counterparts at the National Security Council. When warranted by circumstances, we - CIA and NSC - may refer a 
legal issue to the Department of Justice. Or we may solicit input from our colleagues at the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence, the Department of State, or the Department of Defense, as appropriate. 

Getting back to my simple matrix ... 

(1) Let's start with the first box: Authority to Act under U.S. Law. 

First, we would confirm that the contemplated activity is authorized by the President in the exercise of his powers under Article 
II of the U.S. Constitution, for example, the President's responsibility as Chief Executive and Commander-in-Chief to protect 
the country from an imminent threat of violent attack. J'his would not be just a one-time check for legal authority at the outset. 
Our hypothetical program would be engineered so as to ensure that, through careful review and senior-level decision-making, 
each individual action is linked to the imminent threat justification. 

A specific congressional authorization might also provide an independent basis for the use of force under U.S. law. 

In addition, we would make sure that the contemplated activity is authorized by the President in accordance with the covert 
action procedures of the National Security Act of 1947, such that Congress is properly notified by means of a Presidential 
Finding. 

(2) Next we look at Authority to Act with reference to International Law Principles. 

Here we need look no further than the inherent right of national self-defense, which is recognized by customary international 
law and, specifically, in Article 51 ofthe United Nations Charter. Where, for example, the United States l1as already been 
attacked, and its adversary has repeatedly sought to attack since then and is actively plotting to attack again, then the United 
States is entitled as a matter of national self-defense to use force to disrupt and prevent future attacks. 

The existence of an armed conflict might also provide an additional justification for the use of force under international law. 

(3) Let's move on to Compliance in Execution under U.S. Law. 

First, we would make sure all actions taken comply with the terms dictated by the Pr:esident in the applicable Finding, which 
would likely contain specific limitations and conditions governing the use of force. We would also make sure all actions taken 
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• The President's Intelligence Advisory Board, an independent component of the Executive Office of the President, reviews 
and assesses the performance of the CIA and other elements of the Intelligence Community. 

• The Intelligence Oversight Board is a committee of the President's Intelligence Advisory Board to which the CIA reports 
apparent legal violations and other significant or highly sensitive matters that could impugn the integrity of the 
Intelligence Community. 

• The Office of the Director of National Intelligence and, n~w within the past year, the Inspector General for the 
Intelligence Community. 

• And the Agency's own statutorily independent Inspector General - the only other Agency official, after the Director and 
the General Counsel, nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. 

• Last, but by no means least, there is the U.S. Department of Justice, to which the CIA is required to repOlt all possible 
violations offederal criminal laws by employees, agents, liaison, or anyone else. 

iii. 

Okay, I have described the legal regime in which CIA operates. Now I would like to illustrate how the law is applied in practice, 
by reference to a hypothetical case. 

Suppose that the CIA is directed to engage in activities to influence conditions abroad, in which the hand of the U.S. 
Government is to remain hidden, - in other words covert action - and suppose that those activities may include the use of force, 
including lethal force. How would such a program be structured so as to ensure that it is entirely lawful? Approaches will, of 
course, vary depending on the circumstances - there is no single, cookie-cutter approach - but I conceive of the task in terms of 
a very simple matrix. First is the issue of whether there is legal authority to act in the first place. Second, there is the issue of 
compliance with the law in carrying out the action. For each ofthese issues, we would look first, andJoremost, to U.S. law. But 
we would also look to international law principles. So envision a four-box matrix with "U.S. Law" and "International Law" 
across the top, and "Authority to Act" and "Compliance in Execution" down the side. With a thorough legal review directed at 
each of the four boxes, we would make certain that all potentially relevant law is properly considered in a systematic and 
comprehensive fashion. 

Now, when I say "we," I don't mean to suggest that these judgments are confined to the Agency. To the contrary, as the 
authority for covert action is ultimately the President's, and covert action programs are carried out by the Director and the 
Agency at and subject to the President's direction, Agency counsel share their responsibilities with respect to any covert action 
with their counterparts at the National Security Council. When warranted by circumstances, we - CIA and NSC - may refer a 
legal issue to the Department of Justice. Or we may solicit input from our colleagues at the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence, the Department of State, or the Department of Defense, as appropriate. 

Getting back to my simple matrix ... 

(1) Let's start with the first box: Authority to Act under U.S. Law. 

First, we would confirm that the contemplated activity is authorized by the President in the exercise of his powers under Article 
II of the U.S. Constitution, for example, the President's responsibility as Chief Executive and Commander-in-Chiefto protect 
the country from an imminent threat of violent attack. :This would not be just a one-time check for legal authority at the outset. 
Our hypothetical program would be engineered so as to ensure that, through careful review and senior-level decision-making, 
each individual action is linked to the imminent threat justification. 

A specific congressional authorization might also provide an independent basis for the use of force under U.S. law. 

In addition, we would make sure that the contemplated activity is authorized by the President in accordance with the covert 
action procedures of the National Security Act of 1947, such that Congress is properly notified by means of a Presidential 
Finding. 

(2) Next we look at Authority to Act with reference to International Law Principles. 

Here we need look no further than the inherent right of national self-defense, which is recognized by customary international 
law and, specifically, in Article 51 ofthe United Nations Charter. Where, for example, the United States 11as already been 
attacked, and its adversary has repeatedly sought to attack since then and is actively plotting to attack again, then the United 
States is entitled as a matter of national self-defense to use force to disrupt and prevent future attacks. 

The existence of an armed conflict might also provide an additional justification for the use of force under international law. 

(3) Let's move on to Compliance in Execution under U.S. Law. 

First, we would make sure all actions taken comply with the terms dictated by the Pr:esident in the applicable Finding, which 
would likely contain specific limitations and conditions governing the use of force. We would also make sure all actions taken 
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comply with any applicable Executive Order provisions, such as the prohibition against assassination in Twelve-Triple-Three. 
Beyond Presidential directives, the National Security Act of 1947 provides, quote, "[a] Finding may not authorize any action that 
would violate the Constitution or any statute of the United States." This crucial provision would be strictly applied in carrying 
out our hypothetical program. 

In addition, the Agency would have to discharge its obligation under the congressional notification provisions of the National 
Security Act to keep the intelligence oversight committees of Congress "fully and currently informed" of its activities. Picture a 
system of notifications and briefings- some verbal, others written; some periodic, others event-specific; some at a staff level, 
others for members. 

(4). That leaves Compliance in Execution with reference to International Law Principles. 

Here, the Agency would implement its authorities in a manner consistent with the four basic principles in the law of armed 
conflict governing the use of force: Necessity, Distinction, Proportionality, and Humanity. Great care would be taken in the 
planning and execution of actions to satisfy these four principles and, in the process, to minimize civilian casualties. 

So there you have it: four boxes, each carefully considered with reference to the contemplated activity. That is how an Agency 
program involving the use oflethal force would be structured so as to ensure that it satisfies applicable U.S. and international 
law. 

iv. 

Switching gears, let us consider a real world case in point: the operation against Usama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan, on 
May 2nd [local time]. My purpose is not to illustrate our hypothetical program, but to show that the rule oflaw reaches the most 
sensitive activities in which the Agency is engaged. 

The bin Laden operation was, of course, a critically important event in the fight against al-Qa'ida. Much has been said and 
written about the operation in this regard, and I won't dwell on it now. Rather, I want to focus on the legal aspect of the 
operation. But if you will indulge me, there are a few other aspects of this historic event that warrant mention up front. 

First, finding bin Laden was truly a triumph of intelligence. It's a long story- too long to tell here - but it begins nine years 
earlier, with the nom de guerre of an al-Qa'ida courier. Through painstaking collection and analysis over several years, the 
Agency and its partners in the Intelligence Community determined his true name. Finding the courier and then his residence in 
Abbottabad took another year of hard work. Instead of a small house from which the Agency hoped to follow him to bin Laden, 
the Abbottabad compound suggested immediately the possibility that bin Laden was living there. Extraordinarily high walls, 
barbed wire, no telephone or internet service, trash burned instead of put out for collection like everybody else's, children not 
going to school. Then we learned that an additional family matching the expected profile of bin Laden's family in flight was 
living at the compound, never left it, and was unknown to the neighbors. And we learned that the courier was, nine years later, 
still working for al-Qa'ida. It all added up -the only conclusion that made sense of it all was that bin Laden was there. But there 
was no positive ID. 

Which leads to the next point: This was also an example of difficult and momentous Presidential decision-making. There was 
strong circumstantial evidence that bin Laden was there, but not one iota of direct evidence. No eyes-on identification. And the 
risks and potential consequences of conducting an operation deep inside Pakistan were enormous, particularly if the operation 
failed. The President made a sound decision and, in my mind, a gutsy decision. 

And, finally, the operation itself was a great triumph for our military. More dramatic than any work of fiction: the tension at the 
outset, the sickening feeling when one of the helos went down, the seeming eternity waiting to find out if the objective was 
achieved, and the relief when the last helo lifted off with the force unharmed, My hat's off to these Special Unit operators -
incredibly professional. When the helo went down, they didn't skip a beat. They had trained for all contingencies and slipped 
right into Plan B. Then there's the guy first in the room with bin Laden. Charged by two young women. Trained to expect suicide 
bombers in these circumstances. He grabbed them, shoved them into a corner and threw himself on top of them, shielding them 
from the shooting and shielding the guys behind him from the blast if they detonated. His quick thinking, and raw bravery, 
saved two lives that did not have to end that night. 

I am sure the role of the lawyers is not the first thought to come to mind when you think of the bin Laden operation. Admittedly, 
it may not be the most fascinating aspect, but it is illustrative of the careful attention to the law brought to bear on our country's 
most sensitive counterterrorism operations. 

Because of the paramount importance of keeping the possibility that bin Laden had been located a secret and then of 
maintaining operational security as the Abbottabad raid was being planned, there were initially very few people in under the 
tent. So I cannot say the operation was heavily lawyered, but I can tell you it was thoroughly lawyered. From a legal perspective, 
this was like other counterterrorism operations in some respects. In other respects, of course, it was extraordinary. What 
counsel concentrated on were the law-related issues that the decision-makers would have to decide, legal issues of which the 
decision-makers needed to be aware, and lesser issues that needed to be resolved. By the time the force was launched, the U.S. 
Government had determined with confidence that there was clear and ample authority for the use of force, including lethal 
force, under U.S. and international law and that the operation would be conducted in complete accordance with applicable U.S. 
and international legal restrictions and principles. 
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comply with any applicable Executive Order provisions, such as the prohibition against assassination in Twelve-Triple-Three. 
Beyond Presidential directives, the National Security Act of 1947 provides, quote, "[a] Finding may not authorize any action that 
would violate the Constitution or any statute ofthe United States." This crucial provision would be strictly applied in carrying 
out our hypothetical program. 

In addition, the Agency would have to discharge its obligation under the congressional notification provisions of the National 
Security Act to keep the intelligence oversight committees of Congress "fully and currently informed" of its activities. Picture a 
system of notifications and briefings - some verbal, others written; some periodic, others event-specific; some at a staff level, 
others for members. 

(4). That leaves Compliance in Execution with reference to International Law Principles. 

Here, the Agency would implement its authorities in a manner consistent with the four basic principles in the law of armed 
conflict governing the use of force: Necessity, Distinction, Proportionality, and Humanity. Great care would be taken in the 
planning and execution of actions to satisfy these four principles and, in the process, to minimize civilian casualties. 

So there you have it: four boxes, each carefully considered with reference to the contemplated activity. That is how an Agency 
program involving the use oflethal force would be structured so as to ensure that it satisfies applicable u.S. and international 
law. 

iv. 

Switching gears, let us consider a real world case in point: the operation against Usama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan, on 
May 2nd [local time]. My purpose is not to illustrate our hypothetical program, but to show that the rule oflaw reaches the most 
sensitive activities in which the Agency is engaged. 

The bin Laden operation was, of course, a critically important event in the fight against al-Qa'ida. Much has been said and 
written about the operation in this regard, and I won't dwell on it now. Rather, I want to focus on the legal aspect of the 
operation. But if you win indulge me, there are a few other aspects of this historic event that warrant mention up front. 

First, finding bin Laden was truly a triumph of intelligence. It's a long story - too long to tell here - but it begins nine years 
earlier, with the nom de guerre of an al-Qa'ida courier. Through painstaking collection and analysis over several years, the 
Agency and its partners in the Intelligence Community determined his true name. Finding the courier and then his residence in 
Abbottabad took another year of hard work. Instead of a small house from which the Agency hoped to follow him to bin Laden, 
the Abbottabad compound suggested immediately the possibility that bin Laden was living there. Extraordinarily high walls, 
barbed wire, no telephone or internet service, trash burned instead of put out for collection like everybody else's, children not 
going to school. Then we learned that an additional family matching the expected profile of bin Laden's family in flight was 
living at the compound, never left it, and was unknown to the neighbors. And we learned that the courier was, nine years later, 
still working for al-Qa'ida. It all added up - the only conclusion that made sense of it all was that bin Laden was there. But there 
was no positive !D. 

Which leads to the next point: This was also an example of difficult and momentous Presidential decision-making. There was 
strong circumstantial evidence that bin Laden was there, but not one iota of direct evidence. No eyes-on identification. And the 
risks and potential consequences of conducting an operation deep inside Pakistan were enormous, particularly if the operation 
failed. The President made a sound decision and, in my mind, a gutsy decision. 

And, finally, the operation itself was a great triumph for our military. More dramatic than any work of fiction: the tension at the 
outset, the sickening feeling when one of the helos went down, the seeming eternity waiting to find out if the objective was 
achieved, and the relief when the last helo lifted off with the force unharmed, My hat's off to these Special Unit operators -
incredibly professional. When the helo went down, they didn't skip a beat. They had trained for all contingencies and slipped 
right into Plan B. Then there's the guy first in the room with bin Laden. Charged by two young women. Trained to expect suicide 
bombers in these circumstances. He grabbed them, shoved them into a corner and threw himself on top of them, shielding them 
from the shooting and shielding the guys behind him from the blast if they detonated. His quick thinking, and raw bravery, 
saved two lives that did. not have to end that night. 

I am sure the role of the lawyers is not the first thought to come to mind when you think of the bin Laden operation. Admittedly, 
it may not be the most fascinating aspect, but it is illustrative of the careful attention to the law brought to bear on our country's 
most sensitive counterterrorism operations. 

Because of the paramount importance of keeping the possibility that bin Laden had been located a secret and then of 
maintaining operational security as the Abbottabad raid was being planned, there were initially very few people in under the 
tent. So I cannot say the operation was heavily lawyered, but I can tell you it was thoroughly lawyered. From a legal perspective, 
this was like other counterterrorism operations in some respects. In other respects, of course, it was extraordinary. What 
counsel concentrated on were the law-related issues that the decision-makers would have to decide, legal issues of which the 
decision-makers needed to be aware, and lesser issues that needed to be resolved. By the time the force was launched, the U.S. 
Government had determined with confidence that there was clear and ample authority for the use of force, including lethal 
force, under U.s. and international law and that the operation would be conducted in complete accordance with applicable u.S. 
and international legal restrictions and principles. 
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As a result, the operation against bin Laden was not only militarily successful and strategically important, but also fully 
consistent with all applicable law. 

* * * 

When I talk about CIA and the rule of law, I speak of the business of the Agency and sometimes draw an analogy between the 
Agency and a regulated business - a rule-bound and closely watched business at that. But I have to admit that the analogy is 
seriously flawed in at least one respect: the CIA is not a business enterprise. It is, of course, a secret intelligence service charged 
with protecting the United States against foreign adversaries. It operates at the very tip of the spear in the fight against al-Qa'ida 
and its affiliates and adherents. The work of the CIA is not measured in dollars. Too often the measure is taken in lives lost -
like the seven officers killed a little more than two years ago at a forward operating base in eastern Afghanistan and others 
whose stars consecrate our Memorial Wall. But the measure is also taken in lives saved, which are countless. As I stand before 
you, I am deeply grateful for what the good men and women who are the CIA do every day- literally, the sacrifices they make -
to keep you and me, and our families, safe and secure. All of us should be. 

Thank you very much. 
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As a result, the operation against bin Laden was not only militarily successful and strategically important, but also fully 
consistent with all applicable law. 

* * * 

When I talk about CIA and the rule of law, I speak of the business of the Agency and sometimes draw an analogy between the 
Agency and a regulated business - a rule-bound and closely watched business at that. But I have to admit that the analogy is 
seriously flawed in at least one respect: the CIA is not a business enterprise. It is, of course, a secret intelligence service charged 
with protecting the United States against foreign adversaries. It operates at the very tip of the spear in the fight against al-Qa'ida 
and its affiliates and adherents. The work of the CIA is not measured in dollars. Too often the measure is taken in lives lost -
like the seven officers killed a little more than two years ago at a forward operating base in eastern Afghanistan and others 
whose stars consecrate our Memorial Wall. But the measure is also taken in lives saved, which are countless. As I stand before 
you, I am deeply grateful for what the good men and women who are the CIA do every day - literally, the sacrifices they make -
to keep you and me, and our families, safe and secure. All of us should be. 
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